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OF FLUCTUATING CltOWDS

Marshall is a place of fluctuating
crowds. Graduating seniors are replaced by incoming freshmen. Old
faces are replaced by new.
Flowing like a tide, the current
changes, becomes placid, changes
again. And even as the order of life
on campus asserts itself, one realizes
that change is inevitable. That change
is the order.
For change is the nature of growth.
This growth, this adaptation, is
education. The years leave their
mark. For every one that fails there
are two who have not. Two who have
realized that the fluctuation is in
themselves.
So their departure, at first unsettling, becomes a new education.
They leave with an understanding of
transitions.
At times the parade of unfamiliar
faces is overwhelming. Groups of
students wander around, green orientation folders in hand, sometimes
gawking at a campus that will soon
seem all too small and intimate. Yet
even the greenest among us must
experience the painful separation.
The dropout, the scholar, the most
diehard professional student,
all
must take part in the fluctuating
parade of change.
One morning you wake up and
realize that graduation is at hand.
Thinking over your time at Marshall,
you wonder how you have changed,
and why. How has your life been
altered by the words thrust before
your eyes or the thoughts and philosophy and opinions that have been
your diet? Are you different or have
you merely been polished to a more
or less acceptable standard at this
finishing school of the mind?
The mind is swept by memories
not of lofty platitudes or multisyllabic palaver, but by an aura of
curiosity.
If you are lucky.
•

s

• • •

OF CONTRAST

A university is, if nothing else, a
place of contrast. Different people
from different backgrounds and
cultures living together in an academic and social community.
Like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle,
there is a place for everyone: for the
scholar, the athlete, the seeker. And
for all, contrasts are more complementary than divisive.
At Marshall, contrast has meant
many things. A cycle of seasons has
passed; winter has turned to spring.
Everywhere change is apparent:
record enrollment, a medical school;

almost continuous construction. And
now a proposed multi-purpose sports
arena. The contrast of past and present is progress. The growth of a
university into a major institution.
Marshall's growth rests on a
strong foundation in history. A history mixed with triumph as well as
tragedy. But a history charged with
the excitement of change as well as
anticipation of the future.
Contrasts: at Marshall they are
the rule rather than the exception.
At a time of rampant conformity
they are valued indeed.
•
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• • •

AND CONTINUITY

Marshall' s campus is a mixture
of old and new. Old Main's medieval
turrets cast shadows on the modern
architecture of Smith hall. The space
between them is bridged by the continuity of time.
From academy to university, Marshall's history has been the evolution
of an idea. The idea of growth.
The student who comes to Marshall is aware of the his tory that
lingers in the air. The fountain that
commemorates those who lost their
lives in the tragic plane crash.
Memorial Student Center.
Old buildings and
constant
construction.
Yet continuity is more than merely
buildings and a shared history. It
is change.
The past and present come together daily at Marshall. Today's
growth is founded on the past.
•
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• • •

BUT MOST OF ALL

Manhall ls people. People gathered
together for a common purpose.
People sharing experiences. People
headed toward the future. Preparing.
Assimilating. Living.
Living together in a community of
learning.
Buildings, curricula-all are hubs
that revolve around students, staff,
professors. A university is not a
campus.
People make it live.
In an age of automation and
standardization, people all too often
become the institution they serve.
A university is lucky in this regard.
It's very nature discourages such a
psychology, for its gospel is growth.
To grow is to shed the camouflage
of institutionalized people turned to
humanoids.
'lhe ~.,... le a monster

• • •

of any ideology but pme peel.
Capitalism to the exduslOft of
humanism.
But here, one has a chance to avoid
the trap of intellectual surrender to
pure level existence. Here culture
based on people is offered.
A culture of language and history
and science. Of philosophy. Of
learning. Not just a world of computer programmers living on a base
two level of existence, their technical manuals taking over the very
wiring of their souls.
People push the buttons that move
machines. Far back in the dim recesses of our minds we remember
that people made the machines that
so many of us have chosen to
emulate.
So people are life. And at Marshall
thla
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Handling problems
of the long move
Excitement of new things or dread
of getting settled faces students each
September as they move in . Munchables, plants and wrinkled clothes
are stuffed, tugged and crammed into
the car. Students stagger up steps into
new rooms to decorate in a fa shion
a little short of Good Housekeeping.
Rugs, bedspreads and walls create
new combinations of color coordination. Even though the necessary
paraphernalia was planned, it seems
something is always left home.
Debbie Leftowitz, said she learned
to handle moving in by packing
boxes during the summer and leaving
them packed. Vera OiMascio left
some of her belongings in storage
after summer school. Bruce Hensley
said the first year was rough but
doesn't feel it is now because of
excitement.
It's a part of college life. It's
goodbye to parents and boyfriends
as hometown households empty. The
students are coming. The st udents
are home.
•
A West Hall resident wa its to go home in the
lobby.
Finding it necessary to make mo re than one
trip, students un load th eir cars and prepare
to go to their new room s.

Bringing enough belongings to las t an en tire
semester is a problem facing all studen ts.

Elevators help ease the problem of carrying
heavy items such as televisions or luggage.
Everyon~ gets into th<! act by helping the
college member of the family carry belongings.
Debbie Hall, her mother and sister help in
the movP

Moving out when South Hall closed for the
break was as big a hassle as moving in. Caryl
Mallm loads her car.
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Moving In

Getting the right class card is important.
Classes are often filled, adding to the undesirable task of registration.
Bu y<ng books for da sses is a slow and expensive process, students report.

22
Registration

After a long day, a regi st ra tion worker waits
For the next s tudent.
Lines are a part of reisi ~ tration a s s tudents
wait to sec th e re presentative from their
college.

Registration is a long story of schedule struggles
The shortest Line is 300 people long
and every class at Marshall is closed.
You must get at the end of the line
even though you stood in the wrong
one for three hours. The guy in front
of you is cussing and girl behind you
is going out with your boyfriend. You
have a headache. You're miserable
but you can't leave. You have to
register.
Even thoug the situation always
seems much worse at the time than
it really is, most students agree
registration is a hassle. Other schools
report ~ore problems with registration than Marshall faces. This year,
the use of time cards and the placement of Deans in the registration
room helped eliminate some of the
problems. Students can be seen giving improvised stories over filled
classes and asking if one more would
really hurt when others were drop ping the class anyway.

Sometimes it is hard to get the
classes that are needed. Kim Wehner,
whose parents live in Belgium, lost
her pre-registration when the money
did not arrive from home in time. In
regular registration, all of the classes
were filled and Wehner had to go to
the head of each department and ask
for overloads. "I finally got them
all but I cried a lot," she said. Many
students report that department
heads give them a " hard time" before
giving them an ove rload.
Freshmen can easily be spotted
carrying their green orientation
folders. They usually can be found in
pairs or groups having dragged a
friend or the gang along for moral
support. Upperclassmen can be
found doing the &ame thing.
Many students try to plan their
classes to avoid Fridays, eight
o'clocks and before noon classes on
Thursdays. Many of the usual prob-

lerns are found with not getting the
classes wanted even if the student
pre-registered. Some students get
stuck with schedules that spread over
the entire day with large breaks
between them.
After registration is complete, the
student can head for Stationers or
the bookstore to spend a small life's
savings on books. Many unprepared,
unsuspecting freshmen may be surprised to find he can't carry his 30
new books back to the dorm. Next
week he'll be bringing some of them
back since the class requirements
will have changed .
It's time to begin the new year.
Campus springs to life after a quiet
summer and social life opens in full
swing as a result of parties and no
classes. It' s time to meet people. •
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BUST ~~IJ THE
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. . . Or taking scissors to red tape in six easy lessons

As our new president, Jimmy
Carter, said ... "We ahr guin to cut
thru the red tape and compounded
bureaucracy tha' cuhhently chokes
this great nayshun of ahrs." Now, the
question comes to mind: "What does
that mean?" How should [ know? [
voted for Ford.
But now one phrase you can pick
out of that grinning, mumbling statement is 'red tape'.
If you live in this world and are not
an Aborigine or something, you
battle red tape everyday, and more
often than not, you lose the battle.
Even here on campus, you are almost
choked by the crimson tapers. Anybody who has ever gone to add-drop
knows what [ mean.
Now this little ditty is not to condemn or commend red tape. It's just
an' effort to show you ' different ways
to get around these problems.
1. The old "Pretend-you're-some. i , , bod~-important " trick. When dealing
1
•• -.. wjth some big shot in the adminis1
.' :• tration, and you know he's going
to · ha!js}e you, pian ahead. Get some
'false credentials, wear a disguise
, Jru~ber ' noses and. glasses are out
•
:; this year; make sure your disguises
1
~; ~/ f-~a~e ~ ~ 'tcq>rdance with Mr. Black.tl~-/~ ,· eJl's lis,t of Brst'Di~guished People.)
'9 . 1· Sf'l: ~ ·.into: hls 1" office lik'e you're
i~ :' . . 11 o_lph }il~ler ( 1, very popular dis. '·:~ i~hiSe} .aqd ..tell him. the¥ you don't
~ ' . tl'iinlt it',s'.fai/tha:t; y~l!i friend (your
.. • ' .. ...
l ~ .,) ' . ~ - r. ~ n .
. i: l
1,
, p, !:na~, ~fte .' 1 ~ 'o;.1~g ;g.1 r ~· t'f
ruJt. ,• aro\l'l' , e' ll, f~P.;led~a~Hy ~i,v.e 'I} to·
wl}~.t ~o\l ..S~y, iS-,:, ~'live you t~
1out
·
''
1 • •
·~
·),
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shot..
i
~ · f ·, , : ·
·
·i, ; •
(
l ' "(Jl.l • •
.. .
>
·: ' ic;~~~ing•C\n5}-gn:asl;l.~
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you're trying desperate
your composure when really some
great personal tragedy is putting
you through the wringer. Start off
with your voice just quavering a little

bit as you begin to make your plea
to Mr. Shot. Then as your speech
continues, make sure your cool starts
to break ... preferably around the
part of your pitch where you tell
him a bout your mother's incurable
disease or your brother's airplaneglue habit. Finally end the scene,
winding up with tears streaming
down your cheeks, your fingers
tugging at your dishevelled hair and
your fingernails cutting gouges into
your palms from making such tight
fists. Even if you don't get what you
want from him, you've still got a
great shot at an academy award.
3. Bribery
4. Threats of violence (always a
biggy).
5. The old "Ask-for-the completeopposite-of-what-you-want"
trick.
The name more or less tells the tale.
When you go into Mr. Big Shot's
office, ask for the one thing you don't
want, then, Mr. Big Shot being a creature of habit, will give you just
what you do want. See?
6. I've saved the best for last
(for you brave souls who didn't skip
ahead to the pictures of the cheerleaders or the kooky, crazy, cut-up
candid pies.) This is known as the
Larry Purdy Ploy. When I lived in
Hodges Hall, (and I use the word
'lived' loosely) we created 'Larry
Purdy' quite by accident. One of us
got into trouble during a class in
which a substitute teacher was filling
in. Well, this sub called the Hodges
resident down and demanded his
name. The resident responded with
the name Larry Purdy, when his
real name was something like Gobz
Grabdzbdawadz. We never heard
another thing about the incident.
~Jt occurred to us that Larry would
be a pretty convenient guy to have
around, so we pooled our money and
enrolled Larry in school with just
enough hours to make him full

for him, and Larry was doing alright.
(Now if you think what I just described is impossible, check it out,
Ace. You will be surprised.) We used
Larry whenever one of us would get
in trouble (We each had an l.D.
with Larry's name and Our own pictures on them . .. we just kept going
back and saying we had lost the .o ld
)ne and needed a new one made.) Due
to this, Larry began to get a lot to
;peed letters and other such evil
:locuments. Not only that, but Larry's
attendance was pitiful. As a matter of
fact, it seemed he only showed up on
test days. he got A's on the exams,
but if he wanted anything more than
:1. one-point average, he would have
to get his act together.
As if that weren't bad enough, we
began expanding Larry's horizons.
[n the space of about three weeks,
he joined the science club, the
chess club, three fraternities and
two sororities (don't ask); he joined
the soccer club, the fencing club,
signed up for all intramurals, glee
club, Sigma Delta Chi, the Lambda
Society, the Dromedary Club and
Alcoholics Anonymous. He never
went to any meeting or paid his
dues but he was in.
Well, as all things must, Larry's
time came. He was valiant up to the
very end, talking back to teachers
and security agents, laying incredibly
outrageous lines on pretty girls,
pulling unbelievable stunts (like tying a Volkswagon to the shower
ceiling) . . . yes, Larry really knew
how to live but he was spreading
himself too thin .
To this day we still miss him and
we still wonder what happened to
him . . for you see, one day Larry
just disappeared.
1 told him to stay away from the
Talahachee Bridge.
•
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MU's 'growing pains' create community problems
MU has sought and received the
approval from the Board of Regents
(BOR) to construct a new athletic
complex which will extend Marshall's domain far beyond its present
boundaries .
The complex, which shou ld be
completed by 1980, at a cost of $25
million, will include a multi-purpose
facility with an 11,000-seat basketball arena, a baseball field located
on Fifth Avenue (across from Twin
Towers dormitory), 1,150 additional
parking spaces and six tennis courts.
The arena will contain an intercollegiate-size swimming pool and a
competition diving pool with seating
for 800 spectators. The facility will
also contain archery and golf ranges,
12 handball courts, offices, la bora-

tories, classrooms, locker rooms and
the old Gullickson gymnasium.
Although almost everyone seems
to hope Marshall gets the complex,
no one seems to want to pay for it.
About 87 building will have to be
destroyed to make room for Marshall's growth, many of them
businesses. To no one's surprise,
many of the owners have protested
the forthcoming attempt to dislodge
them.
The "Save Our Stores" committee
has taken the matter to the BOR and
to Huntington City Council, which
initially back the effort but later
withdrew its support.
Governor Jay Rockefeller asked
for a one-year moratorium on capital
improvement
projects
financed

No more vacancies. This apartment is part

of th e demolition plan on Third Avenue to
destroy housing facilities to ma ke room for
parking lots.
The "demolition derby" strikes at another
building on Third Avenue to provide the
needed s pace for the athletic facility.
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Eminent Doma in

through state government.
Another proposal was to pay off
the facility in a bonding package
that would require raising tuition
fees of students at MU. Almost unanimous disapproval followed from
the students, who complained that
the fees were too high already.
Apparently the payment of the
bonds will come out of the pockets
of Marshall students, in the form of
a $25 per semester raise in tuition.
It seems the payment for the
athletic arena has fallen, as usual,
onto the one group who has no voice
in the matter-the students.
But any healthy organism wanting
to stay heal thy must grow. And
Marshall is no exception.
•

Marked for destruction 1s a house on Third
Avenue.

A "bird's-eye view" of campus will not be
possible for John much longer as Marshall 's
expansion policy will claim John's Sandwich
Isle, a popular place for students to eat
lunch.
This graveled clearing is the site of the new
athletic complex. Gullickson Hall is in the
background.
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Eminent Domain

Privacy for a telephone call in the quietness
of home is one of the advantage' of off-campus
living for stud ents such as Robin McCallister.
Warm sunny days call for q uiet moments on
the front porch . Dan Ware, and Beth Rector,
take advantage of patches of sunlight in the
shaded area of a Third Avenue apartment.
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Off Campus

Off campus is "your own backyard"
The need for " your own backyard,"
or a place to be on your own with
the freedom and privacy necessary
to grow independent, is the reason
most students want to live off campus. Students are ready to leave
dormatory life with its rules and
RAs.
Although landlords have their own
sets of rules, basic styles are usually
more relaxed. Pets are allowed by
many owners.
Finding an apartment can be a
problem. Many places have waiting
lists and students need to look
months before they plan to move.
location or cost often replaces the
need for something "really nice. "
The apartments themselves range
from less than desirable to decent
dwellings.
Some conveniences must be sacrificed by this new home style. Faucets
leak, floors creak, pipes freeze and
"peeping Toms" abound in the
neighborhood. Sometimes it is hard
to get repair work completed.

As dishes pile up and things get
tossed around, it becomes necessary
to spend spare time cleaning and
doing household chores. The student
now has several rooms to keep dean
instead of just one where his bed
served also as a couch.
Students must also be prepared
to spend time doing laundry.
Eating out can become expensive
and also tiresome, so many students
learn to snack or cook in a style
that is convenient for their own
personal lives.
Apartment life, like anything else,
has both advantages and disadvantages. When the quietness and peace
of being alone becomes unwelcome
solitude, the apartment dweller can
have a party for his friends and
neighboring tenants or visit the
dorms, the park or local bars.
living alone or with a roommate,
it's home. The student has "his
own backyard" even if he doesn' t
•
have a porch.

As a daily practice, it is a long way up and
down for Tom Kutzlo (upper left), and those
who live ntar him or in similar apartments.

Things go better with beer parties, accord ing
to many apar tment dwellers.

"Catching a few rays" is a common practice for
studen ts such as Ann Ra iguel (far left), who
relaxes outside her apartment.

late afternoon, after or during skipp ed classes,
is a time for small get togethers on the lawn.
Students such a s Kim Martin, Lisa Harper,
Susie Miller, Larry Smith and Kutzlo take
advantage of the warm weath er.
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It's "your own backyard"

cool.

Living off campus may present the need for
transportation to a nd from clas5. Sometimes
this can cause problems su ch as it did for

John Jackson who needed a jump.

lunch, a friend, a dog and a porch make a
combination for Nancy Sloan who sits on a
front porch on Elm Street with Sherman and
M;,ry

The desire to eat health food and to grow your

own avacados is all a part of student livi ng.
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Watching sports on Central Intramura l Field
is Jan W ade and Scott Crane.
Apartments have the advantage of no noi se
so that students s uch as Crcg Morri son ca n
study without interruption .

Eating out can become expen sive. Charlene
Vaughan prepares her own food .
Aputments provide ni ce a lmo>phe res for
parties or get togethers. Students such as
Doug Bunch, Diane Van Hovan, Becky John son, Jennifer Bevino. Ray Rappol d, Mike
Kennedy, Chuck Spencer and Ca thy Clark
spend an evening together.
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Off Campus

RDDMMRTES
Off campus living has changed
The names on the mail box are not
the same. Hiram Hill and Sandy
Bryant are not married, nor do they
now intend to be. Like a growing
number of students, they have chosen
to live together without the benefit
of a marriage license.
The arrangement has advantages
and disadvantages , they say, and
the reaction of friends and relatives
has been mixed.
"You have to kind of hide it to
get housing," Hiram explains.
"We've been hassled by landlords.
It would make it difficult to get a
place if they knew."

Relaxing at home. Hiram and Sandy take a
moment out from studying to talk .
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. The added factor of race · has
caused Hiram and Sandy problems in
the past. "Discrimination is just
like night and day in this town,"
Hiram says. "In fact I sued a lady
for discrimination not too long ago
and won."
For the last two years they have
shared the same household. Predictably, their parents were less than
enchanted with the arrangement at
first.
"At first they kicked up all kinds
of hell," Hiram remembers, laughing.
"But they fi nally adjusted. We both

visit our parents all the time."
Sandy nods knowingly and says,
"The piece of paper wouldn't make
any difference anyway."
Hiram agrees.
But cohabitation of unmarried
couples is in fact against West
Virginia State law. "It's kind of
like the pot laws," Hiram points
out. "It's not really enforced."
A statement by Huntington Police
Chief Lawrence R. Nowery would
seem to bear out this contention.
"In the three-and-a-half years I've
been here I've never seen an arrest
for (cohabitation)," Nowery said.
The piece of paper does make a difference, at least economically, Hiram
says.
"My VA check and her Social
Security payments would be less if
we were married," he points out.
"Until they change the income tax
laws, we'll probably stay single."

Sandy sees other advantages to
their arrangement.
"We really get to know each
other this way," she says.
"And it saves a lot of money we
would have paid in separate housing
and having to pay two sets of utility
bills and so forth," Hiram interjects.
"This way we get more from our
incomes."
"Besides, neither one of us is
ready for marriage," adds Sandy.
Both see their relationship as
similar to marriage.
"Actually, we're very conservative," Hiram says. "We see each
other and nobody else."
Indeed they share roles similar
to the traditional concept of marriage.
"Sandy cleans the house a lot and
I do the carpentry," says Hiram.
"We're always together."

•

Chatting in tht Student Union. Hiram and
Sandy share a meal and conservation with
Friend.
Doing things together.'We're always together," Hiram says. "'Where one goes the
other goes."
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The mandatory housing game: rules for dorm living
Dorm life-the mandatory housi ng
game which all freshmen and sophomores are forced to play-is a contest
with losing odds against the housing
office and the administration.
The rules are set before the student
walks into the dormitory room-no
alcoholic beverages, no visi tors of the
opposite sex after hours. And upon
their return from Christmas vacation,
dormitory residents discovered the
housing office had imposed another
restriction on their conduct. All
guests had to sign a carbon-copy
hall pass in which a guest's name
had to be registered, along with
arrival am.l Jepar Lure Limes.
No student opinion was considered
in making the decisi on. It was
another restriction passed in the
" ultimate wisdom" of housing and
university officials .
But students manage to live a
'normal' college existence in Marshall's six residence halls despite
the inconveniences stude nts feel are
inflicted on them by dormitory life.

Passing time in a typical way for 13th Twin
Towers East residents is Rob John<;on . ThP
residents made up the game usi ng beer cans
and frisbees. If both canb art! knud<.t!u down,
five points are scored. If the top can is knocked
off and the bottom is left standing, 25 points
are scored; if the bottom alone is knocked
down , 50 points are scored.
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It was easy enough to sneak beer
by the desks, and the smell of marijuana did not go unnoticed.
Two cafeterias provide the food
for res idents. A new program in
South Hall cafeteria offers a delicatessen, fast-food service for students
whose class schedules or other activities conflict with the regular serving
hours in Twin Towers cafeteria .
Students responded favorably to the
idea, according to hou si ng officials.
Housing and university officials
maintain that dormitory life is a
rewarding " learning experience" for
students.

For fre~hmen and sophomores,
restrictions of dormitory life are
as much a part of college life as
the rules that are broken in the resident halls. And they do learn a valuable lesson-how to survive by eating
food that can in no way compare to
anything they have been used to
during their first 18 or 19 years of
life, by sharing a cramped room with
someone, by living amidst a hazy
cloud of do's and don'ts plastered on
the walls by the elevators.

•

Fat, juicy steaks (left) are prepared by Paul

Ma rtinchek and Jerry
Towers East dormitory.

Ball outside Twin

Ice cream (below) is a specia l lreal fo1 SunJay
afternoon meals in Twin Towers cafeteria.

An electric skillet (lower rig ht) comes in handy
for Phil Skvarka, who prefers to do his own
cooki ng.

Eating a snack while studying is Noel
Jorda n 's (lower left) an swer to a hungry
stomach .
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The housing gameCont.
Open house in the dorms allows Randy Cullum and Julie Honaker to have a chance to
spend an afternoon together
Even with all the things going on in the dorm<,
Ruth Ann Toothman still find; time to study.

Passing the time on a quiet afternoon, Don
Danford plays ends.
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Dorm Life

Smoking marijuana. Dormitory residents use
a homemade apparatus in a darkened room.
Greeting cards, posters and fishnet help
decorate the walls of rooms of Alan Williams
(below) and Cindy Jarvis (bottom).

Time in the weekend world
N otice to all Marshall studentsBooks close on Friday, not to be reopened until Monday morning. All
week students look forward to these
two days.
The students rest on weekends.
Rest may mean party all night, stay
in bed 48 hours or work at a part
time job. Rest means a break from
classes, books and teachers.
Suitcasers and commuters go
home. Apartment and dorm rooms
open up to greet guests to join in
a weeken d celebration.
Some students choose shopping,
some choose movies, plays or dates,
Quiel times tal k in g in th e pa rk n evPr ti re
s tudent s.

some choose walking or bike riding,
sleeping late on Saturday or church
on Sunday, and some choose doing
laundry.
The park provides recreation for
warm weekends. Students relax by
the creek, have a picnic on a blanket
or play Frisbee.
Parties are a big part of weekend
life. Bathtubs of beer and tubs of
grain can be found as well as students "raising their spirits" at bars.
Whatever students choose to do,
it makes Monday a little easier to
take.

•

A street dance provid ed enterta inment for an
O ctober n igh t.

Softball practice (left) is a common sight on
Central Intramura l Field.
Many students (below) s pend time with their

pet s. Tyrone Bas kin waits by the s tudent
cente r fireplace with his dog, Koke.

A bathtub of beer sets the scene for a weekend
par ty.
Spending the afternoon (lowe1 iigltl) gelling a

tan on the roof of Buskirk Hall is Leisa Krantz,
Cathy Ailiff and Sheryl Huffman.
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Suitcasers: MU's weekend wanderers
It's noon Friday and the campus
is buzzing with activity. Plenty of
human bodies around. But by three
o'clock, there are many parking
places and campus resembles a ghost
town. Why? The mass exodus has
occurred and the suitcasers have
left for another weekend at home.
Suitcasers are a type of Marshall
student who departs from campus
for a weekend at home, as frequently
and as swiftly as possible. The university environment never becomes
a home to them. It's just a place
where they have to spend time until
they can go home again.
The magnetism of home exists
for a variety of reasons. Suitcasers
enjoy getting away from campus,
getting their laundry done without
battling for a washer and dryer,
or simply eating an edible meal.
For most suitcasers though, the
strong attraction homeward is to
be with family and friends.
One of the best examples of a

suitcaser is Susie Miller, Pineville
junior. Since she's been at Marshall
as a freshman, she's only spent 12
weekends on campus. When I talked
to her, Susie was performing her
usual Thursday night task-packing
that is.
"The reason I go home is to be
with my family and friends," she
said. "It's like I never really left
home. I like Marshall, but I just
wish it was located in Pineville,"
she said.
For Susie, her friends at home are
an important part of her and probably always will be. "Huntington,
W.Va. can exist without me but
Pineyille can't," she said jokingly.
So grin and bear it next time you're
nearly hit by a speeding Friday driver
or beat out of the laundry room by a
girl doing three loads of wash so she
can have something to wear on those
hot, hometown dates. It's just a suitcaser-a fact of Marshall life.
•
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Foose-ball is anothe r hot nigh t spot game,
especially at the UL on Fou rth AvPnue _Lyndon
1-'owlkes and Jeff Fisher try their skill at the
game.
People waiting and accusations of "s tolen
quarters" are a part of the " pool scene" at the
Toad . But John Lucas (below) gets his shot in
despite the confusion.

~

.

A pitcher of beer and a pizza are popula r i terns
in the Coffee Hou se in Memorial Student
Center.
Monday night (right} is " peanut night" at
Jake's (Tiny's) on Th ird Avenue. Bobby
Znrober and Kim Evans enjoy their peanuts
and beer.
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Phases of night life-drinking, dancing
Night spots surroundi.n g campus
provide relaxation for students every
night of the week. Each place has
its own personality, and every student has his own favorite hangout
to go in and "drink a few beers."
Specials are popular. The " 99center" at Bachelor's Bait on Wednesday night charged a dollar for all
the beer you can drink.

Jake' s provided free peanuts every
Monday night.
The Toad is a popular night spot,
particularly among dormitory residents, because it is so close. Other
night spots are the UL, the Hole and
the Glass Onion. The Coffee House
is a good place to go after night
class to get a few beers to unwind.
Pool tables, pinball machines and

foose-ball are as much a part of night
spots as beer and pizza. Quarters
lined up on pool tables often provided
chances for students to hurl accusations about " stolen quarters" and
"you took my game."
One night spot, Huck Finn' s lost
its liquor license as a result of
complaints against " rowdy students ."•

Large crowds of M U s tuden ts are at the T oad
on Fifth A venue almos t every night of the
week .
Playing his last ball, D an Smilh tiie s tu match
h is ga me on a pi nball m achin e at the UL.
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Monday morning classes
What it all boils down to is getting an education

The alarm clock goes off at exactly
seven o'clock, as usual. The nerveshattering jangle fills the room and
continues to ring and ring and ring
and ring and ring and ring and
ring ...

From beneath a strange mound of
blankets in a broken-down bed
comes a trembling, claw-Like hand.
It stretches and strains to the breaking point but it can't quite reach the
clock.
It retreats back into the lump of
bed covers. Suddenly a shoe, traveling like a nike missle, emerges from
the bed, smashing the clock into a
number of small pieces.
The fatally wounded clock whimpers a few more times and then
suffles off this mortal coil, to join

that big main-spring in the sky.
Bad news ... black cats .. .
Carpet tacks in your foot .. .
A bad check .. . flunking a final .. .
Monday morning.
You walk/ stumble/ crawl to the
shower, set it on its hottest setti1i.g
and ooze under the shower head ...
but since you' re the last one in your
apartment to shower in the morning,
there's no hot water. So you break
the icicle off your nose and go back
to your bedroom.
Looking in the closet and chest
of drawers you realize you have no
clean clothes to wear. So you put
on a pair of jeans that are so dirty
they're standing in the corner by
themselves and your 'Tm-only-herefor-a-beer " T-shirt.
Then, going to the living room ,
you discover that your roommate
left your brand new Marantz stereo
on overnite and all that's left is a
molten heap of slag.
Prisoner of war camps .. .
Flat tires in the rain .. .

Kissing somebody with braces .. .
Rotten onions . . .
Funerals . ..
Monday morning.
You arrive in class, where somehow everybody else looks brighteyed and bushy-tailed. Even the
professor comes bopping in the door
like Fred Astaire .. . you hate them
all.
"Okay," the jolly teachers beams,
"Take your books off the desk and
spread out."
"Oh, goody," giggles the girl
with the four point average, " It's
about time we had a test."
Test??
"This test is the easiest one I've
ever given," the teachers says just
the way he says it every time he
gives a test. He hands out the sixteen
pages stapled together.
You misspell your name.
Monday morning.
Thank God it only comes once a
week.

•
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Covering a breaking story. WMUL-TV televises the debut of new basketball coach 5.tu
Aberdeen as direc tor s check monitors.

WMUL

WMUL Radio and TV serves
the Marshall community with
news, educational and entertainment
programming.
WMUL-TV provides public broadcasting programs as well as local
features.
WMUL Radio, Marshall's educatonal station, gives students radio
experience from 11 a.m . to midnight.
Music ranges from classical to
popular, with the added feature of
having no commercials.
Although operating with only 10
watts of power, Station co-manager
Al Albarron says WMUL strives to
present professional programming
which students will enjoy.
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Campus station offers 'a.lternative'
Albarron de scribes how the news
is put together.
"We have an assignment editor
who writes down stories to cover.
Students then report on them ," he
explains.
" Our reporters have a regular
beat, just like a newspaper. By covering their beats our reports are given
more depth ."
WMUL is run entirely by students.
All steps of programming are, with
guidance, left up to them.
Reporters have a four-thirty deadline to get their stories ready for the
five o'clock news," Albarran says.
"They are in charge of reporting,
production-every step in putting

a program together. "
Albarran says that only national
news is gat h ered from newspapers,
with concen tra tion on reportage of
local events of interest to Marshall
students.
News Director Clint McElroy describes the station's growing news
programming.
" We have 15 stories on the five
o'clock news," McElroy begins.
" We also have five minutes on
sports and a report on weather."
McElroy says WMUL provides the
best programming for students in
this area_
WMUL Radio and TV- an alternative to commercial programming. •

Getting ready for a deadline. Peggy Gripshover
prepares for the 5 p.m . news.

Take a cue. Debbie Philips begins her report
while Lee Bradshaw sca n s hi s copy.

Checking the modulation. Peggy Grip shover
adjusts the signal and proceeds with the news.
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iOlC
They rappel down mountains.
Learn military tactics and the operation of firearms.
They are the more than 100 men
and women of ROTC, Reserve Officers Training Corps.
Many join for the pure enjoyment
of learning unusual skills and the
physical activity. But some are
more serious about it.
"I want to be an officer in the
Army," says Martin Meador. "That's
why I joined."
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•

Up 1n arms for fun and profit

Meador has other reasons for
joining. "Part of the reason was
the job outlook," he explains.
" Also the money."
ROTC has two programs, one of
which pays its students . The junior
program, for freshmen and sophomores, does not offer pay, but does
provide class credit.
The advanced program, open to
juniors and seniors, pays $100 per
month.
ROTC students can earn two hours

credit for participating in the
program.
In addition , ROTC students attend
a summer camp at Ft . Bragg, Georgia,
for eight weeks of training.
More women than ever are joining
ROTC. At present, around 40 women
belong to the organization.
At the junior program level, there
are no requirements to get into
ROTC. But at the advanced level, one
must be accepted by the officers
and pass a written test.
•

Rappelling on spring field trip , Kim Guy
concentrates on bette r fo rm.
Selecting ammunition, Bruce Akers prepares
to load an M-60 rifle.

Boot camp already! Not yet, but Darrell
Pickenpaugh prepares for summer camp
training courses.
Firing line. M artin Meador, Ray Barnene fire
away with others a t targe t.
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Mock patients 'receive' clinical treatment

Learning laboratory provides practical experience
Textbooks are not the only way
to learn as Marshall's student nurses
discover during their training. They
spend one day per week at on-thejob training at local hospitals.
Both students in the associate degree program and the baccalaureate
program are required to perform
duties at various hospitals.
Students receive training in medical-surgical, child health, maternal,
psychiatric and mental health.
A student nurse's first semester
working at a hospital is spent on

patient communication, according
to a nursing student. Students become accustomed to dealing with
patients and performing such tasks
as taking a patient's temperature
and blood pressure.
The second semester is usually
comprised of working in the medicalsurgery field. Students explain surgical procedures to patients and handle
other pre-and post-operation duties.
The following semesters are devoted to other fields. At this time,
stud.ent nurses work at the state

mental hospital in Huntington.
While on duty, students perform
normal nursing functions. They are
responsible for several patients
during their shift. This means they
bathe patients, make beds, administer
medicine and any treatments required by the patient. Students have
a "Learning Lab" at Marshall where
they perform treatments and procedures on dummies before they
work with a patient. At the hospital,
students are accompanied by an
instructor.

•

Part of the nursing program consists of child care and feeding. Intern David
Kidd demonstrates feeding procedure.

Not all classes in nur sing are held in the practice laboratory. Mary Kopp lectures her class
on nutritional necessities.

Nursing Center learning laboratory also
ha s quiet places to catch up on reading. Tammy Webb studies for < test.
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Unique flora draws ecology class to W.Va. wilds
A combined graduate and undergraduate ecology class took a trip
into the West Virginia wilds this
spring to study vegetation considered
unique to the area.
Under the instruction of Dr. Stan
Ash, the class spent three entire days
at Cranberry Glades, gathering environmental data by day and camping
by night.

While most of the experiments
involved sampling soil and air temperatures, the class also observed
the plant growth.
Visitors to Cranberry Glades are
normally required to remain on a
boardwalk which aids in maintaining the park. However, the class
received a special permit allowing

Scanning the camp grounds, Dr. Ash prepares to take the class
on an educational hike.
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them to stray from the boardwalk
and scan the area.
One class member, Stephen Nance,
admitted that while the class was
•
educational, it was also "fun."
Preparing camp s hortly after arrival, Judy
Ash (right) readie s herself for her ' turn' at
making dinner.
following a search for a suitable camp site,
(below) putting up the tent may not be
much fun, hut Sue Hill, Bob Bish and Bob
Selvey persevere.

If two hand£ are better than one, four must really get the job done . Shelia
Adkins and friend fool around while preparing lunch.
Proving that the entire trip was not spent in fun , Susan Ash follows a trail
to collect samples.

The boardwalk provid~ visitors to Cranberry
Glades access to the park without damaging
the environment. Since the class members
were allowed to travel off the boardwalk, they
spent much of the trip out of sight from the
walkway to avoid luring others to follow their
],.ad .
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Accounting, business, grades
handled by Computer center
Whirring wheels, clicking printouts, words filling up CRT-cathode
ray tube-screens: it all seems like
something out of a science fiction
movie.
But the Computer center, located
at Prichard Hall 202, is something
much more down to earth.
The business of the university,
grades, accounting , payroll, even

labels, is handled here, according to
Mark Valerio, a computer operator
at the center for more than two years.
Private matters such as grades are
handled by some machines, and the
areas around them are restricted
to computer personnel,
Valerio
explains.
The machines whir on.
•
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Removing a reel from the tape drive, Mark Valerio, a computer opera tor fo r more than two year s, check s
the machine.
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Inserting a new tape, Mark Valerio makes sure the tape drive is running

smoothly. Valerio graduated from MU with a B.5. in math.

New on the job, Samuel Bauserman punches out figures on a CRT. Bauserman,
a biology major, says computer science was "something I just picked up.

The language of computers fills the black board located in the Computer
center.
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The other side: teaching instead of being taught
Marshall seniors Deidra Browder
and Doug Sargent spent the spring
semester teaching instead of being
taught. It was all part of their education, however. Both were getting a
first-hand glimpse of the career they
wish to pursue; teaching. Browder,
22, from Waverly, Ohio, taught
seventh grade at West Junior High
School in Huntington; Sargent, 21,
from Pittsburgh, taught physical
education at Ceredo-Kenova High
School.
"When I was in high school, I
taught kids in swimming classes.
That's how I got started. I've worked
as a secretary, salesperson and in
other office jobs, but I didn't like
any of them. They were all too repeti-

Teaching geography to a seventh grade class
at Wesl Junior High, Deidra Browder questions the class about countries in Africa.
In addition to teaching Junior High School,
Browder also taught fifth graders at Miller
Elementary School the first part of the
semester.
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tious. With teaching, there's something new everyday; a give and take
relationship," Browder said.
Sargent said the pleasure he always
received from school also helped him
choose teaching. "I've always enjoyed
school; it seems all my best times
were in school. I also like to help
kids, to show them someone is concerned about them."
Sargent was disappointed with the
attitudes of some students he taught.
"Some of them didn't care to learn;
they were there because they had to
be. They had no interest in school.
I found this to be the biggest change
in students from when I was in
school.

It seems we cared more about our
grades. There were lots of really good
kids though, and these were the ones
you grew attached to. I also discovered that teaching methods
haven't changed- at least I couldn't
find any changes from when I was in
school."
Browder found students to be more
aware of current events than she
expected. "Most are really eager to
learn, but of course, there are some
slower than the rest or those who
just don't want to learn. The biggest
change I found in the classroom was
the openness. Kids are more free to
discuss questions, even among themselves. They ask very thoughtful
questions which require an answer
which is not just "yes" or "no". The
schools today are more geared toward
the needs of the student. Teachers
are also more open now and they
teach at a h igher level."
Browder also found the students
to be more open than she expected.
"They accept new ideas freely and
there's no prejudice in them. They
know more about everything than
we did when we were in the same
grade. They also try to put things
over on me because I'm new. They
try to catch me in the middle so I
just tell them to ask the regular
teacher. They also ask you anything:
age, phone number, etc. They are
really interes ted in your personal
life. They want to like you and be accepted in return."

The National Teachers Exam, a requirement for
a teaching degree, puts Robin McCallister and
Karen Neal in a pensive mood.

Showing one of hi. students grades for a skills
test, Doug Sargent flips through his role book.

An important part of fitness involves exercise, according to Sargent who hopes to teach
high school students.
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Swirling the air into music, Dr. Paul A.
Balshaw signals the string section to begin.

Isolated in a practice room of the Music
Department, a student practices on the piano.
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Motion .md music become one as Dr. Paul
A . Balshaw, professor of music, leads the
chorus.

•
Music in the air
He raised his baton and there was
silence. All the talking and chattering and laughter suddenly evaporated. And where there was sound
there was only the silence of
concentration.
A slight pause, the space between
breaths-and the music began.
The voices of the chorus, the song
of the strings, the brass, the
woodwinds-everything came together in the swirl of the conductor's
baton.
What did he hear that made him
stop?

Which section was out of time?
What player was out of tune?
He rapped his baton and explained
the transition of notes he heard in
his head but not in his ears.
Taking up his baton, he led the
orchestra, his instrument, and was
this time pleased.
Until again a slight frown crossed
his face . He dropped his baton. The
music died off like a puppet cut
from its string.
A slight adjustment. A minimal
change. The music continued and
this time the baton did not stop. •

Checking out the bulletin board, music student Rue Wagner finds someth ing of interest.
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Energy crisis hits Community College
The Community College picked up
some classes this winter, but the
additions had nothing to do with
changes in curriculum.
Classes in office administration
and engineering were moved to the
Community College during this
winter's energy crisis.
The move was made smoothly
and without interfering with other
Community College operations, according to Dr. Paul D. Hines, vice
president of the college.
Hines, newly-appointed to the

Leading a discu55ion, Mathew Young makes
a point in his accounting class in the Community College.
Getting ready for an exam, Stassa Cummings
goes over her notes in the Learning Center.
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office of vice president, comes to
Marshall from Rio Grande College,
where he was president.
Hines is no newcomer to Marshall.
From 1969-1971 he taught education
and a reading improvement class
for freshmen.
The college offers two-year Associate Degrees in criminal justice,
fire science technology, legal assistance, library media technology,
recreation leadership, accounting
and engineering.
•

A race ag:iinst the clock. Community College
students begin a speed reading test. Clocks

on the desks tick away the seconds to deadline.
Sharpening his language skills, a foreign

student utilizes the college's Learning Center.
Many international students take advantage
of the center, according to Carolyn Hunter,
coordinator of the reading program.
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Studying-why did I wait so long?
Four a.m. Out of stimulants. Eyelids are drooping. Four hours until
the first exam. Can I make it? Why
are there finals?
Why the hell didn't I read those
25 chapters during the semester? No,
I went out and swilled beer during
the week and reserved the weekend
for hard liquor.
If only I hadn' t gone to so many
all-night parties? Or why didn't I
study during our chilly "spring
break" in February? No, it was party,
party, party . ..... .
Concentrate, got to concentrate.
Lets see . . . Anthro 101. Describe
the social evolution of man. Forget
Anthro. The exam isn't till 3 p.m.
anyway.
Got to study Am. Lit somemore.
Need an 85 for my C. If I don't make
a C, my folks are going to kill me.
Describe the writing styles of Hemingway and Mark Twain.
It' s 7 a.m. Only an hour to go. Take
a look in the m irror before breakfast. Oh my God .. . My fingernails
are gone, I' m nauseous.
•

A night's vigil
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Studying on campus-left, a moment of solitude on a stone bench
overlooking the intramural field; Below, a student prepares for
an exam.
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Scrubbing the walls of the fountain pool, Donna Johnson
works her way throut1h the summer on the work study
program.
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On the road for Captain Cool, Rick Haye
drives an ice cream truck to help pay expenses.
A pair of potential customers awaits the service s of Rick Haye as he serves up a creamy
treat.

Paying the piper-working
For many Marshall students , being
a full-time student and a part-time
worker is an accepted fact of life.
Without that part-time job, many
would not be able to attend school.
Some find jobs with Marshall or with
other governmental agencies such
as the Veterans Administration or
the U. S. Corps of Engineers .
But most students find employ-

ment in what economists refer to as
the " private sector." Whether it be
working as a salesperson in a local
clothing store, loading and unloading
freight for various trucking firms,
or being a part-time DJ for a radio
st~~ion, MU students contribute
greatly to the region's economic
picture.
•
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Salem, an Arabian student, tune s in a radio
otatiun tu pur>ue an

int~ r n a tiunal

listening to mus ic (Below).

International
student adjusts
to life at MU
To the foreign student, adjusting
to life at Marshall is often a difficult
task. The culture shock of the Asian
or African or European confronted
with sometimes baffling customscompounded by the complexities of
Appalachian regionalism-must be
overwhelming at times.
Add to that the isolation from one' s
home and you have the ingredients
of an unpleasant experience.
And yet many do adjust. Many
find life at Marshall pleasurable.
Those curious customs and ideas
become interesting, at least f:om a
sort of comparative culture standpoint, and the American fascination
with things becomes as irresistible
as fast food.
Quickly the language is mastered.
The ear picks up nuances. Life's
variety blooms. The student joins
the community.
And within the community there
are others of one's own culture.
Others who share one's language
and history who can laugh along
with their new friends . And the
new friends begin to learn . . .
•
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pa >time,

A growing international sport, soccer. is
en. oyed by international students in
central intramural field (Left).

the

Starting the day with an American concoction of instant orange juice, Salem prepares
to meet the day (Below).
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Perhaps as a short cut to classes, a student
enters Mem orial Student Center from the Fifth
Avenue side.

It's a tough choice. Barb Johnson looks at the
candy and mints sold at the front co unte1 in
th .. ;tudent center.
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Sizing the shot. Ken Pemberton plays a game
of pool in the student center_

A different place to study, Mike McComas sits
in a oval "window" on the staircase going to
the basement of the student center.

Looking over books, Karen Van Faussien
studys her schedule in the student center_
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On the balcony of Memorial Student Center
are John Van Cleve and J.D. Morgan.
It's your move. Tom McAninch (left), a
Criminal Justice instructor, and Don Feigenbaum (right), assi stant profesGOr of Criminal
Justice, play a game of chess in the cafeteria
of the Student Center.
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Reflections show in a night view of the
fountain on the plaza of the student center.
A memorial to those who lost their lives in the
plane crash, 75 metal pipes form the founta in .
Time out for il nap. With an end table for a
pillow and a couch for a bed, a student takes a
rest in the lobby of the student center.
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A place to get things started
With more than 10,000 students on
campus at one time or another, it's easy
to feel as just a mere face in the crowd.
However, there is a common meeting
ground, a place to renew old friendships
and to begin new ones.
Particularly for students who live off
campus, the Memorial Student Center is a
large part of a day at Marshall.
Much of the heart of campus life is
centered in the oddly shaped but attractive
building that serves as a memorial to those
who lost their lives in the plane crash.
There's a little bit of just about everything in the students center. A cafeteria
to serve students who don't have enough
time to go somewhere else to eat during
a break (well, the food isn't really that
bad). The book store, with essential school
supplies and a reputation for mercilessly
taking the last of a student's savings.
Meeting rooms, a recreation area and the
Coffee House. And the "almost" fireplace
that burns gas during the winter, giving
no heat but providing a warm atmosphere
and gathering place. And the memorial
fountain on the plaza, full of soap
bubbles more often than not.

There's the regular crowd-the students,
and teachers, who sit in the cafeteria with
a cup of coffee at the same time every day.
And there's newcomers, the usual
"under the tree sitters" who seek shelter
when it rains.
And there's the students who come to
the student center only with a specific
purpose in mind, whether it's buying a
pencil, a record, or a doughnut.
Need a place on campus to sit, look
people over, try to meet a "special
someone" or merely run into "just
someone to pass the time with." Try the
student center. lt' s a pretty nice place to
spend an evening. Movies, bowling, pool,
a pizza and a few pitchers of beer in the
Co£fee House-then who knows what may
happen-and with whom.
The Memorial Student Center-a place
to get things started.
Heart of campus life. Two students leave the student
center from " the plaza side."
Planning his schedule, Mike McComas (left) tries
to decide which classes to take. Sitting behind him is
Kevin Lusk.

Buying books (right). Kevin Lusk completes the
scheduling process and buys his books for classes
start for the semester.
Browsing. (far right). Tony Fitzgerald selects record
albums in Opus One, a record shop inside the student
center
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llUDEll GDVERllMElll:
How effective is it?-Commentary
Student Senate began the spring
semester with a cream-a chocolatecream pie in the face of the senate
president. This comedic touch set
the tone for Student Government's·
activities during the semester.
Since the pie-in-the-face incident,
senate spent much of its time involved in fighting that led to internal
dissension. Bills introduced in February remained unpassed late in March .
Each senate session was devoted
largely to time-consuming procedural votes, repeated explanations of
material to which senators paid little
attention, and an increased display

of factionalism.
All this culminated in March with
the impeachment and removal of
Senate President D. Randall Cole.
Although indicted on three separate
.charges, Cole was convicted of only
one-illegally calling a special senate
While
those pressing
session.
charges denied it, some said the
impeachment was motivated by
personal dislike of Cole; charging
he had brought it upon himself to
some extent because of his exaggerated iormality and superior
attitude.
While all this squabbling was

going on, what was the rest of Student Government doing? Student
Court was tied up with court cases
involving Cole's impeachment. The
executive branch sponsored a West
Virginia Student Government Association meeting, instigated a discount plan for students with certain
merchants and sponsored an outdoor
concert in April.
Is there hope for Student Government? Unless it removes the factionalism and in-fighting between
branches and individuals, it will
become totally ineffective. Certainly,
a change is needed.
•

An often-voiced complaint of Student Government is that the student body is too apathetic
to allow true representation. Perhaps they are
right since approximately 1,300 out of 5,918 voted
in spring elections.
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During the first semester, Student l:lody Vice President Rick Ramell
addresses a Tuesday night Senate meeting.

Sponsoring a debate between candidates for Student Body President
proved disappointing for the group. The turn-out was poor, according
to President Tom Searles.

Winners of the presidential and vice presidential titles, Rick Ramell and Ginger Farmer
celebrate their victory with former President
Tom Searles, Rita White and Rick Roska.
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The need to learn the Greek alphabet, silver trophies, broken eggs,
ceremonies and pageants are only
part of the traditions that can lead
to Greekmania.
Many of those who are not members may not understand the ritual
and secret meanings behind sorority
and fraternity functions. Hard work,
involvement and cost are only part
of the total picture. Greeks are often
stereotyped as "sorority girls" or
people who haze, are stuck up and
party all the time.
Members of the groups say this
is not true. We're students like
76
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everyone else, they say. Common
desires and goals bring them together
to meet the needs of the members
and the community.
Unity is achieved by older members teaching pledges the traditions
and pride. One way they do this is
with songs that say, "We're the best,
we're number one!" Symbols help
display the pride felt by individual
groups. Jerseys and jackets show
greek letters and crests. The Pikes
have their firetruck, the KAs have
their cannon, the Alpha Xis have
Al Fuzzie, the bear, and Sigma Kappas have the "Snakey K."

Members of the black groups have
symbols. They can be seen walking
in a straight line on campus, tapping
a cane with each step or singing.
They can be seen studying in the
library together, wearing the wooden
pendant or carrying an ivy plant.
To a member of such a group, the
meaning is clear. Sisterhood and
brotherhood is the feeling of a common bond for those on campus, at
other campuses and years away in
age. It is more than a "home away
from home." It's a way of life.
•

Derby Day sent sorority members chasing Sig
Eps all over campus. Alpha Xi Delta won a
TGIF and trophy for getting the most derbies.
Alpha Xi member Teresa Parsley tries to get
Mark Harvey's hat.

Housemolher Ester Raabe was kidnapped by
the Lambda Chis and held until sorority
members arrived with the ransom money. The
fraternity used this method to raise money for
the Heart Fund.
TKE Alan Stowasser watches the take off
in the annual Teke Waterfollies held for
sororities.
Kappa Alpha Order members raised $220 for
the Special Olympics which is a nationwide
program of sports training and athletic
competition for mentally-retarded children
and adults.
Sororities ;mJ fralemities work together in
many activities. Marsha Lawson and Mike
Abraham sit togelher at a TGIF in the park.

Greek Week'damp but good'
Although the week was filled with
rain and many events were rescheduled as a result, greek members
say it still was a good week. Rain
delayed some of the Greek games'
events and cancelled the Mock games
several times.
Other events during the week included a college quiz, card tournament, bowling and TGIFs. Pi Kappa
Alpha won the Greek games.
•
Shouts of " Do it again, Bob" filled the air as
the Sig Ep won t he sh ot-put throw For thP
second year in a row.

It was a week full of games, competition,
cheering, watching and RAIN. Greek games
were postponed until the rain slowed.
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Putting the shot is one of the events in fraternity Greek games. Each pu tter gets three tries
for the longes t distance.
Winning the chariot race helped the Pikes
win the Greek games, which is the major event
of Greek Week.
The event that usually draws a large crowd is
the tug-of-war. Greek members crowd around
the teams to yell encouragements.

Steve Williams joins in with the cheers of
the Lambda Chi Alpha brothers after receiving hi s bid to become a member.

Finding a place to belong is only
part of the meaning of rush week.
Rushees seek a group they can
identify with as well as finding the
opportunity to meet many new people. Before pledging, each has the
chance to decide if sisterhood and
brotherhood is real for them.
Sorority and fraternity members
have the responsibility to choose
pledges who will add to the chapter
and keep up the traditions after they
graduate.
Fraternities are busy with smokers,
house parties, formal dances, and
TGIFs. Sorority rush is more struc-

tured with open house, informal
parties, theme parties complete with
costumes and decorations and preference parties which reflect the serious
side of the group. Rush week ends
with new mem hers chosen who will
become pledges until they learn the
meaning behind their group. Members say this is a very exciting time.
Sorority members gather to wait for
their new sisters to come to the
individual houses and fraternity
members gather by the science building with songs and cheers for each
new brother.
•

Sig Ep spirit is shown by actives Mark
Dawk ins, R ick Johnson and Mike Scarberry.

The enthusiasm shown by fraternity members
w hen bids are given out is "'mPthine; of ~

tradition. Each chapter has special cheers and
yells to use when a new member accepts his
bid.
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Homecoming '76

Homecoming '76 brought a
celebration and a return to the
traditional to Marshall students.
Still remembering last year' s election of Mike McGhee as the first
male homecoming queen in Marshall's history, the queen selection
committee established new rules.
The new rules intended to make
sure the queen is female.
The selection of the queen and her
attendants was based on a point
system, focusing on scholarship,
leadership, service and campus par-

ticipation. The queen was named by
the most votes, regardless of class
rank. Attendants were selected in
succeeding number of votes.
Reigning over the week's homecoming was Ruth Maynard, Huntington senior. Her attendants were:
Ginger Farme1, Saint Albans junior;
Cummings,
Huntington
Katina
junior; Jan Wade, New Martinsville
senior; and Christy Owens, Huntington senior.
With the selection of the queen

decided on, Marshall students had a
week of activities to become involved
in. A highlight of the week was
the appearance of the "amazing
Kreskin," who drew a crowd of almost 1,400 Wednesday night.
Other events during the week included a performance by the University Singers, an appearance by mime
Keith Berger and an arts and crafts
fair. A bonfire was sponsored by
the Homecoming committee and the
cheerleaders.

nu..
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Celebration

c..t.

Barbara Woerner tries to sell ceramic pottery to students during the Arts and Crafts
Fair.
University Singers, Patty Caines and R.J.
Keller perform with the Marshall Jan: Ensemble in Smith Hall auditorium.

Mime Keith Berger "gets carried away" at his performance in
the Multi-purpose Room.
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The power of sugge<tion is demonstrated by the "Amazing Krcskin" with volunteers from the audience. When Kreskin told the volunteers
they could not unclasp their outstretched hands, they found they could not.

A blazing bonfire in the intramural field by Gullickson Hall provides the setting for Herd supporters the evening before the homecoming
game.
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Celebration

cont

Would the Big Green Machine be
able to pull off a second consecutive
homecoming victory( Marshall students, who had no concert to look
forward to Saturday night, hoped
at least the score of the game would
turn out right for them.
The parade, starting at 11 a.m. at
the corner of Seventh Street and
Fourth Avenue, moved down Fourth
Avenue to the gates of Old Main.
The day's activities were under way.
A chicken picnic at Prindle Field
before the game gave Herd supporters an opportunity to get together before the 1 :30 kickoff
against the University of Dayton.
A game of defense from the opening kickoff, Marshall came out on
top with a 9-0 blanking of Dayton.
This homecoming victory was the
Thundering Herd's first shutout in
115 games (the last shutout being
in 1965, with a 14-0 win over
Toledo University.)
Ed Hamrick boosted MU over Dayton. Hamrick's MU-record breaking
three field goals were the only
points tallied on the scoreboard.
The Homecoming victory raised
the Herd's record to four wins and
two losses.
As an end to the week's festivities, Marshall students, with no
concert to go to, could choose either
the university's dance at the Field
House or their own form of entertainment for one last celebration of
Homecoming '76.

•

Homecoming queen Ruth Maynard, with her escort Mike Pearman, accepts her trophy and flowers .
The trophy was presented to her during halftime activities by President Hayes.
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Munching on a carmel apple, Tammy Bartee gets
extra energy before the majorettes' game performance.
Getting psyched up in hopes of a second consecutive
homecoming victory, members of the Thundering
Herd get in a huddle.
It's time out for refreshments, and Marco takes a
drink as he watches the game.
Clapping hands and waving arms display Herd support as fan s cheer another field goal by Ed Hamrick.
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Barry McOwen is a mem ber of the Democratic
Party, Cabell County Democrats, director of
the fourth dis trict statewide Young Democrats
and wa s vice president of the Cabell County
Young Democrats.
Ken Heckler announced his candidacy for
Congress on March 16th at WMUL-TV."

Katina Cummings helps serve at a Democrats
for Carter Ra ll y in the Alumni Lounge in
the Student Center.
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Handshakes, smiles, promises
The year 1976 saw a new president
elected. Many Marshal l students
volunteered their services for candidates at the local, state or federal
level. Katina Cummings and Barry
McOwens were two such students.
Both have been active in political
groups .
Cummings believes her participation is motivated by the need for
new blood to be infused into the
Democratic Party, especially in
West Virginia.
"The party was dominated by old
party members for too long. Young
people were hesitant about entering
politics because they had to deal
with political hacks. I entered because I believed women and young
people needed to have their voices
heard in West Virginia and all the
U.S."
McOwen is more devoted to the
policy-making aspect of politics.
'Tm basically involved in legislaCecil Underwood gave a pre-election speech
on •he campus.

tion and laws, laws that govern the
people. I like to affect the laws and
therefore affect how people live. I'm
interested in politics because it is
the system that creates the situations
under which we live. It is done not
only through political parties, but
they are a big factor. Parties are a
form of influence and power in getting things done," he said.
Cummings is unsure of her future
in politics. She hopes to obtain a
law degree.
"I would like a combined masters
in policy analysis and law. Maybe
when I'm older, I might run for
public office but I don't know when
or in what area," she said.
McOwen, who will attend WVU
law school, is optimistic about the
future.
"What I learned in the past will
help me in the future. Politics will
always be a part of my life and my
success will depend on the people
around me," he said.
•

Jay Rockefeller (left) out meeting people.

Jeff Carter and hi s wife Annette campaigned
for J immy at an appearance at the Uptowner.
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Marshall displays a firm disciplinary hand for students who violate
the code of conduct.
During first semester, Jeffrey A.
Ziegler was suspended from the university for admittedly pulling the
fire alarm on the second floor of
South Hall.
Second semester, Charles A Lyons
was suspended indefinitely for the
same offense and charged $34.43
for damages he allegedly incurred to
a water fountain on South Hall's
second floor .
What channels of appeal do students have in such cases? And what
types of offenses can lead to suspension or expulsion from the
university?
According to the Student Handbook, students are subject to disciplinary action for such offenses as
possession of firearms or dangerous
weapons, for disruptive picketing,
protesting or demonstration on MU
property, assault or hazing, theft,
gambling or possession of drugs on
university-owned property and for
intentionally false reporting of fire
or bombs.
Although students do have the
right of appeal and due process of
law on campus, the meaning and
procedures are often unclear.
Due process invariably is believed to include the right to be
judged by a jury of one's peers, the
right to be represented by a lawyer
and the right to present evidence.
This may be true in a criminal court
proceeding, but it often does not

apply to campus cases.
The flexibility of the concept of
due process may cause naive students and, perhaps, lawyers to cringe.
Procedural safeguards become increasingly elaborate as the seriousness of the charges against the student increases.
Presently, students are protected
against penalities which are arbitrarily
determined, discriminatory or outright unreasonable by due process.
Twenty years ago, however, students
on college campuses had to follow
strict rules of the paternal president. Judges believed colleges should
be allowed to arbitrarily discipline
parents discipline
students as
children; and without the possibility of court interference.
Marshall's standards fo r disciplinary action include the option of
students to have an informal
hearing or a hearing before the
Judicial Board. The accused student
is present during the presentation
of evidence, testimony of witnesses
and arguments of parties involved.
Students are also allowed to present
evidence on their own behalf. All
students have the right to appeal the
decision made at the hearing to the
Appeals Board .
Some students seek out Student
Government for support of their
problem or cause. But this is simply
a "waste of time," according to
David Lockwood, student attorney,
who claims Student Government
has no legal influence.
Power play and appeal proceed-

ings can be seen in the case of
Lyons. Lyons followed the traditional
lines by taking his case to the Judicial
Board for a decision. Th!! board found
Lyons guilty on both counts of
kicking a water fountain and pulling
a fire alarm. The board recommended
Lyons be moved to another room,
be placed on social probation and be
referred to the Counseling Service
for rehabilitation. However, Dean of
Students Richard G. Fisher appealed
the board's decision contending the
action was inappropriate.
President Robert B. Hayes overrode the board's decision and ruled
that Lyons be suspended.
Lyons complained that Fisher's
appeal appeared illegal. "What is
the purpose of the Judicial Board
if Fisher is allowed to overrule
the decision merely because he does
not agree with it" he said. As always in a bureaucratic system, the
rules are set and those in power
make the decisions. The handbook
states that final university appeal
can be directed to the President for
a decision. And so it was.
In recent years, the Supreme
Court has ruled that school officials
may be held personally liable for
damages caused in violating a
Constitutional right.
Thus, the Supreme Court's ruling
that students "do not shed their
Constitutional rights" upon entering campus boundaries is in effect,
though
Marshall's
disciplinary
hand may be heavy.
•
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Frigid classrooms, but MU vows to stay open
Marshall University may have
been one of the last schools in
the state to be crunched by the
energy crisis, but the shortage of
energy affected MU just the same.
W .Va. State and W.Va. Tech had
closed; Morris Harvey adopted a
four-day week; just about every
school in West Virginia had dosed
because of the shortage of natural
gas and also because of the hazardous
weather conditions.
But Marshall students and faculty
continued to wade through almost a

foot of snow to get to classes. A few
days students in the Science Building
and in Old Main wore gloves while
they took notes. Of course many students found it d ifficult to focus
their attention on the professor because of the mist of cold breath in
the classroom.
And there were a couple of days
amidst the severe energy crisis when
the windows in Old Main were
opened to try to decrease the
temperature of almost 80 degrees
recorded on thermometers. So much

for Marshall's efficient use of
energy. The drastic up-and-down
temperatures were blamed on the old
heating system in Old Main.
Rumors ran rampant that Marshall
would "just have to close." But on
Wednesday, January 29, The Parthenon splashed across its front
page that " Hayes vows Marshall
will stay open." So classes continued
Wednesday, Thursday, and Fridayuntil 10:50 Friday morning , at
least.
•

Some buildings may close

Hayes vows Marshall will stay open

New fever case
confirmed here
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At 10:50 (or there abouts- hard to
keep an arm steady enough to read
a watch amidst the droves of panicstricken students running across
campus), classes were canceled, according to Marshall officials.
A statewide blizzard warning was
not to be taken lightly, and students
took shelter against 40 mile per hour
winds that practically picked them
up, books and all, and deposited
them at the other end of campus.
Cries of "I've got to get home!"
echoed from one end of Marshall to
the other. By 11:30. the area surrounding MU was nothing but a
congested traffic mess. "I heard the
blizzard was supoosed to cross the
Ohio River at 11:00, so maybe I
can keep it behind me", cried an
anxious motorist as he drove madly
down side streets to reach either
Third or Fifth Avenue.
Television and radio programs
were continually interrupted by instructions on wh&~ to do during the
blizzard. Governor Jay Rockefeller
spoke to West Virginians from the
emergency station in the basement
of the state capitol. West Virginians
were ordered, "Do not go outside!"

"Store plenty of water in case water
pipes freeze! Use the buddy systemkeep in touch with a neighbor! Do
not use the phone unless it is a
dire emergency! And stay tuned for
further details and instructions."
Twin Towers residents watched
Fifth Avenue practically turn to a
sheet of ice before their eyes.
Many tested the icy streets themselves as they jetted across bumperto-bumper traffic on Fifth Avenue
to get to stores in a desperate attempt
to buy last-minute necessities,
especially beer, before the shelves
were cleaned out of potato chips,
bread, snacks, and beer.
And then the dorm residents returned to their rooms, prepared to
accept whatever fate Old Man Winter
had in store for them. But the
blizzard turned out to be little more
than a couple hours of high winds
blowing some flurries and rapidlydropping temperatures. After filling
up containers with spare water "just
in case," the residents sat down for
a quiet afternoon of drinking and
playing such games as Monopoly,
Chug-a-Lug, and Rook.
•
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That endless winter:
Spring break. That all-too short
second semester vacation when students take off for beaches, ski
slopes, to visit family and friends
of maybe just to stay home and
catch up on lost sleep.
Many students plan months ahead
for spring break. But this year
they were faced with a unpleasant
revelation when school was forced
to close due to fuel shortages and
record-low temperatures.
Marshall would not have a spring
break.
Student reactions to the closing
varied from a simple "so what, it

was bound to happen" to muttering,
. suppressed obscenities. One thing
was certain, however; there was
nothing we could do about our lost
break.
Students remaining in Huntington
found that despite the discomforts
icy cold can bring, they could drag
out the old sleds and participate
in a variety of winter sports.
Ritter Park, Rotary Park and
Twelfth Street hill provided sledders with ample space. While many
students chose traditional toboggans
and sleds, coasters, plastic bags and
assorted pie- plates also dotted icy

Traveling at speeds up to SO m.p.h, Phil

Emmons, Salley Runyon, Lisa Emm ons and
fri ends b rave the Beachfork slopes.
With the aid of her home-made snow
vehicle, Jackie Lanza discovers "sledding"

can sometimes get the best of you.
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Record snows replace spring vacation
hills . Iceskating on lakes and pond~
became a feasible activity as
temperatures dropped to the subzero range.
Variations of snow men and
women appeared on campus and in
the community, ranging from those
similiar to Frosty to the more
"mature" or obscene. Igloos and
other such creations decorated local
yards.
Despite the fun, Mother Nature
kept some "under the weather" with
frozen pipes and traffic jams for
what seemingly was an endless
winter.
•

Biting wind and chilling wetness envelopes
many who tackle sli ppery hill s. Relief
from the cold is found near a bonfire.

While many people discovered thot sub-zero
temperatures had adverse effects on their
car batteries, a Sixth Avenue resident took
it all in stride by adding his own winter
creation.
Colorful mittens, hats, scarves an<l gloves
add contrast to miles and miles of wintery
white.
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fanuary 31, l'l77

President Hayes' special notice of school
closing came on January 31 , 19??.
MU students double up to protect each other
from the biting winds of the last day of

-- SPECIAL NOTICE --

classes.

Be .lU ~ or re trlct!On plJccd upon 1~.-.hall l'niH:nity today tiy th...- (Qlu111hi.1 (; ••~
daSS<"S ar~ ~u~pcndcd from 'I p.m. toolght, Jan. 3 1. until I! a.m. MomJay. rel!. J...

S~stem,

rcvi d calendar will be pJbliAA d later.

D<>rmitono will

~main

open until 4 p,rn. Tuesd~y. Feb. I, . will Memorial 1uJen1 Center

An dormit ry Nliden! n~~ding accommo<liltion t>eyond 4 p.rt\. TucS<.by. Feb I . . h<>uld coofoct
the llous1n1t Oflice, 69(~1<15 . Arnnicments will be made throucn !hat olfice.
The dormitories will reori<n at noon. unday. Feh. 13.

Married student hou iog unit w1H remain Opt1\.
The Marsh II University Ut rary. which is he11et1 clectncall~,

ill remain open.

All non-fa ult · empl ~en 11r~ to re1>ort for worl- ~s usual u~sd•y morning. Fell I, at ~ m .
.\ mcn 1n of all non·tarnlt employ~ will be helJ al 11 nm . th.11dl)'1n Sm11h Mu\Jc lbll R-~~ta!

lla ll

Oper.1110 11 oi tht ~ted icol Sthool a11J F mily

a.re Oulpatjent Center "itll n 11>~ affo~tcd . \U

l•,ulty un.1 ..colt of th• t,•tl.-31 chool ore "'l'<'Cl<'J to rt'port for work as

hcduletl .

VJrmu <'•cnl ,ch<'<lukJ ' n ampus will bo oJnccleJ or poltpon"J until lt~r I-ob . U . lh"'~

home ba,kerball game Khcd uled during thi$ period will be canceled. An ttttempt will tie
re~chedule

them later.

Rob<'rt A. Haye
Pr id<nt

Energy crisis fore es MU to close for two weeks
True to MU officials' word,
Marshall again opened its doors
Monday rnorning:._for one day of
classes. Rumors filled the campus
all morning and afternoon, but none
had taken the thought very seriously.
However, the official word came
from President Hayes' office at about
4 p.m. that Marshall would have to
close for two weeks because of the
natural gas shortage.
The energy crisis had hit Marshall.
And chaos and confusion were created again. Dormitory residents
were informed they had to vacate
the dormitories by 4 p.m . Tuesday.

Any resident who had no where
to go for the two weeks was told to
contact the housing office. Marshall
would provide a place for them to
stay-Doctor's Memorial Hospital.
So Monday n igh t was an active
night in Huntington as students
decided to get out one last night
before two weeks of rest.
When Tuesday morning rolled
around, hung-over students threw
hastily packed suitcases and other
belongings into their cars and headed
away from Marshall's campus for an
early and cold "spring break" .
•

Alone in a usually crowded place, Libby
Morgan, packed familiar belongings to take
home.
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MU campus after the students left was a
cold and lonely place. Old Main stands alone
on the hill surrounded by that dreaded white
stuff .
MU sludents change da~~es for the last
day before the " New Winter Break".
Almost packed, Ward Morgan prepares to
leave Marshall for the early spring break.
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First class culture-Artist Series
The Artist Series, despite failure
to purchase adequate performing
facilities and questions of relevance
to students' needs, continued to
thrive this year.
Many Artist Series performances
are conducted in the Keith Albee,
a theater decorated in rembrances of
a past era. However, owner J.S.
Hyman turned the antique structure
into three mini theaters to the distress of Artist Series followers .
Friends of the Keith Albee, a group
hoping to preserve the structure,

During the three-day cl inic in progressive
and jazz musi c, a member of the Stan Kenton
Orchestra instructs o student drummer.

Stan Kenton, one of thE few mu sician s of the
jazz era still performing actively, shares his
years of experience wi t!-. s tudents.
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were never able to raise enough
money to purchase it.
In addition, many complain that
since the Series is funded largely
with student fees, it should feature
modem music appealing to the
young.
Neverthless, the series continued,
using the Keith Albee, Smith Recital
Hall and Old Main Auditorium for a
successful season.

•

Area high school students attended th e eighth
annual jazz festival in February and received
instruction from Stan Kenton and Orchestra.

No~· elist-educator Paule Marshall appeared as
guest lecturer for the 16th annual Marshall
University English Institute.

Performing works of Bach , Hayden and
Dvorak, The Apple H ill Chamber Players
closed the season for the Forum Series.

The musical presentation, "You're a Good
Man Charlie Brown," appeared in Old Main
Auditorium during second semester.
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First class culture-Artist and Lecture Series

The many faces of Irwin Corey. This impromtu professor.renowned for drawing
humor from serious situations, presented
students with his comedic lecture March 22
in the Memorial Student Center MultiPu rpose Room .
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American violist and winner of Young Concert
A rtis t Internatio nal Competiti on, Dr. Marcus
Thompson appeared M ar. 17 in Smith Hall.

"Elementary, Watson." John Mi chalski as
Sherlock Holmes in the broadway hit of the
same name.

Times have changed for ventriloquist Edgar
Bergen. Speaking on the "Importance of
Nonsense," Bergen said he u ses "dirty jokes"
today which would have been inappropriate
in 1940.
Sporting "the world's largest kazoo," Boris
Kumin sky appeared in the mu sical lampoon
act , Kazoophony.
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MIDSUMMER NI~H~

With an Impish grin, Puck (Barry M cOwen),
observes lovers, Hermia (Sue Gr izzell) and
Lysander (Robert Scott Riedel) in deep
discourse.

Plotting a moonlight escape, Hermia (Sue
Grizzell} and Lysander (Robert Riedel) discuss
their elopement.
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Queen Titania (Jane Johnson) falls in love
with the bewitcheq Bottom (Michael Cupp)
under thP ~pPll nF King Oberon .
Following Titania's refusal to give him an
Indian boy, King Oherron Oohn Amf.'dro)
contemplates revenge.

Artisans Snug (Charles Spence), Quince
Oeffrey Loudermilk) Snout (Particia Rowan),
·s tarveling (Robert Shank), Flute (Greg
Leaming) and Bottom (Michael Cupp) rehearse
' Pyramus and Thisbe'.
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A tale of Man's love for man: Of Mice and
Men

" He ain't too bright but he can do the work
of two men ," George (Lee Stin nett) tell> Do>>
(David C hapman).

Reflecting on her life with Curly, Curly's
wife (Patricia Brown) tells Lenny(M ike Rowan)
of her plans to run away.
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Lenny (Milce Rowan) laments over their impoverished state, wh ich, for him, means not
having ketchup for his beans.

Picking a fight with Lenny proved to be more
than Curly could take. Not only did Curly
rece ive injuries, but Mike Rowan left the
stage with a sprained shoulder.

Candy (Glenn Allen) and Lenny discuss
Candy's old friend, his dog. "I've had him
since he were a pup," Candy said.
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\lA"YAN -

Dayan's speech
causes protest by
Arab students
Israeli statesman Moshe Dayan
spoke to about 800 people in Memorial Student Center Feb. 22, wh ile 30
Arab students demonstrated against
the Zionist movement in the Middle
East.
Dyan's speech prompted police
and security guards to surround the
lecture hall and frisk those attending the talk.
Tracing the history of the hraeliArab conflict since 1948, Dyan also
said peace in the Mideast is possible.•
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Protesting the appearance of D yan, about 30 Arab student s demon-

strated during h is speech. The protesters, members of Marshall's
Arab Student Organization, stooJ on the snow-covered plaza of the
S tuden t Cente r, w aving sign s and pa ssing out l itcr~turc . ·

The home run king, Hank Aaron. paid
Mar.hall •tuc.lenb anc.I faculty a vi•it la•t
winter. Speaking to a crowd in Gullickson
Hall, the infamous Aaron spoke of his past
and plans for the future . Following his
speech, Aaron allowed fans to crowd around
him as he signed autographs on ba<eballs and
answered their questions.
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Emphasizing the need for compassion, David

Toma tells members of a criminal justice
class that they mu st have concern for all
human beings.

The black art of story telling is what " makes
us a single people," Paule Marshall Jells
her audience during the Engl ish Institute
lectures.

Writer of 'kitchen inspiration,' 'caring cop' visit MU
A novelist-educator who began
her career in an old kitchen and a
compassionate cop of many disguises
were two guest speakers at Marshall.
Paule Marshall, a novelist-educator, spoke April 28 as the guest
lecturer at the 16th annual Marshall
University English Institute.
Surrounded as a child by a secondhand refrigerator, a coal stove, a sink
with rusted pipes and a large table
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covered with a flowered oil cloth,
she sat in the kitchen in her Brooklyn, N.Y. home, listening to the
gossip and tall tales of her mother
and her mother's friends. That kitchen is where Paule Marshall got
her first inspiration to become a
writer. She said the way her mother
and friends felt and what they said
gave her that inspiration.
A priest-a Good Humor man- a

hot dog vendor-a drug addict-a
derelict-David Toma. The compassionate cop, David Toma, told
Marshall students he uses disguises
to get the feel of a place before he
goes in to make an arrest. In his
lecture to a criminal justice class
March 14, Toma said a person has to
have identity and peace of mind. •

Jack Anderson, syndicated columnist in
Washington s poke March 31 in the Multi Purpose Room of the Mem orial Student
Ce nter. Hi< topic was "The News Behind
the Headline."

Hugh Sidey, Washington Bureau Chief For
Time magazine and author of "Portrait of a
President , These United Sta tes," spoke Nov.
8 on "The Natu re of Leadership."

President nf the United Mine Workers.
Arnold Miller. spoke to Marshall students.
Mille r ran and gai ned re-dt:diun in lhe
uni on .

Vassar Clements, premiere fiddle player
of bluegrass music, performs at MU 's
Homecoming.

Vassar Clements feature
of Homecoming concert

Ruia Wagner and Jue, performing before the
crowd at the Coffee House, please at least
the audience in the front tables.
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Playing backup for Vassar Clements, Southside Junction warms the crowd to bluegrass
music.

A street dance on a Saturday n ight in October
gives a welcome break to the routine of
classes.
A versatile musician, Vassar Clements ranges
horn bluegrass to class ical music.
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Yellow Rose warms to the audien ce in, an
opening number at the amphitheater in Ritter
Park.

Yellow Rose a crowd pleaser
at outdoor concert in Ritter

Getting comfortable at the concert, a member
of the audience glances from the stage.
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Getting into the spirit of things, Steve Saunders dances to the rhythm of a driving Yellow
Rose number.
Sharing a seat at the amphitheater, two MU
students enjoy the sun and musi c and crowd.

The inevitable frisbee thrower reigns terror
on the heads of unsuspecting conceit -goers.
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Midday melodramas sweep campus
Mary and Jim Matthews' world
collapsed when their daughter,
Pat, was accused of murdering the
boy who had made her pregnant and
then forced her to have an illegal
abortion which left her sterile.
Fortunately, they could afford a
good lawyer, John Randolph, who
not only got Pat off on a plea of
temporary insanity, but also fell
in love and married her .. .. ...... . .
Suddenly you're addicted, you're
"Hooked" on TV soap operas, admit many of Marshall's teachers and

students.
The middle of the day dramas are
contagious, according to Sallye J.
Runyon, who has watched soap
operas since the time she and her
mother had "tea parties" with
peanut butter nabs and hot tea.
Some students, like Michael L.
Beckner, set their classes around
the favorites and those like Runyon
try to catch them between classes.
Loyalty develops, according to
Sallie H. Plymale, assistant professor of education. She and a friend

felt disappointed and betrayed by
the substitution of one of their
favorite characters in a morning
"soap."
John R. Mullens, has watched soap
operas since the seventh grade and
says the study lounges are full of
viewers. He knew one addict who
watched them all day and did not
go to class. This may have been
part of the reason he did not return to school this year.
•

"Aren't soap operas ridiculous? No one leads such complicated lives.''

"John and I are perfectly happy with each other. Aren't we, dear?"

" ! thought he'd never leave. Have l told you how I long for you?"

"We're all close friends. We enjoy each other's company- very much."
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leading a discussion in the Women's Center,
Paula Taylor listens as another group member
make s a point.
A sign on a barred window points the way to
the Women ' s Center, whi ch is located in the

basement of Old Main.
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A minority of th ree, Bra ndon Taylor is am ong
the ma les watch in g th e m ovi e "Growing up
Fe male" at the Women 's Center.
Growing interest in the work of the Women's
Cen ter is indicated by the names of persons
w ho wish to get on the cen ter's m ail ing list.

f VER_J StjNAiu.ttE~ ND !'IAttER
Hov r;,.,EilAENt!J s~N.J, HElf~

thE:

l/or\cN'.s

CENt £ ,f\

Women's Center
shows 'changes'
Marshall's Women' s Center, after
its dedication one year ago by Gloria
Steinem, feminist, has at times been
beset by apathy and general ignorance of its function .
But things are changing, according
to Paula Taylor, and interest is
growing.
The Marshall community, like
the rest of society, is chang ing. Old
habits and attitudes about women are
often no longer valid.
For example, advertisers exploit
women, according to Warren Ferrell,
a speaker brought in by the center.•

Conferring with a n interested student, Rose
Cyrus of the Women's Center di scusses the
center's work .
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A beauty contest for men. Warren Ferrel l,
author of The liberated Man, instructs the
contestants on the fine points of being a sex
object as the audience cheers encouragement.

Feminists publish newsletter
With the growth of the women's
movement, feminists at Marshall saw
the need for an outlet to express the
views of women on politics, literature, life.
Other publications on campus
were available to women, an editorial
in the Women's Center's newsletter
Ms. Quotes explained, but none of
them devoted sections to the recognition of women-oriented events and
thoughts.
The staff, under the supervision of
advisor Jane Bilewicz, produces a
newsletter on subjects of interest
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to women, ranging from information
on the Women's Health C~nter in
Charleston to book reviews to poetry.
Ms. Quotes exists primarily "to
provide a showcase for the talentsboth graphic and literary-of those
feminist humanists who choose to be
united with other women in an effort
to create an outlook that is distinctly
women identified rather than subject
to the criteria of masculine standards
that may be irrelevant to the needs of
women developing their own forms
and styles," an editorial said.
•

Waiting to respond to a point, Nada Chandler,
listens as her opponent speaks about the ERA .
Phyllis Schlafly, nationally-known opponent
of the Equal Rights Amendment, attacks the
benefits of the legislation to women.
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BLACK
AWARENESS
Week's activities include speech, play
The purpose of Black Awarene ss
Week is to recognize the input and
the impact of blacks on American
culture.
A play, a panel discussion and a
prominent world speaker were part
of the week's activities.
The p lay, "Life of a King," was
presented as a part of black awareness. Written by Rev. Arthur Langford, the play is a semi-documentary
of the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
A highlight of the play wa s a reenactment of King's " I have a
dream" speech.
Langford, a present city councilman in Atlanta, wrote the play while
he wa s in college in 1969, a time
when he was involved in the civil
rights movements .
Honorable Wallace D . Muhammad
spoke on campus during the week.
Muhammad is the chief Iman of the
World Community of Islam in the
West (WCIW).
Perspectives of Black Awa re ness W ee k.
Blacks sh ow a s pir it of unity (ab ove r igh t.)
W an da Mu se a tten ds the week 's activit ies
(belo w rig h t.) Rev. Lan gford , au tho r of th e
pl ay, " Life of a Ki ng ," s peaks to particip a nts tn Black Aware n ess Week (opposite
page.)
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Standing room only at Marshall's Health Center
I awoke and looked into the
face of the Grim Reaper, his
grisly visage leering into my
eyes. I saw my life pass before
my mind (even the time I stood
behind the gym and sucked
face with Shabby Cummings
... I wish she had spit out her
snuff first). Suddenly, I awoke
and realized it wasn't the Grim
Reaper at all. It was a mound
of dirty clothes in which I had
been conducting
unofficial
biology experiments dealing
with the simulation of life.
I touched my
f everished
brow; my temperature was
around 467 degrees. I had
sweated so much that the flap
of my Doctor Dentons was
soaked like a sponge (at least,
I think it was sweat). My hair
looked like a greasy condor's
nest (of course, my hair always
looks like a greasy condor's
nest). I would have been all
right if those orange choochoo trains hadn't been flying
around the room.
I was sick.
My roommate helped me get
ready and get outside ... and

after I picked myself up off
the ground, I made up my
mind . . . I would go to the
Health Center.
It was a little bit crowded.
The line stretched all the way
to Barboursville . .. but that's
all right, they have working
stop lights and
everything
there. A week later, I was still
sick, but now I had a beard too.
Finally, I stepped up to the
desk.
At the desk sat an angel of
mercy.
"Name?"
"Clint . . uh ... McElroy."
"I.D. number?"
"292-56-6832."

"Religion?"
"Religion?? What do you
need to know that for?"
"In case we need to contact
a clergyman."
"My gosh, I've got just a
little cold or flu."
"That's what Typhoid Mary
said. Next of k--er, uh, parents
name?"
"Hey, I only came in for a
little medical attention. I'm not
signing up for the space

program."
"Sexual preference?"
II

II

"Close
your
mouth,
sir.
Sexual preference?"
"Why in the name of Wink
Martindale do you want to
know that for?"
"Sir, we don't want to take
a chance on veneral disease."
"I'VE GOT A FEVER, A
STOPPED UP HEAD SOUR
TUM-TUM, AND
DIZZY
SPELLS .. . HOW CAN THAT
POSSIBLY BE LINKED TO
V.D.?"
"It's a mysterious disease,
sir. Now then, how long have
you lived in the dorm?"
"Oh, well, I don't live in
the dorm. I'm off-campus."
"I see. Well, you're in the
wrong line. The off-campus
line starts over there," she
said, pointing to Wheeling.
I started to cry.
Suddenly I woke up in bed.
I really was sick, but all of
that little story had been nothing but a feverish dream.
Only a dream ...
Yeah, sure.
•
I
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The message is hope, faith , and
love. The couriers of this message
are campus Christians. To some,
Jesus Christ is a name displayed on
campus from bumper stickers to
bulletin boards. To many, " He is
risen Lord."
"Jesus is a real person to me," says
Eric C. Helmer, freshman, "not some
pie-in-the-sky by and by. He loves
me personally."
There are at least five organized
Christian groups on campus, many
boasting leaps in growth the past
five years. They meet on campus, not
on the conventional Sunday, but on
weekdays.
The mode of worship is as unconventional as the meeting time.
No sedate sitting in pews . No
mumbling
murmer
of formal
prayers. The Christians often sit
in a circle, dad in jeans, clutching
their Bibles. They sing and they
study. They share cares and successes. They laugh and cry and pray
for each other.
The largest group on campus is
Campus Crusade for Christ. O rganized at Marshall in 1972, it now numbers members in the lOO's. Students
attend the weekly College Life
meeting, enroll in leadership training
classes, or participate in smallgroup fellowship .
Campus branch director Chuck
P. Melcher cites his own college
days. "As a college student, I was
searching for meaning and purpose,"
Melcher says. " I tried studie s, social
life, drinking, dating, athletics. But I
was still searching until I found a
new life in Jesus Christ. He met all
my needs."
Many Marshall students mentioned specific needs met in Christ.
"He's someone I can turn to- to help
me make decisions, to depend on,"
says Cindy R. Bess, a junior majoring
in special education. " He's a guide
and a friend ."
Becky A. Esch, a sophomore majoring in early childhood, names
Christ as her source of strength,
and adds, "He's always there."
Several singular words surfaced
in talking with the Christians. Words
like peace, forgiveness, hope, joy
.. . Freedom.
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" I've found true freedom through
knowing Jesus," says Joyce P. Coleman, a senior in business education.
"Before, I was a big 'partier. But
freedom isn't getting high. Now I
have the freedom to be myself, to
not be ashamed."
•

Individual needs are met as students, such as
Joyce Coleman, grow spiritually with s uch
groups as Action groups and Bible studies.

"Lighting up the lighthouse" is the example
portrayed by the surp rise end ing of a College
Life skit. Terry Parker and Rob Wheeler give
Tina Quesenberry a k iss.
Studying the Bible together helps develop
the Christian's friend ships and fellow ship
as well as s piritual growth. Participating
in a Bible study are Scott Gentry, M ar k Young,
Doug Lovejoy and G reg Kappas .
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Music provides another way for Christians
to praise God. Lem Howard and Wa lter Wood
sing at many College Life meetings.

The Campus Christian Cmter provides a place
for many Marshall st udents to worship.
Bible study participants are Priscilla Stollings,
Robin Bell, Kim Brooks, Cheryl Arthur, Ellyn
Maier and Lea Quesenberry.
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Released into real world, largest class ever
How do you put this white collar
on? This question was heard often
on the morning of May 14 as Marshall's largest graduating class ever,
prepared for the commencement
ceremony.
Governor John D. Rockefeller IV
addressed the graduation audience
in the humid Memorial Field House.
His talk did not seem to have one
main theme, but centered more on
different personal experiences . After
his speech, Rockefeller was awarded

the degree of Doctor of Laws.
As each individual college of graduates stood to receive their degrees,
smiles appeared on the faces of the
graduates as well as the guests. Some
faces though , retained a somber
look until the tassles were tossed
to the other side of their caps.
After it was all over, congratulations and a feeling of relief seemed
to fill the air. Cameras snapped away
to capture the moment for the
family photo album. Caps and gowns

Gov. Rockefeller advises 1977 graduates not
to overlook those less fortunate than themselves. "The easy part is over when you
graduate from college," he said.

Reflecting on the Commencement Address
journalism
is Clint McElroy, broadcast
graduate.
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were shed in the hot sunlight to
reveal a different form of attire,
which ranged' from jeans or shorts
to suits or dresses.
As some of the graduates left to
go home, their attention now turned
to the rolled up piece of white paper
they had been handed. No, it wasn't
a diploma but an invitation to the
Goal Post party. An alumnus at last. •
Arts and Science graduates and University
faculty listen to the Commencement Address
delivered by Gov. Jay Rockefeller.

Past reflections:
Marshall College
A place of old and the everchanging new. Marshall's diverse
architecture reflects the timelessness of an educational institution.
Old Main, a relic remembrance
of college life, stands solid against
all forces whether they are forces
of nature, man-made forces or the
forces of time.
The structure has indeed aged
with the passage of time and, by
modern standards, the ancient
building is not economical to
maintain.
However, Old Main remains to
exhibit to countless generations,
a past influence that will continue
into the future.
•
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MU beats nationally ranked Miami;
All-American Filliez breaks record

Faces in the crowd. MU fans enjoy the game's
action with varying degrees of enthusiasm.

The Thundering Herd opened its
season with a 31-14 loss to Morehead State University. The away
game didn't say much about
MU's defensive strength. Morehead
gained 219 yards due to 60 missed
tackles by the Herd.
Morehead later forfeited the game,
changing the loss in the record
book into an asterisk.
The season's first home game
brought a festive air to Huntington
as the Herd beat nationally ranked
Miami, 21-16 (last year Miam i
walloped MU, S0-0). This was
Marshall's first win over Miami
since 1939, and the occasion was
not taken lightly.
The battle against the Illinois
State Redbirds was a double victory
for the Herd. MU won the game,
23-13, and All-American Fuzzy Filliez tied a national record. A first
quarter touchdown pass enabled
Filliez to tie the national record of
receiving a pass in 34 consecutive
games. The victory over Illinois
State was the Herd's first road
victory since 1973.

Marshall's record of two wins
and one loss was unexpectedly
improved. Because of an ineligible
its
player, Morehead forfeited
victory over the Herd.
The game's result was listed as
an asterisk (forfeiture), but MU
fans interpreted it to mean three
wins and no losses.
The Big Green Machine now had
an undefeated record.
The undefeated title ended the
following week at Fairfield Stadium
against Central Michigan. Although
the Herd lost, 22-7, MU still had
something to celebrate as Marshall
set its fi rst major college record.
Filliez passed the all-time national
record for passes caught in consecutive games.
"He's a great receiver," Coach
Frank Ellwood said of Filliez. "He
deserves the recognition for what
he's done . I couldn't be happier for
him. I know he's dissatisfied that
we didn't win the game, because he
wants the win first of all. We'll
just have to get better on a weekly
basis," Ellwood concluded.

A game of inches. Lineman lash out to make
a hole for a small gain aga inst the defense.
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Toward the NCAA record. All-Amer ican receiver Fuuy Filli"z grabs another pass to
continue his string of consecut ive game
receptions.
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Fuzzy: reflections of a year
of frustration and success
He enjoyed his football career at
Marshall and makes that fact very
plain-but an underlying bitterness
is also there; in fact very much so.
He came to wear the green and
white at a time when the Marshall
community was still feeling the
initial shocks of a tragic plane
crash.
He gave football fans something
to cheer about, something worth
going out to Fairfield Stadium on a
Saturday afternoon when all that
was in question was the Thundering
Herd's margin of defeat-at least
until last season.
Flanked far off to the right or
left sideline with hands on hips,
he would dart downfield with a
variety of clever fakes and curl
toward the middle of the field and
vacuum in any pass in the vicinity
-or slip to the sideline and pull in
an aerial with ballet antics to keep
a drive alive.
One thing is inevitable. Any and
all promising young wide receivers
who may don the Marshall green
and show sparks of brilliance in
the future will face the unenviable
task of being likened to a stickyhanded, sure-footed, elusive, emotional rabble-rouser named John
Robert Filliez-who will forever be
remembered simply as " Fuzzy." It
is also unlikely that any can contribute what he did in his glittering stay here.
His final statistics are impressive.
Among them are Marshall career
pass grabbing records to the tune
of 168 receptions and 1,954 yards
receiving, as well as 14 touchdowns.
Fuzzy's career catches moved him
into eighth place on the all-time
NCAA major college list. And even
more significantly, the red-haired
flash from New Martinsville shattered Johnny Rodgers' record of 34
consecutive games receiving a pass
and established his own NCAA
standard at 42 straight contests.
A bona fide All-American candidate going into a senior year in
which he was the nation's leading
active pass catcher, Fuzzy seemed
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a shoe-in for post-season recognition and the usual accolades of an
all-star classic and subsequent
prime exposure for the National
Football League draft.
But Marshall, still a season away
from conference eligibility, predictably hindered the comparability
of his senior year accomplishments
on a team in the second stanza
of the Frank Ellwood era. The Herd's
option series and reluctance to
throw the ball except in passing
situations to a multiple-covered
Filliez cut deeply into the number
of tosses that went in his direction.
Nevertheless, Fuzzy stated often
throughout his final season that a
winning season would be a highlight in his star-studded career.
When the Herd posted a defensive
gem in an emotionally aroused
9-0 blanking of Akron, to push
its record to S-3, Marshall's first
winning season in 12 years seemed
assured.
Also, Fuzzy's dismay at not
being a more vital part in the MU
offense was soothed even more when
ABC sent Dave Diles and a camera
caravan to Huntington to tape an
interview with the usually softspoken, freckle-faced pass catcher,
as well as with Ellwood, President
Robert Hayes and Athletic Director
Joe McMullen. The special supposedly had about a 99 per cent
chance of being aired Thanksgiving Day, amidst the hoopla
of the turkey-gobbling, footballtuned public.
It looked like roses and a sweet
finish for Fuzzy, who has been
compared to the likes of the NFL's
Howard Twilley and Fred Biletnikoff for his flypaper hands , knack
for executing excellent pass routes
and lack of fleet speed. Pro
questionnaires were floating in on
a frequent basis.
But it was still frustatfog. "The
coverages ganged up on me, and a
lot of times when I'd manage to
get open, protection broke down or
something else would happen, and
Bud (Nelson) just didn't get the

MU vs. Central Michigan wa s the scene of
Fuzzy' s record-b reaking ca tch on Sept. 25,
Fuzzy broke the NCAA record for consecutive catches with a big 33.

ball to me," Fuzzy reflected.
"Looking back, our lack of a vareity
of pass patterns also hurt because
teams that saw our films could see
what we were doing with our passing
game."
And then Marshall's dreams of
a winning football season evaporated
with a season-ending three straight
losses. Symbolically, however, Fuzzy
closed out his MU career with a
touchdown reception in the waning
moments of a 44-16 thumping at the
hands of Southern Illinois. The
co-captain and one of the team's
inspirational leaders filed off the
field that day with hopes of another
chilly, late-autumn day, when he
might repeat the plav in the NorthSouth game, or the East West Shrine
game, or the Senior Bowl, or one of
the milieu of post-season classics.

Last game of the season. Fuzzy is overcome
with emotion as he fin ishes up the final
game.

The first bitterness came when,
much to his surprise and to the
irritation of Marshall folks, Thanksg1vmg featured no special on
Thundering Herd football and its
talented split end. Fuzzy was at
home, expecting, and reinforcing
the New Martinsville populace that
it was supposed to be on. The three
losses unmistakably played the
major role. Nothing. Bitter pill
number one.
Bitter pill number two took form
when Fuzzy's ear never heard a voice
on the other end of a telephone
inviting him to pull on Number
27 again and try his act in an allstar game in front of scrutinizing
pro scouts.
"I sat and watched those games,
and I'd get so sick I'd have to turn
the TV off and walk away. I saw
guys I'd played against, and I knew
I should have been out there. But
it was out of my hands after the
season was over. I guess it was a case
of not getting enough pull from the
Athletic Department. I'm sure the
lack of a Sid (Sports Information
Director) hurt my chances, too."
Fuzzy added, "I mean, here I am,
a national record holder, sitting
and watching all those guys on
TV. All I can say is that is says
something about the kind of pull
I got."
So much for his absence in postseason play. As of early April,
Fuzzy had received no calls from
interested pro teams and said quite
simply he had about given up all
hopes of being drafted by a professional clµb.
"I've sent in all the questionnaires which have come in, but it's
discouraging, just sitting around
waiting for something to happen.
I would be back in shape in a
few weeks and ready to practice if
someone contacted me-even if it
was Canadian ball because I just
want a shot. But since the draft
was cut down from 17 rounds to
12, it justs cut down the opportunities that much more."
Noticeably dejected and bitter
at the events that resulted in his
virtual anonymity following a
brilliant college-receiving tenure,
Fuzzy indicated that a few other
things had come to bother him
since he has had time to look back

on his career.
"One of the things that sticks
out is that the game wasn't stopped
when I caught the pass that broke
the national record at home. It
didn't seem like a big thing at the
time because we were trying to win
a football game. But I didn't even
get the ball after the game, and
it was something I would really
like to have had."
Fuzzy continued, Another thing
is that although Marshall has a really
good facility in Fairfield Stadium
and top conditioning equipment in
the nautilus, it's terrible to ask
athletes to live in a place like Hodges
Haa while they're playing Division
One football . Living in Hodges is
like a prison cell. How can you
expect to recruit an athlete by
taking him there. It reflects on the
athletic program. Marshall has topquality coaches in Ellwood and
(Stu) Aberdeen now, but I think
Joe McMullen has to go. He's too
tight with the · budget. When a
supposedly Divisiond One football
team travels nonstop to Michigan
(Western Michigan at Kalamazoo) on
a bus, there's something wrong.
He's the difference that's standing
in the way of a first-class prograin."

While Fuzzy still has 20-odd hours
to complete in order to graduate, he
doesn't plan on attending Marshall
this fall, but he indicated he plans
to return to complete his requirements sometime in the future.
If pro football does not develop
in his future, Fuzzy said his plans
may include teaching and/or coaching someday, but not in the immediate future.
He wants to take a break, to
get away for awhile.
"We shot for a winning season last
year and didn't get it."
It somehow won't be the samewatching a MU quarterback drop
back or roll out and throw the
ball downfield when Fuzzy is not
in the pattern.
Marshall football emerged on
the verge of being a winner last
season, and Fuzzy thinks the youthful squad has great promise in
its first year of Southern Conference
eligibility.
"I wish I was just coming in as
a freshman," Fuzzy concluded-the
melancholy expression replaced by
a half-smile and a glint in his
eyes.
•
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As Marshall enters a new era of
athletic participation in the
Southern Conference, it will realize
many benefits from its membership, according to Joseph H.
McMullen, director of athletics.
"It gives us super new motivation, we can now have realizable
goals for out teams, coaches,
spectators and students."
McMullen explained what these
goals are. " For the individual
player, it is recognition as to
possible statistical leadership,
All-Conference teams, championships and possible automatic
qualification into post-season

tournaments."
There are lots of positives associated with the move into the
conference. McMullen said. "It
gives us credibility, this was my
number one aim when I came here
six years ago. The West Virginia
University classic, the
new
multipurpose center and entry
into the conference all help us
establish our credibility, he
added. In the conference it is
easier for a school to obtain
this credibility, championship
chances will be better, it is
easier to make a better schedule.

Southern Conference membershi to benefit
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Marshall-McMullen

Leading the band on the field at half-time,
Marshall 's majorettes line up to start the
show.

Not all Marshall games lack aud ience support.
Paula Bickham gives her attention to the
action on the field.

During the Central Michigan game, NCAA
reporter was on hand to film Fuzzy Filliez' s
record-breaking catch. Filliez broke the
previous reco rd with 33 consecutive games

of successfully received passes.
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MU fans have to wait longer for winning season
The Herd suffered another loss
against McNeese State, 34-9. Head
coach Frank Ellwood said that the
Herd's ground game improved in
this game. He said the rushing
success didn't show up in the
statistics because of losses caused
by passes late in the game.
Homecoming was Oct. 16, and the
question was whether the Herd could
pull out its second consecutive
homecoming victory. In a defensive
battle the Big Green Machine
blanked the University of Dayton,
9-0, as Ed Hamrick boosted the only
points on the scoreboard by kicking
three field goals.
The homecoming victory broke
a two-game losing streak for the
Herd, but MU was defeated the
following week at Western Michigan.
The Broncos won, 31-7. Marshall
rallied for two touchdowns late
in the gaine but was unable to come
any closer. The Herd's record was
now four wins and three losses
(counting the asterik as a win).
MU rallied again at Fairfield
Stadium Oct. 30 in its game against
Akron. It was another shutout for
the Herd, as it defeated Akron,
13-0, in an unending rain . MU's
first 100-yard-plus individual rushing performance was achieved by
fullback Bobby Campbell, who
gained 104 yards in 16 carries.
MU totaled 173 yards (including
Campbell's 104), which was the
first time the Herd had outrushed
an opponent all season. Filliez
brought his record to 39 consecutive
games of catching a pass, putting
him in 11th place for all-time
receivers.
The Nov. 6 game against Villanova found the Herd on the short
end of the scoreboard, as MU suffered a 23-10 loss. Filliez brought his
NCAA record to 40 games, making
him ninth among NCAA career
receivers.
Marshall dropped its next game to
Toledo, 39-8, at Fairfield Stadium.
A pass from quarter Bud Nelson
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to Filliez in the second quarter
raised Filliez' record of catching
passes to 41 straight games.
The Thundering Herd closed its
season Nov. 20, in a home game
against Southern Illinois. With 11
seniors' playing their last game for
the Herd Marshall lost, 44-16.
The season's end brought the

With a grimace on his face , Kewyn Williams,
free safety for the Herd, sits on the bench.

Herd's record to 5 wins and 6
losses (or, as the scorebooks show,
4-6- '''). Having hoped for the first
winning season since 1965, Marshall
supporters would have to wait a

little longer.

•

High hopes for the Herd are displayed on
this house at Elm Street and Fifth Avenue.
The banners were pu t up after MU beat
Miami.
A jubilant victory is shared by Steve Willams
and Jim Sheridan . Marshall defeated
Miami, 21-16.

(11)

,
~

It's time out for a drink, and football
managers provide the water bottles for thirsty
Herd players.

-}.: .. .

Trying to prevent a touchdown is Ed McTaggert (52) in the game against Southern
Illinois. The Herd lost its last game of the
season. 44-16.
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Daniels's last hurrah
The most demanding schedule in Marshall's history,
8-19 second worst record ever for school
Marshall's best shooting team
finished its 1977 season 8-19 for
the schools second-worst record in
its history. Playing one of the
toughest schedules ever for a
Marshall team, Coach Daniels's
team brought forth the best
statics. The last year before conference eligibility the most accurate
shooting team ever to wear Herd
uniforms topped the all time high
shooting percent of 47.4. Booting
off the old record of 47.1, set in
1973. Bunny Gibson connected
60.8 per cent of his floorshots ,
bumping off standout Hal Greer's
60.0 mark.
Greg Young and Harley \1ajor,
transfers became the 47th and 48th
players in Marshall history to score
more than 400 points in a season.
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Young finished with 436 points and
Major with 406.
The only senior, co-captain Dave
Miller departed with more than SOS
per cent· of his field goals attempted
completed.
Major finished the season with
a lS point per game average.
Through great efforts from these
players, the Herd team was able to
average over 80 points per game.
Winging his way into the record
book, Bunny Gibson took the mark
with his 20 foot jumps.
Establishing a record for floor
attempts the 6-0 Gibson canned
109 of 179 shots.
Working hard all season the
coaches and players could not find
out why the record wasn't better. •

Playing his final year for the MU Herd,
Dave Miller, goes up for the tip-off, MUMorris Harvey.

Idaho State vs. Marshall, Bunny Gibson
helped MU defense to Victory during the
Marshall Memorial Invitational Tournament
at the Field House.

Ross Scaggs brings the ball down court
during the MMIT at Memorial Field against
Ida ho State.

Coach Bob Daniels with MU team during a
time out.
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Low attendance, booing fans too much for Daniels
There was no resentment in
Bob Daniels' voice. No bitterness.
He had accepted his "chosen" fate
with equanimity.
"I started thinking a bout resigning back in December when the
fans started bo.oing us in our
Christmas tournament," Daniels
said. "After all, we won that
tournament."
"By around the first February,
I was pretty certain I was going
to resign," he continued. " Although
at that time, no one was aware of
that but my wife and me."
It was apparent as Daniels spoke
that he would like to have one more
crack as Marshall's head basketball
coach.
"I'd definitely take my chances
in the Southern Conference," he
said. "If you look at my record,
you'll see I've enjoyed a great deal
of success in tournaments."
The Southern Conference has a
post-season tournament each year,
with the winner representing the
conference in the NCAA T ournament. The 1976-77 Herd Wal:i nut
yet eligible for the conference
championship.
"Of course it would never be
either automatic or easy to go to
the NCAAs from any conference,"
Daniels explained. "But it's got
to be a lot easier than trying to
get there as an independent on your
record alone.
"Of course, the kind of schedule
we played this year didn't help
much. It's funny: the fans complain
for years that we're playing too
'light' a schedule, so when we
beef it up and · make it a tough
schedule, they complain because
we're not winning."
The 1976-77 schedule included
seven teams which went to the
NCAA Tournament and three others
who went to the NIT. Furthermore,
two of those teams, Univers ity of
North Carolina and University 0£
North CRrolina-Charlntte made it to
the Final Four at the Omni in
Atlanta.

UNCC barely missed meeting
UNC in the finals when they lost
to eventual champion Marquette on
a last-second shot by Jerome
Whitehead.
One other team, Idaho State (the
only tournament team to Lose to the
Herd) reached the finals of the West
Regional before bowing to University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Moreover,
the
regular-season,
composite record of the 19 teams
that beat Marshall was 304-154,
a .664 winning percentage and an
average record of 18-9.
'Tm really not bitter," Daniels
continued. 'Tm not the first coach
this has happened to at Marshall.
It still goes back to those people
who will never be satisfied.
"Everything can be going fine.
But as soon as something goes bad,
those people are just waiting to
tell you you're not doing your job.
"But if those same people would
ever look beneath the surface and
take a good look at our schedule,
they'd see we were a lot better
team than our record (8-19) would
indicate.
"But that's why I resigned. I

know we have a team with a chance
to win the Southern Conference. I
didn't want any of my problems to
interfere with the team's chances
to win the conference."
Someone once defined class as
"grace under pressure."
Bob Daniels has class.

•

"I 9larted thinking about resigning back in
December when the fa n s s tar ted booi ng us .. ."
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A wide angle \'iew uf 'vlemorial
Ho11sP. in the Ml J vs lllinoi~ State gam e.

Field

Opening tip-off. like Marz strai ns for the
ball in a jump ball with Illi11ois State.

Front Row: Greg Yuuug, Churlic . ovak, Carlos Gibson, Pat Burtis, Kenny Hurst,
Ross Scaggs, Barry Ham ler Second Row: Assistant Coach C.J. Woolum , Bill
Robinette, like Anderson, Dave Miller, Mike Marz, Danny Hall, Tom Leibig, Harley
'vfojor, Assistant Coach Jim immons, Heo.d Cooch Bob Dan iels
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Basketball: last hurrah

The bench may not be th'e most exciting
place to sit during a game, but Herd members
Dave Miller and Torn Liebig don' t let their
seat deter them from watching the game.
Blow by blow. A member of the band puts
his musical talents to work as his instrument reflects strings of ceiling lights.

From behind the basket, you can often get a
different perspective. Greg Smith blocks an
opponent as the referee moves in for a closer
observation.
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Flagging attendance a 'sign of the times'
Attendance dwindled to record
lows. Booing became more incessant.
And yet . . . it could have been so
different.
Athletic Director Joe McMullen
claimed to provide full support. But
there was clearly pressure. Pressure
to produce, to win.
With three consecutive losing
seasons, both fans and those-whoclaim to know predicted Daniels'
resignation.
A local sports writer suggested
he resign. The Parthenon sports
writers, at times kinder and more
given to stressing the coach's
strengths, hardly balanced the toxic
air of bad feelings descending from
the stands at Memorial Field House.
"Find a job for Bob" a sign read.
It could have been a fight crowd. •
A sign of the times for Basketball Coach Bob
Daniels is d isplayed by unhappy fans .

Aberdeen named as new head coach
Suddenly, the search for a new
head basketball coach was over.
Stuart W. Aberdeen, associate head
basketball coach at the University
of Tennessee, was named to the post
by Director of Athletics Joe
McMullen.
Aberdeen, a member of Tennessee's coaching staff since 1966, was
billed as an able recruiter of talent.
His landing of All-America players
Ernie Grunfeld and Bernard King
for the Volunteers drew the attention
of Sports Illustrated:
"Both Grunfeld and King were
recruited by Executive Coach Stu
Aberdeen, a dwarfish man who
would have trouble going one-on-one
with Torn Thumb. Aberdeen is not
merely an assiduous recruiter, he is
so energetic and attentive to detail
that one acquaintance describes him
as having the metabolism of a
hummingbird."
The article continued, "In one
two-month stretch three years ago
he spent 50 days in New York pursuing Grunfcld. King had never
heard of Tennessee, but when he

Coach
Stu
Aberdeen

was finally persuaded to visit Knoxville, the town had a "Bernard King"
Day. That was mighty impressive
to a youngster who had never eaten
an English muffin or put a Windsor
knot in a tie."
Aberdeen's 8-year record as coach
at Acadia University in Nova Scotia
was an impressive 122-50, despite
the school's tough schedule and high
academic standards.
"Marshall has a great basketball
tradition," Aberdeen said after
coming to Huntington. "We have a
long way to go. I'm no miracle
worker."
Aberdeen, dubbed the "Little Professor," is also the author of a book
on basketball, The Winning Edge. •

In the locker room before the UNCC game,
Coach Daniels gives the learn 1~~t-minute
instructions.
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Tennis teams bounce back for a deuce of a year
Under the direction of a new coach,
Marshall 's women' s tennis team was
able to pull from third in state
collegiate tournament last year, to
become state champions this year.
In add ition to their state championship title, the team fini shed with
an overall season record of 10-1;
the single season's loss against
Eastern Kentucky.
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The team 's new coach, Joan Brisbin, was former coach at Huntington
St. Joseph' s Central High School.
She replaced acting coach Linda
Holmes, who was named interim
assistant to the director of athletics.
The netters finished with a 7-4
record last year. " We were real
happy that we were able to find a
qualified person to coach our women

tennis players," said Athletics
D irector Joe McMullen. "Joan knows
the Huntington tennis picture very
well and is already fam iliar with
some of the players," McMullen said
when Brisbi n was appointed. Apparently, McMullen was right.
•
Getting into position for a back hand stroke,
Li sa Gergely eyes the oncom ing ball.

Cited as the No. 1 man by Men ' G TPnnis
Coach\Bill T . Carroll. Frank Lux said overall,
he was\pleased with his season performance.

\
Making a fresh start at college tennis , Susan
Goodrick, Martinsburg freshman, displays
her foreha nd form .

Women's tennis, Back Row: Coach Joan Brisbin, Sandy Winters, Lynda Nutter, Terri
Miller, Regina Skeens, Roberta Chenoweth,
Assistant Coach Connie Clay. Front Row:
Jill Duncan, Lisa Gergely, Cathie Heck,
Susan Goodrick, Ame Evans.
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From mere attention to full participation. In a
sequence of photographs, Janet Conner expresses
her growing involvement in watching the G1een
Gals score a basket.

Front Row: Susan Powers, Patti Bostic, Kim Williams, Mary Lopez. Second Row: Linda Curry, Agnes

Wheeler, Stephanie Austin, Lora Browning, Brenda Booth, Kathy Baker.

Crabbing the ball for the Green Gals, Mary
Lopez looks for an open teammate.
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'Tri-season
opener' gives
Green Gals 3
•
wins, 16 losses
The Green Gals women's basketball team opened its season three
times, ending the year with a 3-16
record and third place in the women's
state basketball tournament.
Marshall's two-week closing due
to cold weather caused the team to
cancel five games, only one of which
was rescheduled. Coach Donna Lawson said, "Coming back from Christmas vacation was just like starting
the second season, and this (coming
back after the two-week break) is
just like starting all over again for
the third time."
The defending state champions,
the Green Gals entered the tourney
rated fifth. In the semi-final game,
Marshall fell to the No. 1 ranked
team, West Virginia University,
79-70.

The dominant force in previous
state tournaments, the Green Gals
had claimed the championship every
year except 1973, when they lost to
Fairmont State, 45-43. But they ended
third in the tourney this year.
With a 99-60 coaching record accumulated in her seven years at
Marshall, Lawson received her lOOth
win in the first game of the state
tournament, when the Green Gals
defeated Shepherd, 81-56.
With only one senior on the team,
Susan Powers, the rest of the Green
Gals will be eligible to return next
year.

•
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WIGfH eoAeH LAWSON
"My philosophy is, if you're
going to do it, do it first class."
This is the grounds for one of Marshall's successful coaches, Green
Gals Coach Donna Lawson .
In her seven years of coaching,
she has compiled a 130-60 record,
going over the 100-mark at the state
tournament in March. Lawson's
teams have captured five state championships, represented West Virginia
in the mid-west regional six times
and appeared in one
national
tournament.
The 1976-77 Green Gals team
finished third in the state with a
3-16 record, and many say this is the
end of Marshall' s domination in
women's basketball. However, Lawson says, "I don't place winning
above everything. We have pride
in ourselves as a team, to know we
are out there to play the best we
can. We gave every team we played
a run for the money."

ISO
Donna Law<on

Adding that she still considers
herself a "young coach" ("I learn
every year"), Lawson said she thinks
the 1976-77 season was a year of rebuilding. "But the rookies have
graduated. We are no longer rookies ,
and the Green Gals of '77 are not
ashamed. We are looking forward
to the Green Gals of '78."
But the path to victory is full of
sacrifices. Lawson says, "I've considered giving up many things, but
I weigh what I dislike and the things
I like far outweigh them . . . so, I
can live with the bad part. If it
wasn't for that, there wouldn't be
a challenge."
Lawson stresses discipline and
high goals and schedules tough
teams as she emphasizes the educational importance of sports. " High
goals are the only way to get any
place but you don't set them so high
you can't reach them. If you don't
set goals high, you won't push your-

self and you'll never go above and
beyond," Lawson said.
Now with the added duties of
scholarships and recruiting, Lawson states that West Virginia is behind most other states because of
the slowly developing high school
program in the state. But when
asked about the future of Marshall
and women's sports, she says, "The
only way for us to go is up. W ith
the state program improving, I'm
looking forward to when we can go
to the regional and win it, but I take
one step at a time."
And what's that one step right
now7 Besides scouting for a "horse
of a center" and looking forward
to the '78 season, the third-ranked
'77 kam left a nute behind at the
state tournament. For those who
thought it was the end of the Green
Gals, it read: "WE WILL BE BACK." •
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Scoring a takedown on a Kent State oponent,
Sam Peppers receives a referee's deci sion.
Wrestling team, Back Row: As st. Coach Dare!
Pickenpaugh, Scott Miller, Dan Scior, Charlie
Perry, Dan Smith, James Walters, Phil Temple,
Jeremiah Gagnon. Middle Row: Head Coach
Bob Barnett, Mike Scherer, Mike Hagen,
Mark Hart barger, Jake Sanchez, Gene Clapsis, Terry Parker. Front Row: Jeff Fisher,
Gary Kline, Chap Fay, Sam Peppers, Scott
Sadler, Mark Hyde, E.J. Natale.

Grapplers post winning season
Marshall 's wrestling team posted
its fifth consecutive winning season
as it finished with a 5-3 record. It
placed fifth in the Southern Conference tournament.
The team's victories included a
27-10 decision over West Virginia
University. " WVU is our biggest

rival and we had never beaten them
before, so it certainly means a lot
to us," Coach Bob Barnett said.
Besides WVU, the team's schedule
included the University of Kentucky,
Virginia Tech, and the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga.
•
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Marshall swimmers place second in Conference
Under the direction of coach Bob
Saunders and Marshall University
swimming team co-captains, Dana
St. Clair and Jim Sheridan, the
group finished the '77 season with
an overall 3-3 record and placed
second in Southern Conference
competition.

Preceding a home meet at Marshall's natatorium in Gulli ckson Hall, swimmers prepare to
warm up before the start of the competition.
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A two-week break in classes due
to severe weather conditions did little
to help the Swim team toward a
successful season. Three men's
swim meets were postponed during
the break leaving the swimmers with
little preparation to face Furman
University,
Greenville, S.C., a

Southern Conference member. All
team members excelled this season
despite the weather, according to
Coach Sanders. Outstanding swim mers included Dana St. Claire for
backstroke events, distance freestyle Steve Biron and senior sprinter
] im Sheridan.
•

Conferring on swim meet strategy are Coach
Bob Saunders ~nd 'wimmer Ri chard CMl,on .

Front Row (left To Right), Mike Stewart, Bill Wooley, Roberto Mayer>,
Richard Carlson, Paul Kowalski, Don Bounds. Second Row, Student
Asst. Jim
Niehau s, Graduate Asst. Dan Stern, Bill Kre,,, Dave
Robshaw, Doug Burley, Randy Bowles, William Dilley, Dan McNichol,
Jeff Cowdrey, Richard Zachem . Third Row, Head Coach B<>b Saunders,
Larry Kress, Jim Sheridan, Tom Maguire. M ike Lynch , Dana St. CLme,
Steve Biron and Chris D 'Addario.
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Front Row (Left To Right), Tom JPwell , Jim Peet, Scott Davi<, Benny
Bowles, Lee Martina, Kenny New, Bob Mulreaney, Back Row, Otis
Ranson, Geoff Litteral, Harold Payne, Steve Fox, Tim Starrett, Jay Guthrie ,
Coach Joe Feaganes.
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Preparing lo leave for a golf tournament,
Chief Justice photographer Steve Nance asked
wome n's golfer Sandra Spencer to demonstrate
her stroke. Spencer complied with hi s request,
hitting the ball with " the best stroke she
has hit all year," according to the coach. One
small problem occurred, however. Spencer hit
the ball through the cafeteria window in Twin
Towers, much to the d isrn'y of a campus
security guard , who was eating ice cream
there.

Golf team places
2nd in Cont erence
Marshall's golf team missed its
chance for a bid to the NCAA
golf championship, but placed
ahead of several teams receiving
bids when they finished fourth
in the Southern Intercollegiate
Tournament.
In
the Southern Conference
tournament, Marshall finished two
strokes behind conference champion
Furman University. The two teams
were tied going into the last hole of
the tournament. Herd freshman
Bennie Bowles finished third in the
individual scoring competition.
In the Southern Intercollegiate
Tournament,
Marshall
finished
fourth despite the absence of two of
its starters.
Marshall golfer Harold Payne
was invited for the third consecutive year to participate in the NCAA
tournament.
Payne won the Dogwood Open
Golf Tournament and lost the
championship of the Northern Intercollegiate Tournament in a five•
hole playoff.
Men's Golf team captain and All-Ameri can
golfer Harold Payne putts during tournam ent

competition.

Opposite Page, Richard Watts, MU runner .
leads the pack around a pond on the course.
Below, Richard Watts takes an early lead as
the runners stretch for position.

Winning season paces Harriers to third
Richard Watts' first-place finish
in the 1976 Southern Conference
Cross Country Championship paced
Marshall to a third-place overall
team standing,
Watts' winning time of 32:15
just missed the Boone, N.C. course
record of 31:39.
Nine teams competed in the
championship.
Regular season dual meets reaped
equally successful rewards, with
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Marshall finishing with a strong
season tally of 6-3.
Although the regular cross country season is Sept. 11-Nov. 13, team
members condition even when not
legging the winding course at
Orchard Hills Country Club in
Barboursville.
" The guys average 14-20 miles
of running daily," points out secondyear track and cross country coach
Rod O'Donnell.

"Even chill factors of 25 to 30 below did not stop the runners
from jogging through Huntington,"
O'Donnell added.
The conditioning program also
includes workouts on the Nautilus ,
a weight machine designed for
muscle building and toning .
Loneliness of the long distance
runner? Far from it, it seems. Except for the poor devil pulling up
last.
•

Front Row: Russ \Ailliken, Richard Watts,
Dave Sha ffer , John Dotson, Dave Kli ne ,
Jerry Dotson. Back Row: Coach Rod O 'Donnell , T im Koon, Damo n Clark, Jacques Sali da y, Steve arnohan , Jody Jividen.
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A gray day dawned early for runners attempting a 26 mile marathon course. Beginning at
Marshall' s intramural field , these runners
continue down Second Avenue, two miles
from the start.

a
Q

Thirteen miles from the finish, runners stop
at one of the check-points to catch their
breath and grab a quick drink of Gatorade.
Nearing the half-way point of the race, all
starters were still in the competition.
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Seven o'clock in the morning and
26 miles to go before the finish.

Twenty-six miles of grueling marathon competition.
Red lights flashing, the police
cars lead the runners down the
avenue.
Before most of the city is awake,
a quiet battle of speed and endurance
is taking place on the streets.
The muffled thud of feet on pavement is the rhythm of the competition, the metronome that carries the
dance forward.
Gradually, the long line of runners
Stopping at the 22-mile checkpoint, Fred
Waybright downs a beer before going on.

~

thins out. Within a few miles, those
runners in best condition, physically
and mentally, begin to pull away
from the field.
And that's when the real competition begins. Not the race for first
or second place. The race now is
lo finish .
The finish line still looms ahead.
Twenty-two miles into the race and
the leader, Fred Waybright, stops
for a rest and a sip of beer.
At this point to be as fresh as
possible is crucial. Marathon runners
say the last few miles are the hardest,
most difficult to cover.
But Waybright crosses the finish
line first in two and one-half hours. •

.·

A handshake for the winner, Fred Waybright,
finisht>s fi rst with a time of two an d one-half

hours.
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Struggling to maintain hi s lead , Dave Kline,
manages to pull ahead of Damon Cla rk (Left) ,
Dave Shaffer and Jerry Dotson .

Poetry in motion. A m ember of the re lay team
pulls ahead during the race.

Discussing the schedule of events for the
track events is Mary Higgi n s and
Coach Stooke.
women ' ~
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Competing 1n great outdoors, track and field
Women's team sets 21 school records in second year of competition
Men 's team strives for Conference championship, places fifth
The women's track team did not
take a demure back seat in sporting
competition during their spring
season. With only one year of track
and field competition behind them,
the women's team finished high in
competition and set 21 new school
records.

With their introduction into
Southern Conference competition,
the Men's track team did not fare
as well as the women, but did finish
fifth in the championships.
Lack of experience was cited by
Men's coach Rod O 'Donnell for
placing fifth.

"We had two meets cancelled because of the bad weather," he said.
"Actually, we weren't that far behind the other teams in training. They just had much more
competition."
•
Framed by the afternoon sun, a pole vaulter
strains to make that im portant space between
himsel f and the cros~ bar.
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Preparing for the big jump, David Thompson,
HerJ pole vault.,r, readie ~ him self for
competition.

With the pleasure of competi tion al so comes
the pain. Brenda Wilburn and a studen t from
New Jersey help Vicki Wilbu:n relieve leg
cramps.

Coach Stooks helps Marshall runner,
Stephanie Austin avoid a <.:hill following an
event.
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Competing in one of the h arder events in
track field, a henl membier pulls ahead in the
high hurdles race.

Participating in the two mile relay race ,
Richard Watts picks up speed after the hand~
off. Jerry Dotson, Ti m Koon, and Steve
Carnohan are also on the team .
In addition to personal satisfaction for
winning times, track and field members also
receive trophies for Track and Field Hall of
Fame success.
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Pocket predictions at the beginning of the
season did not come true for Herd baseball
fans . The bat girls may have added to the
scenery, but their hopes to become No. 1 did
not materialize.
An overview of the baseball diamond at St.

Clouds Common in Huntington's west end.
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Baseball team not number one, but trying harder
Marshall's maiden baseball season
in the Southern Conference proved
to be a frustrating one as the Herd
struggled to an 8-8 conference record
and was 20-21 overall.
M arshall could have had a winning
season as all of its losses were by
two runs or less. However, the team
was plagued by inconsistency, having
strong pitching and weak hitting in
one game, then reversing form for the
next encounter.
"The Southern Conference was a
little bit better than I thought it

would be," according to Jack Cook,
MU' s baseball coach. "It's a good
baseball conference."
Despite the losing season, several
players established school records.
Second baseman Mike Horan set
records for games played, number of
times at bat, number of hits, and
runs scored . He was second in
doubles, third in home runs , second
in extra-base hits, third in runs
batted in, and second in stolen
bases.
"Mike is one of the best, if not

the best, we've ever had," Cook
said.
Also setting records were pitchers
Greg Kappas, Mark Doboney, and
Albie De Young.
Kappas's records include most
games won and number of innings
pitched. Doboney ended his career
as the leader in games started and
strikeouts. DeYoung established a
new record for strikeouts in a single
•
season.

Going ta bat for the Herd, Bryan Jackson
prepares to send the ball home.
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A Herd fan turns her attention to the game
as she uncon scio usly di splays the tea ms roster.

As a Marshall team member rounds second
base, Virginia Military Institute struggles to
gain control of the ball .
Preparing to go to bat, a Mar shall member
grabs his equipment as the bat girl stands
ready to help.
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Herd pitcher Greg Kappas angles the ball
over the plate in the blistering sun. The
temperature reached 89 degrees during thi s
May game.

Straining lo watch the progress of their
teammate s from the dug-out sidelines, Herd
members view the game.

I

Intra murals
Pi Kappa Alpha
vs B.U.S.
Tension mounted during the final game of
intramura l football as the Black United
Students pulled ahead of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity before the end of the third
quarter. Many onlookers came to the game
expecting tension to turn into a fight. But
as B. U.S. finished the game victorious, both
teams left the field in spor tsma n -like manner.
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Hodges Hall celebrates afte r beating 13th
floor of Twin Towers Easl in intramural
softball.

Chandos Peak strikes out in the Twin Towers
Easl champion shi p between 8th floor and 131h
floor.

Co-ed softball was a new intramural sport
this spring with the women ca tching the
spirit of competition as much as the m en .
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Feminine factions make softball a filly's game
I

I

I

Eyeing the oncomi ng ball, a softball player
prepares for a hit during the team's practice
game.
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Enjoying herself from he1 second base position, an intramural softball player watches the
contin·.iing action of the game.

The first play of a double play, one team
member make > an out and prepares to throw
the ball to her team member.

Completing the double play, an intramural
player catches the ball on third base just in
time.
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Gary Kessler goe• up for two point• in intr;imural basketball competition.

Intramural soccer act ion sh ows Sigma Phi
Epsilon fighting it out w ith th e Arab
O rga nization.
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Intramural soccer players fill the field in
front of West Hall dormitory.

A member of the Arab Organization blocks
a pass agai nst intramural opponents Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

An Iranian graduate student takes part in
intramural action. Mohammad Afza lilad
prepare' to pa'~ th e hall.
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lnt ra mu ra ls

Other Sports
Women's bowling captain Jody Whitten
demonstrates bowled over all three Conference
opponents to tie for fir st in championships.
Tht> tt>am had an overall 9-0 record .
Bowling team member.; display their fir st
place trophy. Jody Whitten , Terry Adk ins,
Linda Wentzell and two other team members
are shown.
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Other Sports

Dale Brum di splays hi s bowling form

a5

he prepares to throw the ball.

Showing that the Men 's bowling team can stand up to the victorious women's
team, Brum throws a strike.
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Other Sports

Other sports

con t.

Pemberton practices one of
Ken
favori te sports, p in g po n g.

1?9
O th e r Sports
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Naultilus

Marshall men
get in shape
with naultilus
The infamous shape maker, the
naul tilus . The machine, located in
Gullickson Hall, strains muscles of
men and women to aid athletes of
all shapes and sizes in improving
body tone and physique.
Left, John Kirling works ou t on the
machine, exercising breath control.
Above Left, Carlin Carpenter coaches
Ed McTaggard in the art of exercise.
Below, Kirkling shows the naultilus
is serious business as he struggles
during the workout.
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Naultilus

The thrill of victory catches us all at one time
or another. Lincoln Elementary Student Harold
Parker cheers as Clyde Green leaves the track .
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Special Olympics

Between us kids, competing is fun
The day was warm, 90 degrees,
and it con!;urned an eight-hour work
period, but for area handicapped
children, the day was full of fun,
excitement and competition . It was
the day of the annual Special
Olympics.
In typical Olympian fashion the
children were awarded gold, silver
and bronze medals for outstanding
sporting competition . But even the
losers were awarded ribbons for
participating.
Held on Marshall's intramural
track, Special Olympics also provided
children and parents with a few

laughs at the hands of Soupy Sales
and Shriner clowns . Marshall students were not immuned to the excitement either, as many campus
organizations sponsored children in
events. "Sponsoring a child basically
meant helping out," according to
student Dan Scior.
The day was very successful, according to Director Jan Brown. And
she should know since she was the
recipient of 100 hugs from 100 happy
children.
•
Helping one another is the name of th e game,
according to one student who helped a child
fini sh the relay.

Director Jan Brown receives an affectionate
pat from the gold medal winner in the Frisbee
competition .
Just clowning around, Shriner clowns hand
out ribbons, balloons and buttons to partici-

pating children.
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Special Olympics

Seated

in

his

office, Marsh al l

Un iversity

Pre sident

Ro be d

B. Hayes chats with a student (Above).

Conferring with a senator, President Rober t B. Hayes joins
Senator Jenn ings Randolph at an M d nner (Above).
Pausing at home, President Hayes poses at the stairwell leading
up from the foyer.
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President Hayes

'Decade of progress' goal of President Hayes

\

Like a patrician gentleman, with
his fine name and even finer manners, a conservative college rests on
its honorable repu tation. It is
esteemed, respected , and safe.
But another college may take
chances and risk its reputation. For
change. For growth.
President Robert B. Hayes opts
for the latter. Hayes is not a likely
revolutionary. A 51-year-old Sunday
school teacher, Kiwanian, family
man, and chosen "Layman of the
Year" at the West Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church,
his countenance and conduct match
his conservative lifestyle.
But when it comes to Marshall, he
is a real innovator . The first native
West Virginian to become president
of Marshall since 1915, Hayes has
led Marshall into many changes the
last two and one-half years; both
in physical additions and in educational excellence. " I want quality in
everything on campus," Hayes said.
It is "the decade of progress," a
term Hayes used in his first interview at Marshall. I thought it would
take us ten years to build Marshall,"
Hayes said. "But more has been
accomplished during the first years
than I thought would be possible."
Indeed, the list is a long one. The
most significant on that list are, in
Hayes' eyes, the School of Medicine
and the Community College.
After 20 years of talking, the
School of Medicine became a reality
in 1974. The first students will be
accepted this fall . An asset Hayes
fought and won for the new school
is Doctor's Memorial Hospital, one
block from campus, at a price of
$653,000. Now named Family Care
Outpatient Clinic, the facility gives
the School of Medicine its start,
which as early as 1981, may give the
community more medical services.
Another service to the community
and Hayes' first call to the chancel-

!or, is the Community College. Seven
years earlier, Ilayes worke<l fo1 a
community college at Marshall. He
studied them , making trips to other
community colleges. People were not
interested. But Hayes wanted the
college. Within weeks after he assumed office, Marshall had a Community College. "I t's going to serve
this area in a way Marshall is not
serving it," Hayes explained.
Hayes says he wants Marshall to
serve its students better. He had
evening programs expanded to meet
the needs of many who work during
the day. He had parking lots built
on Th ird Avenue, with more land
purchased for additional areas.
The campus has its own additionHarris Ha ll. Another classroom
building is scheduled for construction soon. The College of Science
is a reality, Hayes said . "We are going
to change the building and give them
more space." As for the library,
Hayes said, " We want to enhancP thP
collections in the Ii brary, try to make
it a good regional library with anything about this part of the country
availabl e in it." All these renovations will make Marshall more available, servicable, and valuable to
students and community, Hayes said.
Some of the renovations are highly
visible. "The band is something
people see," Hayes commented. So
he set out to improve it with a new
director , new uniforms and a drive
to recruit new member s.
Another visible element of any
university is the football program.
Instead of dropping the sport, unsuccessful in the past, Hayes decided to work on it. In May 1976,
Marshall became a member of the
Southern Conference. The team has
a new coach. Fairfield Stadium has
a new press box. "I want our players
to have at least a 50-50 chance of
winning," Hayes said. "And I'm
going to do everything I can to see

that they have a chance."
Nut all changes an:~ there tu see.
Many are just beginning. "Some will
take ten years, such as the Marshall
Scholars program," Hayes said.
Hayes, himself listed in Who's
Who in America, and recipient of
the
Distinguished
Achievement
Award for excellence in teacher education in 1970, wants to raise $2.5
million to endow scholarships to
first-rate level students. " I want to
see more of the better students
coming to Marshall," he said. By
"better" Hayes said he means the
valedictorians, the outstanding art
and music students, and the honor
students. Although Marshall 's enrollment has risen to 1,000, Hayes
said he is more interested in quality
than numbers.
Another project involving big
money ($18 million) and big determ ination is the Multi-Purpose Sports
Facility, recommended to the Board
of Regents by Hayes last June, and
approved in January after slight
changes were made by hired professional consultants. It will be adjacent to and absorb the present
sports facility, Gullickson Hall, include 11,000 spectator seats, space
for physical education classes and
intramural sports, athletic offices,
and a natatorium. From $4-$7 million
will be spent on a baseball and recreation field between Fifth and Sixth
on 18th and 19th streets and parking
for 1,150 cars.
Hayes ' desire for change has created conflict. Conflict with property
owners and Huntington Civic Center.
"That conflict is past now," Hayes
said. "The Multi-Purpose Facility
and Huntington Civic Center will
complement each other. Anytime you
try to change anything, you meet
tremendous opposition ."
How does Hayes handle all the
clashes and contention? "That's the
challenge," Hayes smiled.
•
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Captains of the status quo
The business of running the
university, deciding who gets what
and when and how much falls to a
group of men and women whose decisions are not always popular but
often necessary.
The administration. The eternal
perpetuators of the status quo. The
endless buracracy of red tape and
forms in triplicate.
The makers and enforcers of the
rules in a game in which they call
the tune.
Yet someone must make the decisions. Responsibility must fall somewhere. And as long as education
remains big business, businessmen
will run it.

Keeping things moving is the re pomibility

of

Karl

.I . Egnatoff, director of pLmt

operation~.

A switch from the English Department for

Dr. Mervin A. Tyson made him vice prEsident
of A cademi c Affairs .

One of the first persons new stu dents may
see is Jam es W. Harl ess, director of adm issions

(Below) .
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Administration

In charge of academic records is Robert H .
Eddins, registrar of th e unive1sity (Tup}.
A complex job, Dr. Kenne th T . Slack is
of Mar shall 's librarie s.

dir~c tor

Jn charge of housing and enforce r of
dormitory regulatio n s is the d irector of
hou sing, Warren 5. Myers (left) .
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Admini stration

Captains

cont.

/ ,

/

I
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Working with students, Jane Bilewi c7., associate dean of student s, was located in
the Student Center.
Dr. William W . Waite (Above), director of
student developme nt, worked in the Health
Center.
A staff counselor in the cou nseling service,
Stephen C. Naymick (Right) wa s loca ted in
Pricha rd Hall.
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Admini stration

Dr. Richard G. Fisher, dean of stu dents,
acted as an advisor to various student groups .

Li"'

Vice president uf
Cu1111uuaily Cullegte
Dr. Paul D . Hines (Below).

W d>

Running the show at Memorial Student Center was
manager W . Don Morris (above).
Assistant manager of the Student Center was Kamal
Sa mar (left) .
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Admi ni stration

Assistant professor of geograph y, Jim m y D.
Rogers relaxes in hi s office in Ha rris H all.
Taking a coffee break, Assistant Dean D r.
Warren G . Lutz and Dr. George Harbold of
the C olleg e o f Art s a n d S cie n ces d iscu ss

class schedul es (Below) .

Arts And Sciences Enters New Era
The College of Arts and Sciences
is changing with the times. N ew
curricula necessitated by the growth
of the Medical School requires an
expansion of Science studies .
A separate Science Department will
handle these needs.
Students in the College of Arts and
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Arts and Sciences

Sciences stud~ area s from the humanities to l:Jiological and physical
sciences .
A language requirement of four
semesters is designed to acquaint
students with different cultures and
provide a background in gram mar.•

Retiring from the university, Dr. C.H. Moffat, professor of history (Above) studies
in his office.
Preparing for class is Mrs. Ann Lenning
(Below), assistant professor of English.

Examining a student's paper, !Jr. David C.
Duke, assistant professor of history (Above)
sits back in hi s office in Smith Hall.
Dr. Loraine J. Duke, assistant professor of
English (left), an swers questions in class.
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Arts and Sciences

cont.

Weaving a wall hanging, assistant professor
of all Michdel Cornfel d works o n his stu dio.

Studying plant taxonomy is Dr. Dan K.
Evans,

assis tant

profe ssor

of

biological

sciences (right).
Preparing a study of acquati c life, Dean Adkins poses w ith th e tools of h is trade (Below).
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Arts And Sciences

Explaining an equation is
Hatf ield (Above), associa te

Dr. Stephen
professo r of

m athemat ics.

Demonstrating a reaction, D r. Daniel P.
Babb (left), associatP professor of chem istr y,
works in the laboratory.
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Arts An d Scien ces

Arts and Sciences

co nt

Director of the Honors Program and Associate professor of sociology is Dr. William 5.
W es tbrook (Above).

Discussing human sexuality is Or. Elaine
Baker, assistant professor of psychology.
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Arts And Sciences

Dr. 0 . Norman Simpkins, professor and chairman of sociology-a nthropology and Dr. Dorothy R. John son, professor
and chairman of speech, discuss community relation s (Below).

Chairman of the Department of Journalism, Dr. 0Pryl R. I.ea rn ing reads in his
office (Above).
Lead ing a class discussion is H.J. Sullivan
(Left) of the speech departmen t.
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Arts And Sciences

Teaching teachers how to learn

Curriculum requirements for the Coll ege of
Education are determined by adm ini stration .
Dr. William S. Deel, associate dean , takes part
in admini stra tive decisinn .
Dr. William A. McDowell, associate professor , teaches co urses in co un sel ing and
rehabilitat io n .
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Educat io n

Assistant Professor of Educational Media,
Eleanor T erry teaches variou s classes in the
College of Educa tion .

Chairman of Educational Admini stration , Dr.
Neil L. Gi '~ bins (Left ), disc usses sched uling .
Assistant Professor M ar tha G. Childers
(Above) teaches cou rses in fa mily and childhood deve:opme nt, in addition to participating
in nursi ng school.
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Education

Medical School
alive and well

Chairman of Pediatrics, Dr. Rulh Ha11i' and

Monica Wilton te st se nsitive lab scales (Right).
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Medical School

Pointing out the mandible, D r. James E.
Morelan d, professor of chem istry and
anatom y of the Medical School (Lef t) .
Dean of the School of Medicine is Or. Robert
W. Coon , paus in g fo r a moment in hi s off ice
(Below) .
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Medi ca l School

Taking care of business

Assistant professor of management, Richard
P. H erd en , p repares for a lecture (Above).

Professor and associate dean of the College of
Business and Applied Sciences is Dr. Sara E.
Anderson (Righi}.
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Business

." "

Reading in his office is !Jean of the College
of Busi ne ss and Applied Sciences, Dr. L.
Aubrey Drewry (Left) .

ES' V l\Cl!ll~

Assistanl professor of finance and business
law is Joseph M . Stone (Above).
Catching up on business news is Dr. Thomas
5. Bishop, associate professor of marketing
(Lef1).
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Busi ness

Carolyn 8 . H u nter is coo rd in ator of th e
reading program at the C ommunity Co llege
(Right) .
Vice president for the Communi ty College is
Dr. Paul D . Hines (Below).

A note on selections
Administration and faculty members were selected for inclusion on
the basis of recommendations of
department heads and deans.
An attempt was made to m ake the
number of those selected correspond with the number of students in the respective college.
•
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Community College

A concentration on learning skills

Threading a fi lm spoo l in the learni ng cente r
is Sarah N. Denman, coordi nator of communications (Left).
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Communi ty College

Graduate Students
Adkins, Peggy
Al-Aqeel, Fadhel
Alaqll, Mohammed

Almonhanadi, Salem
Armstead, Warren
Barss, Diana

Batchelor, Sandra
Bibbey, Melissa
Bills, Ellen

Blankenship, Enos

Bostic, Gary
Campbell, Joe
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Graduate Students

Carter, Dianna
Chaney, John
Chapman, Debbie

Corbin, Jeff
'Crum, Louise
Cummings, Stassa

Davis, Carla
Dial, Barbara
Dolan, C.K.

Duffield, Kathleen
Edwards, Dana
Esfahani , Jamhoor

Garren, Joy
Gesner, June
Groves, Ralph
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Graduate Students

Shadows of darkness:
Marshall library
A popular late night spot for some
students is not a tavern, pool hall
or local bar but simply the Jame s E.
Morrow library. While many students claim they have never stepped
foot in the building, Jean Laney,
library assistant, thinks every student runs for the library during final
exams.
Spreading light over an otherwise
dark campus, the library offers
refuge from noisy neighbors or the
distractions of family life. Despite
student opinion that the library is
never open, it operates 15 hours-perweekday and 18 hours during
weekends.
•

H ameed, Javed
Hanes, Glynn
Harshbarger, Linda

Haye, Rick
Higgins, Donna
Horton, Particia

Jarvi s, John
Jeter, Jane
Johnson, Bonnita
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Graduate Students

Jorgensen, Tom
Kimbler, Debra
Kinchloe, Ann

King, Sandra
Leslie, Larry
Lyons, Barry

Long, Ann
Lundy, Thomas
Manissero, Bruna

Martin, Howard
Mason, Terry
McCallister, Melanie

McNeely, Kenneth
Medford, Gloria
Minnich, Thomas
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Graduate Students

Mollett, Rowena
Moore, Anne
Moschino, Anita

Mott, Mark
Musa, Donna
Neale, Martha

Okpalaeze, George
Olmstead, Chamille
Pasquale, Andrew

Peake, Louis
Pearce, Clifton
Pitesa, Jan

Regula, Sheila
Rofougaran, Mohammad
Rogers, Barbara
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Graduate Students

Spring fever brings
campus back to life
After one of the most bone-chilling
winters in recent history, spring
came as a welcome relief. The
drudgery of lugging books to class
and trudging through the snow wore
spirits thin. Expectations sagged with
the mercury.
But the sun finally crept out from
behind the clouds and melted the
lethargy along with the snow.
Soon temperatures climbed. Out
came the tennis players, the soft ball
players, the golfers-and the inevitable Frisbee throwers .
Spring had sprung at last.
•

Sergent, Kevin
Shigeo, Karibe
Shrida, Fadel

Smith, Kevin
Smith, Lisa
Spichek, Tina

Steinbrecker, Kris
Stephens, Debra
Testerman, Marilyn
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Graduate Students

Verbage, Joe
Walker, Dee
Wanner, Robert

Ward, Tom
Weaver, Pamela
Webb, Molly

Weider, Debbie
White, D ia ne
Wilkerson , C.L.

Wolfe, Kenneth
Workman, Tom
Wyant, David
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Graduate Students

Over the hurdles
~·
~
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An official starter rests between
events at a Marshall track meet as
•
a light drizzle begins to fall.

'
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Graduate Students

Seniors
Afzalirad, Mohammad
Akers , Bruce
Allen, Elizabeth

Anderson, Stephanie
Arace, Cheryl
Asbury, Nancy

Atkinson, William
Baarman, Tom
Baker, Tina

Ball, Howard
Barry, Cheryl
Bartholomew, John

Beckett, Sesilia
Beckley, Danny
Beecher, Mark
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Seniors

Bell, Penny
Belville, Betty
Berkeley, Sara

Berlt, Guy
Bernhardt, Judy
Bickford, Tim

Bickham, Paula
Bigert, Elaine
Bishop, Carolyn

Mindful melodies
Relaxation and peace of mind can
be obtained in many ways. An art
intern at WMUL-TV takes time from
" ~ work and schooling for a thoughtful
~ song.
•
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Seniors

Blake, Lois
Blanar, Pat
Bland, Bonnie

Noon conversation
Mark Paxton, Janet L. Lilly, Chuck
Minsker and a friend squint into the
noon sun as they talk.
•

Blankenship, Steve
Bledsoe, Benjamin
Bledsoe, Mike

Blevins, Leonard
Bobbitt, Sharon
Bohanna, Jerorne
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Seniors

Booten, Ed
Booten, Lee
Borkowski, Mary

Borstein, Alan
Boswell, Terry
Bowles, Greg

Bradberry, Bill
Braden, Pam
Bragg, Brent

Bragg, Deb.ra
Bragg, Eddie
Bragg, Mary

Bran d i·s ' Rosemary
Brillhart, Dana
Brook s, Matthew

Brotherton, Sherri
Browder, Die~ra
Brown, Rhon a
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Seniors

Brum, Dale
Bruschi, Susan
Buckley, Vickie

Bunch, Harold
Burdette, Debbie
Burke, Shawn

Burnside, Mary
Burris, John
Bus ton, Janice

Butler, Suzie
Buttrick, Steve
Campbell, Deborah

Carpenter, Jerri
Carson, Barbara
Carter, Andrea

Carter, Debra
Carter, James
Casto, William
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Seniors

Chandler, Jeanne
Chapman, Barbara
Cheek, Angela

Ch ilders, Frances
Ch irico, Toni
Clark, Cathy

Hours 'till
deadline
Fatigue win s a hard battle over
Judie Taylor as she attempts to finish
the first deadline for the Chief
Justice. Although she fell asleep at
6 a.m., Taylor wa s up and prepared
to attend an 8 a.rn. class.
•

Clark, Cathy
Clay, Bruce
Coe, Wendy

J.
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Seni ors

Come rain or shine
Although several track meets were
canceled due to spring rains, many
fans chose to remain at the intramural field when the competition
continued. A youthful observer, undaunted by April showers , carries
on her vigilance through the rainspattered plastic of her umbrella. •

Coleman, Joyce
Combs, Barbara
Conover, Mark

Cook, Betty
Crews, Mikell
Cummings, Lillian

Daniels, Norman
Darby, Kathy
Davis, Deborah
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Seniors

Davis, Jeff
Deal, Cathy
DelCheccolo, Katy

Dennison, Gary
Deraimo, John
DeSantis, Shelia

DiAngelis, Chiara
DiGiorgi, Loretta
Dingess, Toney

Ditty, Jim
Dotson, Sabrina
Dove, Jerry

Drumheller, Denise
Duncan, Cliff
Dunfee, Betty

Earl, Elizabeth
Edison, Abbe
Elswick, Marie
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Seniors

Emerson, Donald
Englebreth, Nancy
Estep, Deborah

Evans, Ame
Fields, Debbie
Figiel, Vincent

Fink, Beverly
Foose, John
Forbes, Bill

Forbes, David
Foster, Kathy
Fowler, Patricia

Fox, Debbie
Fox, Don
Frampton, Martha

Freeman, Bruce
Fry, Ruby
Frye, Barbara
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Seniors

Mirrored meditation
Reflecting on life at Marshall, Jim
Hawk finds brief solitude on the rear
steps of Old Main.
•

Fuller, Douglas
Gallagher, David
Gallaway, Thomas

Gardner, Mary
Gentry, Mary
Given, Jeff

Glover, Ed
Goins, Debbie
Goodson, Margaret
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Seniors

Greco, Francine
Greene, Elizabeth
Guenther, Cindy

Taping: a team
effort
Marshall University basketball
player Mike Marz assists a trainer
in taping the center's ankle.
•

Gullickson, Don
Hale, Kenneth
Hall, Carol

Hall, Denise
Hamilton, Lynn
Hamlin, Harry
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Seniors

Hammond, Debbie
Hanna, Linda
Haq, Masood

Hardin, Carol
Harford, Elaine
Haririnia, Hossein

Harless, Rosanna
Harris, Jeff
Harshbarger, Kimberly

Hart, Teresa
Hatton, David
Hawk, Jim

Heck, Joanne
Henderson, Malana
Henley, Bernita

Hensley, Bernie
Hensley, Donna
Herald, Wade
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Seniors

Hersman, Jackie
Hicks, Kenneth
Hill, Cathy

Hill, Rebecca
Hobbs, Jeanetta
Hobbs, Robert

Holman, Stephanie
Holzschuher, Ann
Hooker, Diana

Huffman, Timothy
Humphrey, Joy
Humphreys, Deborah

Hurley, Michael
Insco, Lee
Isbell, Betsy

Janes, William
Jarvis, Judith
Jasper, Mark
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Seniors

Rainy day rhythm
Students may not be able to count
on a winning score from Thundering
Herd games, but they can be certain
they will see rain in Huntington.
Arlie Osborne takes shelter during
the drizzle to contribute to the halftime show.

•

Jeffrey, Terry
Jenkins, Mary
Jesse, Mark

Jimison, Clyde
1ohnson, 1ackie
Johnson, Luann

Johnson, Particia
Johnston, Lynn
Jones, Linda
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Seniors

Justice, Daniel
Justice, Jennifer
Kappas, Greg

Keefer, Barbara
Kelley, John
Kelly, Vic

Fish are victims of
energy crunch
After days of rumors and denials

by the administration that school
would be dosed due to the natural
gas shortage, it was announced that
classes indeed had been canceled.
Suddenly the campus-particularly
students living in the dormitorieswas thrown into confusion.
Heat would be shut off. Buildings
would be dosed. With little notice,
students were told they must leave
the dormitories-almost always at
great inconvenience.
And what is more, spring break
must be sacrificed to make up the lost
time.
For Alan Williams, the energy
crunch was even more costly. After
loading up his pet fish, he drove
home to Rainelle. The fish did not
survive.

•
Kessler, Gary
Kidd, Ellen
Kinder, Manya
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Seniors

Kinnaird, Richard
Kirwin, Georgia
Kiser, Sandra

Knotts, Kada
Kohn, Cindy
Kooiker, Pete

Kutzlo, Thomas
Landers, Martha
Lang, Renee

Lang, Theresa
Lantz, Kelly
Lanza, Jacqueline

larzo, Raymond
Lavinder, Debbie
Lawrence, Sheila

Lawson, Sharon
Layne, Ada Mae
Layne, Lola
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Seniors

Ledger , Dav1.d
LLemon , N ancy
emon , Ro nn1e
.

Lester, James
Lewis, David
Lewis, Deborah

Lewis, Janna
L"
Lin, Ta-She
mcolnogger , C aro Iyn

Litchfield, Bel inda
Lockard , D e bra
Long , D onna

Long, Karen
Longo, Penny
Luther, Scott

Malakara, Kambiz
~ar s hall, Pat
artin, Joyce
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Seniors

Mason, Deborah
Massie, Gina
Maynard, Ruth

McCallister, Robin
McDonald, Jean
McDonie, Diana

McElroy, Clint
M cFadden, Kim
McGraw, Cathi

Wintery wheels

Impeding travel wit h icy b ar riers a nd slippery sidewa lks, th e blizzard engulfed campus.
In th e aftermath , a forgot ten bicycle remain s at W es t H all entrance.
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Seniors

McMiller, Jame s
McOwen, Barry
Meeker, Jeanne

Melton, Reginia
Meredith , Michael
Messer, Hazel

Midkiff, Sabrina
Mihal, Ellen
Miller, Mike

Winter-time is fun
for young and old
Winter-time is fun for young and
old alike. Old Man Winter brought
snow and ice that lay on Marshall' s
campus for months.
And despite complaints of students who had to walk on sheets of
ice to get to class and then sit in
bitterly cold classrooms, snow meant

fun during free time.

Building a snow man are these two children
in the day care center. A student aid help• th e m

get started shaping their snowmar..
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Seniors

Miller, Susan
Miller, Teresa
Miller, Willie

Mirhossciny, Ali
Modlin, Joan
Montgomery, Irene

Moore, Dinah
Moore, Theodore
Moossavi, Mohammad

Morgan, Katie
Morgan, Sharon
Mott, Laura

Moxley, Joan
Mullins, Pat
Murphy, Morris

Musgrave, Debbie
Muth, Mary
Mychesky, Patty
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Seniors

Nall, Leslie
Nance, Ginger
Naskey, Rebecca

Neal, Karen
Nenni, Mary
Neville, Robert

Newsome, Philip
Nibert, Robert
Nicely, Becky

Nicely, Nick
Nichols, Sherry
Nickles, Cynthia

Niehaus, James
Noe, Mark
Northey, Michelle

Nutt, Denver
O ' Brien, Joyce
Ocheltree, Nancy
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Seniors

Ogden, Mary
Orr, Terri
Osborne, Charles

Overbey, Susan
Oxley, Sue
Oyster, Larry

Painter, Brenda
Parsons, Dorie
Patrick, Deborah

'Camera bugs'
cover the campus

\
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Photographers swarm over MU 's
campus continually, searching for
a good subject.
Although some of Marshall's
photographers work for a campus
publication, many of them are just
"camera bugs" who take pictures
for personal satisfaction . .
And a person can find photographers in some of the oddest
position s, looking for that different
angle to take a picture.
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Zooming in among the trees, Dave Shreve a
Chief Justice ph o tograp h er , takes a pict ure

while s tanding on the goalpost.
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Seniors

Patrick, Peggy
Patrick, Roy
Paulsen, Debra

Payne, Danny
Peake, Linda
Pearman, Mike

Penick, George
Perkins, Sandra
Perry, Glenna

Band, majorettes entertain Herd fans
The band and majorettes provide•
entertainment during all home foot ball games. They're often welcome
relief when the football team is on
the wrong end of the scoreboard at
halftime. Band members and majorettes, practicing five days a week
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Marching in formations while playing during
halftime activities, the band a nd majorettes
e ntertain Marsh all fa n s.

for their halftime shows, are a big
support to the Big Green Machine,
often staying when many of the fans
in the crowd have deserted the
stands.

Perry, Leah
Peters, Dave
Peters, Jody

Peyatte, Tonya
Phelps, Sharon
Phillips, Karen

Philyaw, Rick
Politino, Karen
Pomarico, Diane

Pope, Marsha
Porter, Christy
Porter, Greg

Powers, Susan
Prunty, Jim
Pyles, Patricia

Rains, Jackie
Ramey, Camella
Ramey, Orlantha
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Ray, Meredith
Reed, Robert
Regula, Debbie

Rhodes, David
Richards , Joani
Richardson, Elroy

Riggs, Carol
Roberts , Donna
Roberts, Jana

Robertson, Rebecca
Robinson, Donald
Robinson, William

Robson, Keith
Romine, Cathy
Roush, Mary

Rowsey, Howard
Runyan, Susan
Russell, Mitzi
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Salazar, Rossario
Sales, Jerome
Sanchez, Debbie

Sandon, Liviana
Scarberry, Michael
Scherer, Ben

Arrival of et cetera 1976
Marshall students' collected literary works are taken as contributions to the book and are published
with student activity fees . Artwork
is also published.

Ruth Napier,
distribution .

editor ,

sorts

books

for

Schnitzker, William
Seldomridge, Jane
Sellards, Melba
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Paint and brush in hand
art students head
outdoors
Marshall art students conducted
an outdoor art sale for interested
students on the Old Main lawn.
With the beginning of warm weather,
art students demonstrated painting
and other handiwork during the
two-day session.
Ken Tucker, grad . student recalls a familiar
picture on campus during th ~ outdoor
work~h o p.

Selvey, Robert
Seti, Frank
Shahmoradi, M. Mehdi

Shamsi, Salahaddin
Shaw, Darlene
Sheets, Gary

Shevac, Patricia
Shinn, Ruth
Shrevi', Melissa
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Simms, Dawn
Simms, Major
Simpson, Victor

Slater, Marsha
Smarr, Robin
Smith, Debbie

Smith, Deborah
Smith, Doug
Smith, Jim

Smith, Latricia
Sommerville, Debbie
Spangler, Debbie

Spangler, Marsha
Sparrow, Becky
Spence, Charles

Spence, Karen
Steele, Bruce
Steele, Diane
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Stepp, Sylvia
Stewart, Frances
Stewart, James

Stewar t, Mary
Stiltner, Barbara
Stofcheck, Marty

Strehle, Beth
Stuart, Marsha
Sullivan, Sandra

Summers, Penny
Sutton, Barbara
Swain, Ruth

Swentzel. Dale
Szaks, Ron
Taheridezfuly Ahmad

Tardy, James
Taylor, Bob
Taylor, Elizabeth
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Taylor, Joel
Taylor, Vicki
Thomas, Patricia

Me and my Toro
To keep a large campus going,
MU maintenance uses a wide range
of equipment to keep the area neat
and clean.

Thornburg, Lisa
Todd, Allan
Toler, Ted

Toney, Bruce
Townsend, John
Treadway, Suzy
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T rinone, Charles
Truitt, Gary
Trumbore, Lisa

Turley, Vicki
Turner, Susan
Tyborsky, Kay

Upton, Terry
Urbahns, Preston
Urian, Nicole

Vance, Kathy

VanFaussien, Karen
VanHorn, Bruce

Van Hoven Diane
Vargo, John
Vickers, Jane

Volk, Martha
Wade, Jan
Walsh, Sharon
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Red Cross blood drive
held regularly at MSC
The need for blood is a constant
factor faced by the Red Cross and
the Blood Mobile visits the Marshall
campus regularly. The Red Cross
Blood Mobile averages a visit every
two months . The blood is collected
from MU students at the Memorial

Student Center.

Walus, Chris
Wassum, Susan
Wassum, William

Watts, Rhonda
Watts, Richard

Weaver, Stephen

Webb, Bill
Webb, Glenna
Wells, Kathy
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Dogwood Arts and Crafts Fair
draws MU students downtown
Huntington's annual Dogwood
Arts and Crafts Festival was
held during the last week of
classes from May 4-8. A popular event for both the residents
Walden Roush prepares to make corn mill
with a s team powered grinder .

Wesl, Timmy
Westerman, Sandy

White, Pamela

Whitney, Kristen
Wilcox, Pat
Wiley, Donna

Woessner, Martha
Wood, Thomas
Woodruff, Lisa
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Workman, Renee
Yoklic, Carol
Young, Kim

Young, Mark
Zeto, Michael
Yanderzalm, Anna

Dogwood Fair
cont.

of Huntington and Marshall students, the fair was held on a blockeC:l
off section of downtown Second
Avenue. The annual fair draws
artisans and spectators from all
over the state.
Lee Miller adds the finishing touches to his
handcrafted e ight -day clock . Other hand
made item s by Miller are visible in the
backg round.

Juniors
Adk.n s. Anita

AJk;n >. Ub by
Adkins, Teresa
Akers, T im
Alley, Pam
Arhog.ao;t, Cynth ia
Armenlrout , Karen
Bai ley, Dawn

lldiley. Robert
Baiku, Beverly
l:S.Jk" , l'rudcncc
Sa).tcr, &rbara
Bays, Al.in
Buemore, Vkloria
Ben~ rr a ,
Bf'cknr ~,

A.B.

MichM"I

Hes s, Lindy
~ttcrid5<'. Lind11

Bla ke, Charlotte
BLk.e, Jennifer·

Brabbin, Nancy
Bugg, Anita
ll rooks, l'hyll;s
Brown , Leonard
Brown, Nancy
Broyles, David
Buck, Jolea
Bcller""orth, Eileen
Caldwell, Te"y
Ca1rier, LinJ.a
Carson, K•thleen
Casanavc Jean Marie
Chapman, Kathy
Cit.~L dlt!lli, Ju~eph

Clarkso n . Pamela

Combs, Randy
\nnk, Kim

Cox, Vicky
Cr.aft , T i> rri

C1c1wfuu.1 . [liubeth
Crum. Louise
Cummings, Katina
Curry, Kimberly
De1 v1!!o, Drew
Oavi". Jeannie
V e111, Di1k

Uimit roff. Nina
Dorsey, Jennifer
Duncan, Jalana

Dunn. George

Ealey. Mary
£Iii ~.•

l...anc

Enoch, Susan
E' pos ito, Roi:e
E~ tep.

Pdm

r.umer, Gi nger

l-eichtmayer, Cynthia
Fi s her, Linda
f-1e .tes, Alina
Fo>:, Mik.e

Libb>, Lrtg
G1lhe rt, Stanley
Qles. Mile
Gillenwtttt•r. K~thr yn
Cillt:spic. PdtTick
Ha~oic, lktty
Harrf' ll, Martin

Harris. Debra
H.tcher, Larry

Heck. Cathie
H erkt"r t . ~tP ph;tniP
Hold,.e.n , B.uboirn
Holsopple. Mari;ha

Howard, Ly nda
Humphrey". Tim
ldd;ng•, Joe
Jackson , Joleyne
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Jarrett , Jackie

Jazwinski. Debble
John5<>n, Kcnn i
Jones, Catheri ne
Jon es, Crcgo ry
Jon<S , J udy
Jon ~s . Judy
Joyce, Debbie
Ka iI , Deborah
Ken ney, George
Kil go re, Dolores
Ki ng, Lori
Ki su , M ehss.a
La tti e, Bet :y
Lefkowitz, Debbie
Lester, Wanda
Loga n, Douglas
Loudermil k, Je ff rey
Lucas , Cathy
Lusher, Bryon
Male, Cathy
Ma r iool i, Anna

Ma rtin, K im
McCoy. S. D i.me
McKee, Pfl m
Mc ~ s i n ge r ,

Amy

Mi chael , David
Midk iff, Ca thy

Miller, Cnt is
Miller. Meli ..~

Mille1, Shmi
Miller, T~ r ri
Miller, T erri
Mills. Donna
Mi ragli ott•, Cind y

Spring retreat
draws students
To get away from books, teachers,
and other related day-to-day college
pressure, Marshall students would
invade Ritter Park by the car loads,
bike it from campus, and walk out to

Beer Blasts at Ritter Park are few but Becky
D oss, Sandy Hammond, " Poddy" Bradshaw,
Barbara OeBord, and Scotty M iller take advantage of the All Dorm Beer Blast.

Moore, Anita
Mu llen s, Dcbora.h
Mur phy, Gene
N elson , Nan cy
Nowl ing, Renee
O 'Cull , Howard
O wens, Rachel
Pock, Pam
Pannell , Ha rvey
Parks, M ars ha
Pauley, David
Pembnton, Sta nley
Pepperdin t , Carla
Pcrki n!X>n, C larence
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Per ry, Patri cia
Pt·ie rs, Cat hy
P ~t try, Daniel
Phi pps , Debra
P owell , Cyntl1ia
Propst, Marsha
Quese n be rry, Lea

Ray, Linda
Reynol d,, Roy
Ri chcuds. Karen
Robinette , Rcbcccc
Robin son, Cha rles
Rowa n, Pa trick
Runyon, Sallye

Spring retreat
co nt .

Ritter. Ritter Park has become, for
Marshall students, a spring retreat.
When pretty weather breaks after
a long winter, students pour out to
soak up the sun. Parties, concerts,
With warm weather finally here dorm residents celebrate at Ritter Park with an All
Dorm Beer Blas t,

Ru !"sell. Dwight
Ruth , Janet
Sali sbu ry, Li sa
Say re, Densil
Sca ri>erry , Kathy
Sha nn on, Debbie
Shzrjfnia Mahmoud

Simm ons, Dawn
Skeens , Reg ina
Sma ll . Peggie
Smith, Dennis
Smith, JJ nct
Smith, Susan

Spanos, Kevin
Sp inkle, Tom
Stan ely. Matt
Steele, Naomi
Stome. De borah
Stowasser, Allan
Ta 1e, Stephen
Tay lor, Alphon so
Ta ylor. Billy
Tho mpso n, Doris
Todd, Jo Ann
T rull , Rhonda
Turner, Michael
Tyree, Ka rla

Ty ree, Kathy
Uhl , Leann
Van. Cleve
Wagner, Ruia
Wol thall . Bette
Ward , Natallie
Webb, Sherry
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Wellman , Kent

Wh ite, Priscilla
W ilcoxon, R:.iyetta
\~ i lli ams ,

S lev e

Wil son, M ike
1
\'\

il son , S hcrT)'

\Ninfrey, Laura

Spring retreat
co n t.

flying a kite, riding a bike, walking a
dog, and drinking beer are among the
many activities that students do on
a weekend after a hard day of classes. Student Government sponsored

Diana " Paddy" Bradshaw celebrates the beginning of warm weather at Ritter Park
during the outdoor concert sponsored by
Student Government.

W inla nd, Stt!p ha ni e

W ood, Jackie
Wood s, Pa tty
Woolcock, Charles
W orkm an, Tit us

Yoho, Becky
Youman s, D ian n e

Zimmerman , Nancy
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Sophomores
Ake1 s, Ri cky
.l\ll 1:iun, Melodie
.l\ s hworth, Terry
Bailey, Ann
B~iley , Lionel
D•iley, Robin
Baltic h , Janice

Bumcd <ld, I losscin
Barbour , Lois
B:us, lea
Bennett , Roger
S.rr)', C ynth ia
Bi ron Steve
Hlan kcn ship, Carl
Boiot1<,

P~ tti

Brady, Barhara
Burcham , Berna
1:5urdcttc , Debbie
Casdorph . Mar sha
Chaffin , Don
C~. apman . Man lyn
Chukwuemeka, lworah
Cl ark , Damon
Clark , Mary
Cleary. Steve
C:ick, Debbie
rli rP, Ch 11 rl ie
Coch ra n Cdrla
Conbs, T erry
Conr.ld , Connie
C ook, 8 111
Cuv ·•i'· Cy nth ia
Count s. Andrt> w
Cox, T e 11i
Cri sp, Ray

C1ouch , Cay
Cuolyn
Ody , Muna
Dtan . Linda
0C"0t:11 y, Shuron
D illon, Mark
Dodd , Mary

Dani ~ li: ,

D .mn, Apnl
Edwards. Da nna
Elkins, llecky
Emm ons, Phill ip
E ~n. R e ~ca

Fig u er._)3, 0..rnu ld

Fowler. Tammy

Gaskins.

Ru ~ !<t

l.<."'•<>e l Mark
Gi les, Jeni
Greathou se, A E.
G1 een. Mi tzi

Greer, Av;l
Cri ps hovcr, P~ggy

G roves, Patr icia
Gruhet, Judy
l la nson , Gloria
Ha rper, Lisa
He lm , Aletha
HeM ley, Bruce
Herna n de7, Ea rl
I lilt . Nancy
H oo rd , Marci a
Hoffman , T e rn

Hok omti, Cdfol
Ito ll'!y , Sue
Ho :.k in~ . Jane
Howard , Terri

Humphrey•, Terrie
Huntl'r, Mark
ld igo, Uch<
lmpcrl, Lcannf
Jack son, Michael
Ja rrell , J ohn
Johns, Be verly
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Spring retreat
con:.

an outdoor concert this year to help celebrate the
long awaited warm weather. Parties are a constant
thing, since beer is allowed in the park. Dorm
parties, greck parties, and a small group of s tudents
Taking the dog for a walk use to be a chore when at hom e, but
while at Marshall m ost student s cannot wait to take their pets
for a walk in Ritter Park. Jeff Kees pauses for a rest.

Johnson. Gewann.a

Joh nson . Heidi
Jones Heidi
Jones Lea
Kearley, Sarah
K i n~. (41ul

Knapp. Jim
Kip>olias, Vickie
Lando;ettle, Cary
Lonin. Paul
Logston, Rochelle
Lotz. Sharon
luboniJi, Becky

Machi r, Debbie
Mathias. Sh41Qn

McC lellan, Shirley
McCgn.w, Marcia
McKee. M eLda
M t: Kinney , Ji!nie
M ~adows, J~nnifer

Merrill. Chris
Me..-~a.

Hu-.uin

Me s5 ncr, Ale n e
Met2, Sharon

Milby, P•ul•
Mmga, Karen
Mullens. John
Muse, Wa nda
Nagle• , Greg
Orte ~a.

Rosalie

Parsons, V ick i

Pauley, Cecilia
Payne, Pamela

Perkovic, Tanya
Peters, Janet

Peyton, Tamarai
Pr ice, Toni

Rame) . Robin
Ratc.iff, Cail
Riley, Debi
Rothrock, Pam
Ryle. Tomi
Samples. Rhonda
5Lhmid , N.uu. y
Schoo nover, Karen
Shreves, T om
Singer, Steph~n
Smi th, She il~

Soeta n, ~ . U .
Solbtrg, Margaret
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Spring retreat
cont.

together make up the majority of
gatherings in park. Tennis courts
are available and Marshall students
frequent these often because of
inadequate number of courts on

Marshall students gather for spri ng all
dorm beer blast at Ritter Park. Concerts
are nothing new to Ritter and for Todd
Ellwood (guitar) spring fever ha s hit.

Sowder, Dan
Spano, Pat
Sparrow, Kim°:>edy

Spears, Susan
Spin ks, Brenda
c;tllry, Sandi

St11li:y.

L~

Steele, Juani ta
Stephens, Sandra
Stevenso n, Ellen
Stewart, Robin

Stone, Tom
Summers, Peggy
Taylor , Cassie

Thompson , Den ise
Thompson. Mary
T h or pe, Becky
Toler, Larry
Tolley, Pam
T olliver, T<1m<1ra

Tri.plett. Debra
W~iiP, }llcque
Wdhe1s, J,uu~~
Watkins, Cmtis
Watts, John

Westover, Gndy
W ilson, Brent

Wilson, Tom

Winkfield. Joyce

Wood, Don
Wnrkman , Patricia
Young, Darlene
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Freshmen
Adams . Kath ryn.

Alaqul, Abd ulr.J hman
Ali ff, Ca thy
AllEn, Carol

A.llf' n. nwan n l!I
Al ui se, Patty
Arbogas t. Paul e

Spring retreat
con t.

campus . Ritter Park, Marshall University students' home away from
campus, was the place to be this
spring to get away from the sometimes-dull life of the college student.
Party, party, parly- the theme s tory fo r
Ritter Pa rk. M arsh all studen ts get together
to talk dur ing a dorm keg party a nd pi cnic
at the park.

Arthu r, Ch e ryl
Bail ey, C ind y

Baker, Le pea rl
Bake r, Rendra
Barn hart, Pa m
Bays , Carla
Bell , Robi n

Bi ll ups. Debora h
Blac kburn, Kim be rly

Blosser. Lib by
Bo.h m, Lee
Boylan. Walt er
Bro:md)', Lau ri
Blair, Vi cto ria
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Bren nan , Te resa
Briers, Greg
Bryan t, Pam
Burgess, G ilma n
Bu rke, Susan

Burr. Tammy
Burton, Penny

Bush, Becky
Ca llaghan, S<ott
Campbell , 1'ancy
Carder, Randi
Carey, Jo ~ette
Jacqueline

Cca r~ey ,

Caton, Co nn ie
Chandle1, Robin
Chizmdr, Patty
Chri!t)'. K i tty

Chuks, Dennis
Cluk , Charles
Clark, Nell
Clatwor thy, Karen

'Images of snow' created by students
One of the harshest winters in
West Virginia's history brought with
the snow and ice an opportunity for
Marshall's artists to dabble in a little
•
different medium.

Snow sculptures were constructed
on the central intramural field by
students. The extremely cold weather
preserved the snowmen, snowwomen
and igloos for weeks.
•

Light shines through a snow fort on the field
in front of Buskirk Hall (at right.) Susie Knapp
puts the finishing touches on an 8-foot snowwoman she built (above.)

Claytor, G reg
Cline, Carmella

Collins. M ike
Cook, David
Cook, Diano.
Cook. He rshel
Cook . Jan esz
Cook . Sa1ah
Cooper, Co. lhy

Cox, Kimberlee
Crabtree, J.1m es

Craft, James
Crockett , Pamclo

Crouch, Mark.
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Daniels, Che1yl
David son, Regina
Davi ~. Gail
Davi ~. Ma rk
Day, Choryl
Deaton, Shannon
Dennjwn, Bett y
Dickson, Tayna
B:irbara

Oi~m:tn,

Donaldson. Mi chael
Dooley, Je nn ife r

Dornick. Kim
Julio

Doueb~,,

Du"lha r, T i m

Durst, S usan
tns;l <!: nd , ~usan
Evans , Yvonr.e
Ewing, l<a nd y

Farmer, Alecia
Ferre ll, Karen
Fields, Danny
Fm lev, M1cho:tel

Fishe"r, Greg
Foc;·pr. K~thy
Fo""ler. Tony
Frym ier, Debi

Fuller, Ruth
Gardner , Patricia
Garfinkel, Robe rt
C,d.;k i n.;. , D.wiJ

Gii.mont, Ci n<l y
Glas,s. Stewart
Goodnite, Sharon
Gnodrit-k, Suc;an
Co1don, Shcrrcc

Gretn, John
Gri~habe1,

Theresa
GrubEr, Jane
Hager, Ti!mmy
H•ll. Letha
Hall, \>1oniqua

Ha ns, Debra
I luv(y , Le11
H ,1 t fi t'ld , Cynthia
I lawkin5 , T erry

Heck, Paula
I lddcn, Ta.m i

Hiltman. Molly
H OOJ!;C, J-lclcn
Hoffman, Lois
I loj ~ji, Nader

Hoke. O.borah
Hol.iday, Kelvin
Horaker, J ulee
Horn, Jim
Hut: hins , Eli2abeth
Ive), Su!io•ll
Jttrrt'l l. C.ltherine
Jarrell, G• ry
Ja rvis. Cindy

John son , Andrea
John son , Brenda
John !:>on, R~x
John .;o n . Slwrry
Jones, Koren
jonts, Robert
Kennedy, Vcnctta
Kianouri . Shadrn111
Kin.:-•id, Myra
King, Jack
Kid.. , Mo ry
Kirk, Rae
Kitchen, Crcg
Klaiht>r , M.uchelia
Krantz , Leis c1
La fcn, Suzanne
Lambert , Dea

Lane, Debbie
Langfitt , Becky
Lawrence, Debra
L c~tu, Jnnt:
Lock hart, James
Mahlke , Stcph.ln ic
Manuel , Paul
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Marchi, Amalia
Mason, Susa n
M ason , T.:>ny
\t'la ssey. 1-:o:li
Ma ynard , Jcnnacr
M cComas, Donna
M cDona ld , Pota
Mcintosh , Iris
Messick, M ;:i 1y
Mi la m, Rho'l.d2
Milby, Ma1y

Miller. Kyle
M il lcl,

M u 1 ~ill c l

M iller, Ton)'
Mills. Dorald
M itchell, Shcny
M cda rres~ l - )°azd l, Mac; ...,lld
Mo hr , Tttmmy
Mont rose. 'fir.a
Mull ins. Sa ndy
Mu rphy, Joseph
Myc·hp1:; ky, 0Pbbie

'.\lanl·y, Linda
Ni chola c;, Kevin
l\ichols 1 Linda
NNann~.

Kwaz.I

'lo ble, David
Nunnal ly, Lawre,ce
O ' Bryan. Susie
P.:irris h , Gecrse

Parsons, Ecdte
Par5ons, k. i m
Patton, Mark
Penn. Donna
Persi nger , Victorizi

PhiIii ps. Sha on
Picinich, John
Po ling, Consb.'l.ce
Prlce, L:ira
rrop c;t, Vi ckie

Hclmc y, Ke.-in
Ram;ey. Debo-a""
R.s~h.

Delure'
Rctt , Kdly
Riddle, Greg
Riley. Carolyn
Rober ts, Rohm
Rol lins. Cha-Jes
Rollyson, l..>ctfon
Roe;." · 1 nii;
Ru~~dl, Ro b~rt .t

Sadler. Scott
Salyers, Terts•
Sc hoolcraft. Jerie
Schoolc1aft. T edc
Scbashana, Susan
Semam·o, MHi<
~hank, Carolyn
Shreve, Dan
Shuff. Rose

Man
Smi th , Cheryl
Smith, G-cg

Si1nmun~.

c;mith . Ke n
Smith. Debbi
Sp.uks. Deb ra
Spichck, Mujorie
Squ1 re s, M. Lynnc
Stafford , Helen
StHley , P.1m
Stephtn~n.

Lura
Stcpto. Pam

Stolling~.

Pr-i sci.12
Surbaugh, Debbie
Taylnr , Sa ndra
Taylo r, Vi rg;iria
Teague, Vi ckie

lhcislcr, l,;wyn
Thom::i c, Phyl11~
Thnmpo.;on. Da\'id
Thornh ill. Teni!>o:i

Tho rpe, LeRoy
T ighe, Kath.)·

Traylor, Amy
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The fountain echoes'Jump in, water's fine'
The Memorial Fountain in the
plaza of the Memorial Student Center is dedicated to the members of
the Marshall community who lost
their lives in the tragic place crash.
The fountain has been a student
gathering place since it was built.
Countless numbers of freshmen have
gone swimming in the fountain late
at night-it's like a climax of freshmen orientation.
Soap bubbles flow over the base
of the fountain from the time it's
filled with water unt il it's drained.
And on a warm day, particularly
after the bitter winter this year,
echoes of "jump in-the water's fine"
could be heard across campus.
Trying to cool off, Jerry Foster and Tony
Fitzgerald take a knee-deep dip in the
fountain.

Trogdon, Tammy
Vi.J, Marilyn

Wanzer, [)eborah
Whitt ingtun . Te1esa
Wilburn , Vicki e

Willi ams, Al.in
William~, K;iithy

Wil so n, Carla

Witten, Janie
W ood, V i1g inia

Wooding, M icncllc
W ork man, Brenda

Young, Sandy

Bradbury,

le~a

fowl er. Kimberly
Haye !:!, T oby
Kea rn s, Tara

Powell, Jcrry
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'The Parthenon'-written and edited by students
The Parathenon rolls off the press
four times a week to try to keep
Marshall students and faculty informed on campus, local and national
events.
Many students refer to MU's student newspaper as "The Parthenothin." But how many understand
who writes, designs and puts the
paper together?
Journalism faculty members oversee the preparation of each day's
issue of The Parthenon. But working
on the newspaper is a learning experience for journalism majors. The
Parthenon's staff. including the editor, are students.
The production of The Parthenon
begins at 10 a.m. Monday through
Thursday, when Journalism 202 students begin their two-hour session
at the typewriters in the newsroom.
Students in the class, assigned to
news beats, are expected to write a
minimum of two stories a week.
News Reporting II (Journalism
202) has been called the "make or
break" class. George Arnold, a J omnalism 202 instructor, says, "Journalism 202 is on-the-job learning
experience that we are trying to
make as realistic as if the student
reporter were working on a commercial daily newspaper."
The deadline for "202" stories is
noon. At 1 p .m. students from
another class take over. Students in
Journalism 302 (Copy Editing II) are
responsible for " laying out" the
pages of The Parthenon. Students
work in a newsroom situation as slot
men and assistants. The slot man for
each page designs the page, determines the length of stories, size
of pictures, size of headlines and
other details which go into the
finished page. Assistants write headlines, crop pictures and edit copy.
The theoretical deadline for Journalism 302 students is 3 p .m. All
copy, including headlines, is supposed to have been written, edited
and sent back to the typesetters.
Everything is supposed to have been
completed-but the two hours often
runs into more time needed by students to get their pages done.
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The Parthenon

Discussing the newsroom situation, Henry Schulte, Journalism 302
instructor, says, "The Parthenon
newsroom is not an exact portrayal
(of a commercial paper's newsroom)
as it might be, but it simulates it
well. If the instructors do their job,
students will be able to take advantage of this."
Schulte adds, "We try to approximate the outside world, and it certainly comes close to it. A student
gets out of it what he puts into it."
He says he finds teaching 302 more
demanding than working as a professional newspaper editor.
Typesetters take over to perform
the mechanical part of The Parthe-

non's production. Everything is typed
on typesetting machines and then
"pasted up" onto an actual-size
layout "dum my."
The Parthenon advanced technologically with the purchase of Video
Display Terminals (VDTs) this year.
The Parthenon's adviser, William
Rogers, said the VDT system is a
modem electronic editing system and
a new, expanded typesetting facility.
Rogers said, "The primary purpose
of the VDT's (which cost $50,000)
is the production of The Parthenon.
But a good secondary benefit is that
journalism students learn to use
them, so they will be better prepared
for the job market. •

full of helpful hints, George Arnold gives
advice to Mar tin Harrell, a Journalism 202
student.

Trying to master the technique of the VDT,
William Rogers, The Parthenon adviser, discusses the problem with D. ]. Morgan.
Between classes, these students read The
Parthenon in Smith Hall lobby.
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Readers' eye often more critical than those of student editors'
Before The Parthenon can be sent
to Wayne County to be printed, there
are a few jobs that need to be done in
the evenings. A wire editor comes
into the newsroom at 5:30. The wire
editor, a Journalism 302 student, has
the responsibility of the "off campus" news to be included in the
paper. The Associated Press wire
comes over a teletype machine. After
the wire editor determines what news
should be used, he fills in the news
space provided.
When the wire page is completed,
the copy and headlines are set into
type by the typesetters.
When the "paste up" of the issue
is finished, the pages of The Parthenon are sent to the Wayne County
publisher, who prints the paper.
Following an all-day process in the
newsroom, The Parthenon rolls off
the press, into the hands of students
and faculty the next day.

Errors in facts, spelling
create 'credibility crisis'
The wrong date of the plane crash
in a 60-point banner headline across
the front page of The Parthenon,
a misspelling of the word "grammar"
and the omission of an apostrophe in
a headline over a story about English
skills were two incidents, among
others, which raised a question of
credibility among students and
faculty members.
A "Parthenon extra" was issued
the morning of the embarra ssing
error in the plane crash story, but
the damage was already done. The
image of the "Parthe-nothin'" was
re-created in the minds of many in
the Marshall community.
The wrong year in a headline beginning " A tragic day remembered-" ... the headline "English
skills-educators stress students need
for grammer and writing skills" ...
two errors so coincidentally untimely
and conspicuous.
Errors occur in even the most
well-established newspapers. But errors, if they happen often, tend to
decrease a newspaper's credibility. •
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Looking over the shoulder of Becky Yoho,
Henry Schulte, Journalism 302 professor,
gives her advise in laying out a page. Herb
Spendlove, editor of the Ann Arbor (Michigan)
News, watches. Spendlove was an editm-in·
residence of the Journalism Department.

Working over the sink in the darkroom, Dan
Shreve, a photographer. develops film .
Pasting up the pages, Mark Paxton and Penny
Austin complete the last page in preparing
The Parthenon for printing.

Surveying the news selection, Debbie Morrison, wire editor, begins to decide which stories
she want s to use from the Associated Press
wire service .
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Sigma Delta Chi's convention a 'smashing success'
The main activity of the student
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi was cosponsoring the Region 4 convention.
The annual Region 4 convention
of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists, was hosted
by the MU student chapter and the
Ohio-Kanawha Valley professional
chapters.
The convention, held April 1-2
at the downtown Holiday Inn, featured speakers Tom Wolfe, author,
] ohn Scali, ABC senior correspondent, and Bruce David, executive
managing
editor
of
"Hustler
Magazine."
More than 175 students and professionals registered for the convention, some coming from as far
away as Michigan. Other schools
represented included Ohio State,
Ohio University and WVU.
The program included talks by
Wolfe and Scali, a question and
answer session witli David, the
presentation of the First Amendment
awards and a panel discussion of
ethics.
Dr. Deryl Leaming, chairman of
the Department of Journalism, said
the success of the convention was

due to the quality of the speakers
and the program as a whole. "This
enabled us to have a high attendance.
The quality of the program is what
you need for a good convention, and
I think the program attracted people
who might not have come otherwise.
Speakers like Wolfe attract good
participation."
Nancy Nelson, Charleston junior
and president of MU' s chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi, echoed Learning's
comments. "The excellent speakers
helped make the convention a success . We also had tremendous help
from the faculty in the journalism
department and the student members
of Sigma Delta Chi in preparing for
the convention."
Sigma Delta Chi also participated
in other activities, such as in organizing the Department of Journalism's
Christmas party. Students and
faculty mem hers exchanged names
and bought "gag gifts" for each
other.
Several noted speakers, including
Thomas Gish and James Haught,
spoke to dub members. Gish, editor
of "The Mountain Eagle" in Whites-

burg, Ky., has fought corruption in
Kentucky through his paper.
Haught, investigative reporter for
"The Charleston Gazette" and winner
of the Freedom of Information
Award, participated in a panel discussion with journalism faculty
members.
Sigma Delta Chi also co-sponsored
a meeting with the local professional
chapter and honored area high school
journalists.
At the journalism awards banquet,
Sigma Delta Chi sponsored a reception and also put on a skit pointing
out the "distinguishing characteristics" of journalism faculty members.
When Cabell County Board of
Education witheld records from the
Huntingdon
newspapers, Sigma
Delta Chi chartered a petition condemning the school board for its
action.
As a social activity, members
went on a weekend camping trip at
Carter Caves in Kentucky. •

Pre-convention activities included the taping
of a discussion between Dr. Dery! Leaming and
Tom Wolfe.

A mouthful of food. Graeme Rodden
enjoys his dinner at the convention
in the Holiday Inn.
A Christmas party i<n' t complete
without an appearance by Santa
Claus, and Clint McEl roy is Santa
during the Department of Journalism's Christmas party.

Front Row: Sharon Lotz, Debbie Morrison, Sallye Runyon, Ruth Maynard, Cathy Clark, Martin Harrell, Rick
Elswick. Second Row: Sarah Keatley, Rohin Ramey, Mike Hall, Marsha Stewart, Linda Hartley, Steve Mullins,
Lona Cobb, Connie Ree<l, Rosemarie W ilson, Lee Ann Welch. Third Row: Dr. IJeryl Leaming, "lammy Varney,
Betty Rickman, Sheree Flowers, Bob Runyon , Charles Minsker, Arza Barnett, Sande Ccnungo. Geoff Dills.
Paul Page, Chuck Spencu, Donna Higgins, T erry Butler, Clint McElroy, Becky Yoho, Nancy Nelson, Mr . Boz
Johnson.
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Chief Justice Yearbook
tries to spark
individual memories

Co-editors Cathy J. Clark and Ruth Maynard
begin planning for the yearbook.
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Staff organization, theme development, ladder diagram, copy, layout
and photography are only a part of
the planning needed to produce a
yearbook.
Staff members learned that it took
many hours of work to produce a
book designed to reflect the entire
year with memories that tried to
touch each individual student in at
least a small way. One way of doing
this was to picture each student in
the class section instead of just seniors. Although everyone did not
have their picture made, the editors
felt the response was good for the

first year.
The many changes on campus led
to the main theme for the book to
be "change." Changes on campus
were not the only changes that affected the staff and the book. The
Chief Justice was placed under the
Journalism Department's care for
the second year. The office was
moved from the student center to
309 Smith Hall. The editors attended
workshops in Atlanta (where the
advisor, Dr. Deryl R. Leaming, was
keynote speak er), Chicago, Charleston and at Ohio University in
Athens, Ohio.
•

The Chief Justice Yearbook Staff includes
Seated: Alan Williams, Chuck Spencer, Ruth
Maynard. Standing: Rick Haye, Cathy J.
Clark, Marilyn Martin, Kathy Fos ter, Lee
Staley, Tom Kutzlo. Members not pictured
include: Judie Taylor, Martin Harrell, Brenda

The North American Scotophile League
(NASL) encourages the advancement and
understanding of photography. Members
are: Rick Haye, Melanie Ague, Linda Hartley (Top), Terry Butler, Steve Nance, Rebecca
Johnson (faculty sponsor), Bruce Greenwood
(faculty sponsor), Arza Barnett.

Spinks, Jerry Foster, Debbie McCarey, Barbara Browning, Mike Quesada, Steve Nance,
Juanita Steele, Cathi McGraw, Richard Bruce,
Nancy Nelson, Pam Barnhart, Mike Beckner,
Julia Elzy, Bonnie Edwards, Carrie Fout.

Members not pictured are: Ken Hixon, Don
Kodak, Roger Maynard, Joe Taylor, Tom
Young, Eddie Hartman, Don Ryan, Bill
0-Connell, Ray Rappold , K .D . Lawson, Buff
Daniel, Susan Duncan, Linda Mullins, Jackie
Newman, Mike Meador, Shiela Stevens, Ed
Naylor, David Mays.
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Leaders speak
•
1n
Student Center

Speakers such as Harold Melvin , hair stylist,
were o n ca m p us to lecture to st udents .

Appearing during Black Awareness Week
was Wallace D . Muhammad , chief Imam of
the world communi ty of Islam in the west.
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Black United Students

I

Win

basketball and football honors

Black United Students Intramural Football
Champs Front Row: Leroy Thorpe, Brett
Billiam, Freddie Joyce, Chuckie Smith, Ke nny
Hale. Second Row: Victor Simpson, Keith
Hornbuckle, Warren Armstead, Jerome Sales,
Kelvin Forman, Richard Cannady, Cary
Houston, Isiah Coll i, Dwight Jackson, Cossie
Joyce, Sonny Brown.

Black United Students won the intramural

basketball championship. Team member.i
are: Larry Turner (captain), Al Brown, Howard
Campbell, Ricky Richardson, Mike Jackson,
Josh Chism, Marlo McDonald, Ray Crisp,
Roy Martin.
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Omega Psi Phi
Omega Pearls
Affiliates of Omega Psi Phi Front Row:
Daunita Calloway, Kenni Johnson, Gale
Proffitt, June Harris, Jan Singleton (vice
president), Deanna Billups . Second Row:
Toni Britton, Joy W inkfield, Renee Nowling, Jewell Simpson, Debbie Childs. Third
Row: Debbie Smith, Vyrdel Smith, Tia Beard,
Anita Moore, Lynn Gilliam, LePearl Baker.
Top Row: Tonda Jordon, Latricia Smith, Carla
Wilson, Wanda Mann, Carolyn Shetterly
(president). Not Pictured: Felicia Owens,
Wanda Muse, Linda Jones, Karen Gordan,
Sue Calhoun, Noel Owens, Lelene Johnson,
Vickie Brown, Shefica Beard (secretary).

Greek letters are a common sight on campus
such as on Ron Williams' hat. The Kappa
Alpha Ps i mem bcr advertises his fraternity
while riding h is bicycle.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, lnc.
Members are: Sonny Brown , George Washington Dunn , Kenny Hale, Kewyn 'Chopper' Johnson, Mark Jasper, Mike James .
Jerome Sales, Matthew Plante, Sidney By-

ard. Not Pictured: Reggie Rhodes, Sam Peppers, Gary Truitt, Eddie Joyce, Richard
Cannaday, Jim Williams, Darrel Leffuich,
Mike Gillam, Gus Clayton, Alfred Smuut,
Zack Qualls.
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An open invitation for students lo view
one side of fraternal life can be see n spread
over camp u s during spri ng and fall ru~h.
These signs point the way to rush parties.
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Groups emphasize dedication and sisterhood

Delta Sigma Theta (Top)
Members are: Bonnita John son, Marsha Pope,
Joyce Martin (presi dent), Stephanie Holman
(vice president), Judy M imms, Latricia Smith,
Linda Jones, Lelene Johns on , Shirllynn Ealey
(secretary), Glenda Turner, Felicia Owens,

Lynn Gilliam, Norma Cross, Linda Harris,
Michelle Midget, Vickie H odge , Sabrina
Thorn ton, Janet Ru th , Jewell Simpson , Debbie
Pack, Ma rgaret Ro'. lins, Rita Hunter, Shelby
Diamond, Damita Tartt, Jeanetta Hobbs.

Alpha Kappa Alpha (Bottom)
Members are: Sandy Davis, Janet Pearson,
Rena Nowling, Gail Proffitt, Stephanie 'Stevie'
Anderson , Debbie Childs, Kareena Hale,
Frankie Morris {president).
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Men's Interest in Kappas (MIK)
Front Row: Greg Clayton, Leroy Thorpe,
Alfred Smoot, Zack Qualls. Serond Row:
Robert High, Roy Johnson, Richard Brown,
Jim Williams, Mike Gilliam , Darrel Leftwich, Manual Glason, Darrel Feldon, Larry
Jones , Kenny Johnson.

Kappa Alpha Pili pledge5 that have crossed
the line are: Robert High, Roy Johnson, Jim
Williams, Mike Gilliam, Darrel Leftwich,
Manual Glason, Darrel Feldon, Larry Jones,
Kenny Johnson.
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Associate dean
advises greeks
Henry Moore, a Kappa Alpha Psi member,
spends much of his spare time in the associate
dean's office. Here he talks to a representative
at the job fair.
Charles E. Dicker.Kln, associate dean of students , is in charge of the Black Greek Senate
Council and the three black fraternities and
two black sororities. Many studen ts spend
time in his office.
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Volleyball games became a favorite part of
Teke TG!Fs. Members of Alpha Xi Delta spend
the afternoon in a game with the Tau Kappa
Epsilon members (a t right).

Getting
involved with
Greek events
Aren't we grand? Sharon Weeks and Doug
Kittle dance at a TKE-Phi Mu TGIF.

Phi Mu Sorority
Members Are: Shelia Swentzel, Janet Omohundro, Pearl Adkins, Karla Amburgy (vice
president), Janet Carpenter (Panhellenic representative), Wendy Coe, Kathy Caudill,
Debbie Gore (treasurer), Nancy Burdette
(president). Cathy Chevalier (rush chairman),
Barbara Watson, Ruth Swain, Cindy Dudley,
Carmel Strader (secretary), Ch risti Cutrigh t,
Rose Marie Esposito, Carol Ha rper, Jayne
Kidd, Sherry Mitchel, Sharon Weeks (Phi
director), Sandy Fisher, Sheree Flowers, Donna
Uhl, Lanita Wentzel, Connie Caton, Ann
Maxwell, Shelia Short, Nancy Lemon, Becky
Sparrow, Dianne Prichard .
Jane Seldomridge and Brady Keys shout for
DZ swimmers as Phi Mu coach Fred Holland
sees his defeat in this event during Teke
Waterfolies.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Front Row: Bob Asbury, Bill Minner, Dave
Upton, Alan Stowasser, Mike Vickers, Allan
Vandall , Mike Taylor, Carlee Keys. Second
Row: Phil Morrison, Dan Dillard, Dwayne
Smith, Marc Kearns, Steve Mullins, Hoyt
Maynard, John Jarrell . Top Row: Ray Noble,
James Crabtree, Randy Ramsey, Kevin Spanos,
Doug Kittle, Jeff Plants, Bill Carter. Not
Pictured: Jeff Bracker, Dean Neal, Rusty Neal,
Steve Daniel, Steve Hopkins, Sam Bowen,
Freddie Adams, Lucky Step, Tim White, Jeff
Hall, Ken Hicks. Paul Donohoo, Fred Holland,
Larry Napier, Kevin Ray , John King. Jim
Porter, Terry Upton, Granvil Dilly, Derrow
Pfeifle, Jim Wilks, Todd Morgan, Mike
Bently.
Order of Diana Affiliates of Tau Kappa Epsilon Front Row: Martha Lande rs, Trish Mullins
(vice president), Jane Seldomridge (treasurer),
Patty Shevac, Paula Bruce, Bonnie Thuma,
Terry McNear (secretary). Top Row: Cathy
Jarrell, Tammy Ward (president), Bill Minner,
Caryn Conley (public relations), Donna
Woody. Not Pictured: Brenda Starcher, Carrie
McKune.

Getting involved
with greek events
Winning the chairot races during Greek Week
was one of the most exciting events of the
week, according lo Pikes who cheer at the end
of the race.
DZs Patty Chevak and Susan Morrison were
among the crowd of greeks and independents
that watched greek games.

Sonny Boy, the dog, po;es with Sig Eps Mike
Abraham, Mark Dawkins, and Mark Harvey
on Derby Day. The sorority tha t grabbed the
most derbie s won a TGIF and a trophy.
Perhaps one of the best places lo watch greek
games is from the top of the Pike firetruck.
The truck is a symbol for Pi Kappa Alpha
members all over the nation.

Phi Kappa Alpha
Sitting: Steve Cleary, Tom Roberts, W.K.
Muncey, Dan Dea ton, Randy Muncey. Standing: Bob Wilcox, Danny Rooker, Boone Chaffin , Dave Lewis, Mike McKee, Chuck Johnson,
Tom Perry, Bernnie Sidebottom . Members Not
Pictured: Bruce Bellomy, Randy Lykins, Tom
Nash, Cliff Staton, Vince Carter, Ernie Larzo,
Hobo larzo, Bob Camp, Dave Peters, Pete
Whitt, Andy Banfi. Jim Steinberger, Rick
Chaffin, Dave Duncan, Charles Marlin, Tom
McClure, Mike Merritt , Brian Fe rgu son, Paul
Damron, Ted Moore, Tom Dale, Rick
Nagosky, Rick Philyaw.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Front Row: K. Crotty, M. Dawkins, ] . Lettieri ,
D . Smailes, M . White, W. Meek, Sonny Boy, D.
Dial, D. Hunley, M. Rigney, M. Conley, M .
We iford, L. Booten, N . Niceley, C. Brown, J.
West. Second Row: M . Mulla rkey, K. Chapman, T. Deem, J. Messock, J. Ashford, M .
Hurley, M. Harvey, ]. Weiler, T. Neal , C.
Parsons, K. Hicks . Top Row: C. Sammons,
D . Sellitti , M . Webb, M . Higgins, R. Shumate,
D . Selletti , J. Mease, M . McVey, S. Fisher, G.
Gilbert, B. Nance, M . Scarberry, D. Meadows,
P. Ashworth , M . Abraham, M . Pearman, T .
Way.
Sisters of the Golden Heart
Affiliates of Sigma Phi Epsilon are: Alina
Fleites (treasurer), Sabrina Nicely, Dana W ebb,
Mary Poindexter, Nancy Stepp, Kathy Scarberry. Not Pictured: Susan Morrison (president), Bev Conley (secretary).
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Getting
involved

cont.

The cars, the suits and the cigars were only part
of Lambda Chi Alpha Kidnap. Housemothers
were kidnapped and "held hostage" until
sorority mothers rai sed the ronsom. Money

raised was donated to the heart fund.
Most of the greek organizations rang bells
for the Stella Fuller Settlement at Christmas.
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Members of Lambda Chi Alpha include Sal
Arrigo, Bart Bartholomew, Tim Bassford,
Eddie Bazel. Roger Bias, Frank Black, Don
Bradley, Jay Brandenburg, Doug Brandfass,
Scott Brannen, Mike Carroll, Eddie Clatwo rthy, John Clatworthy, Dennis Cole, Mike
Colebank, Mike Corey, M ike Comer, Jeff
Cowan, Dennis Davis, Jeff Davis, Al
Doughtery, Terry Dragovan, Doug l:avenson,
Paul rleshman , Bill Fredeking, Bruce Freeman .
Mark Gibson, Jim Gillispie, Steve Gwill iams,
Doug Hamby, ~ ill Hamman, Doug Hodges.
Rich Hogg, T im Huffman, Terry Hughe•,
Steve Irwin, Pat Jones, Chad Johnson, Rex
Johnson, Rob Johnson, Rick Kendrick, Glenn
Kouns, Dennis McCullough, Jim Mcintyre,
Mark McThcny, Louie Molina, Dave Morris,
Mike Morrisey, Mark Mu ll ins, Greg Nelson,
Jim Nelson, Ri chard Odek irk, Scott Overholt,
Bob Plymale, Gil Rickmar , Larry Rood. Stacy
Sagar, Ken Sales, Todd Schwartz, Mike
Shelton. Craig Spicer, Kennon Taylor, Bruce
Toney, Mark Turnbull, Don Wdhlman, Scott
Wakefield, Greg Wassum , Fred Waugh, Ralph
Webb, Mike Whaley, Don Withrow, Bob
Wiseman, Rick Wray, John Xenos, Mike
Xenos.
Alpha Tau Omega is the newest fraternity on
campus. It started in Fall 1976 with eight
membe rs and now has Colony Status wi th 24.
It has worked with MOVE, T he Herford
Boy's Club, dnJ the Stella Fuller Settlement.
The ATO Faculty Sponsor is Dr. Patrick I.
Brown, assistant profe••u< of the Medical
School.
Lambda Chis chePT te~m members on at Creek
Week events (lower left).
john Zcnos brings balloons as hi s "own special
addition" to the kidnap.

Getting involved
with Greek events
To keep up with tradition, members of Sigma Kappa sorority help their coach "join
the fun" with a dip and splashing after
TKE Watcrfollies.
D-I-V-0-R-C-E is one of the songs sung
by Richelle Eddie at the lambda Chi Alpha
Gong Show. Judges Jeff Bracker, Frances
Hissom, and Dr. Babb chose Tim Huffman as winner with his guitar and songs.
The Alpha Zi Del ta pl edges won the award
for the worst act with their song about
eating .
Alpha Zi Delta and lambda Chi Alpha won
an award for their float for Homecoming.
Diane Van Hoven (Bottom Left), Jennifer
Blake (Bottom Right) and Becky Bush were
among the Alpha Xis who helped.

Alpha Chi Omega
Members include: Kim Acord, Brooke Adkins, Nancy Billups, Vicki Bazemore, Alice
Bowling, Anne Brockus, Sandy Brown,
Theresa Burchett, Lynn Clark, Barbara Carson, Connie Clark, Pam Ellis. Karen Ferrell, Gina Fisher, Donna F1anklin, Debbie
Gillespie, Jodie Gioia, Carla Harmon, Ruth
Harmon, Theresa Henson, Kathy H inte,
Shelia Lawrence, Denise Ma ccyko, Pam
Meredith, Cheryl Mott, Prudence Olm stead, Alma Picklesimer, Debbie Picklesimer, Gisele Roome. Mitzi Russell, Terri
Stinson (president), Grace Stotz, Debbie
Vickers, Beth Ann Yates .
Sigma Kappa

Alpha Xi Delta
Front Row: Lisa Coon, Teresa Pars ley, Marsha Lawson, Becky Nicely, Lesley Nall,
Katy DelCheccolo, Stcph Malke, T ri sh Thomas. Second Row: Suzie Butler, Melanie
Ague (vice president), Debbie Spangler
(house president), Anna Marie Mariotti,
Debra Phipps, Alina Fleites. Third Row:
Kristen Whitney, Ma ry Gardner, Ruth Maynard. Sherry Nichols (president), Karla
Ku-.,m , Pam St1ickland. fourth Row: Susan
Clark, Linda Childers, Martha Woessner, Rita
Hem, Kim Wehner. Fifth Row: Di•ne Van
Hoven (pledge trainer), Kathie Aldrich, Cathy
Peters, Debbie Glod (treasurer), Joani Taylor, Sue AJl,.y. Top Row: Jane Meek, Kim
Cook (Panhellenic representative). Jan Wade
(membership chairman), Richell e Eddy,
Carla Pepperdine (correspondi ng sccrc
tary), Jennifer Blake, Betsy M iller, Alex
Wehner, Louise Cn~m, Jan Smith, Kathy
Tighe, Dorcas Aliff, Susie Shepard, Jacque
Wade, Ann Holzschuher (pledge trainer),
Pam Alley, Kim Peters. Not Pictured: Phyllis Brooks, Lysa Archer. Betsy Barger. Leigh
Ann Billups. Becky Bush, Paula Hardwich,
Toni Hatten, Terry Hurlt!y, Cin<ly Jarvi>,
Sally Lambert, Marsha Lawson, Pam McClure, Kyle Miller, Joyce O ' Brien, T eresa
Parsley, Mary Poindexter, Kathie Ra ike,
Cindy Stone, Pam Strickland, Kim Sparrow, Nikki Urian.
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Getting involved
with Greek events
Tri Sigma Linda Hart was chosen Teke
Waterfollies Queen.
Hoping to win a spirit award as well as the
event, Delta Zeta members cheer for their
t~am .

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Brothers of the Golden Lamp
Delta Zeta Affiliates include: Pat
Jones, Mike Morisy, Glenn Kuhns,
Larry Rood. Scott Wakefield, Fred
Waugh , Mike Wholey, Mike Scarberry.

Delta Zeta
Members include: Roberta Beckulhimer (recording secretary), Marsha Benjamin, Roberta Bragg, Paula Bruce, Kathy Burton, Susan
Chandle r, Christy Conley, Betsy Cook, Clara Copley, Candi Corey,
Tina Corey, Mary D or ning, Martha Farley, Pam Fleck, M el issa
Fox, Jean Galford, Kathy Gleason, Nancy Gurda, Becky Gu thrie,
Lynn Harbert, Muffet Hindsley. Debbie H issam, Cathy Hoag,
Leanne lmperi, Mona Ivy, Kathy Jarrell, Cindy Jones, Linda Kaln itz, Cindy Kohn, Martha Landers, Shannon Landis, Debbie Leach
(president), Kim Ledch (co1r.,,pu11Jing ,.,u.,tary), Connie Lowe
(vice president and pledge trainer), Nasha Maniska s (treasurer).
Debbie Matthews, Marcia McGraw, Carrie McCune, Terry McNeer, Jennife r Meadows, Teresa Mill er, Susan M olnar, Saia h Nod,
Jona Nuckoles, Teresa Perkins, Mary Pogue, Joani Richards, Darlene Ross, Terri Ross, Pam Rothrock , Tommi Ryle, Terri Scarberry,
Jane Seldomridge, Patti Shevak, Kathy Shinkle, Kathy Slover, Donna Snyder (vice president and rnsh), Sandy Stacy, Bonnie Thuma ,
Marcia Wright.
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Panhellenic
scholarship
One of Panhellenic Council's new
projects was the scholarship for
sororities. Each member who had a
four point the past semester received
a gold engraved necklace. Alpha Xi
Delta won a trophy for the highest
chapter average and a plaque for the
largest percentage of members on
the Dean's List.
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Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)

Panhellenic Council
Front Row: Janet Carpenter, Pam Meredith,

Kim Cook, Melodie Griffiths, Grace Stoltz,
Bobbie Bragg, Lisa Coon. Top Row: Michelle
Barton, Lisa Stewart, Jane Bilewicz (faculty)
advisor), Ginger Farmer, Wendy Coe, Jean
Galford, Becky Nicely (president).
Sorority members who received a four point
first semester were honored at the scholarship tea sponsored by Panhellenic.
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Governing boards
have responsibility

Offices at the student center such as the main
desk where Arza Barnett and another worker
sit, are under the direLtion of the Student
Center Governing Board.
Student Center Governing Board
Standing: Dr. Richard Comfort, Maureen
Milicia, Dr. Everett Roush , Greg Parcell, Pam
Braden (secretary), W. Don Morris, Becky
Yoho (vice president), Gregory Norris, Helen
Pursley. Sitting: Jane Bilewicz, Kamal Samar,
Tony Fenno (president).
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Inner Dormatory Council

Laidley Hall Dorm Government
Sitting: Shirley Bennett, Gewana Johnson.
Alaine Messner, Debbie Bralley. Standing:
Fran Cline, Faye Lu cas, Melissa M iller, Mary
Orlando, Cheryl Winter, Judy Gruber.
South Hall Dorm Government
Robert Bailey (treasurer}, Doug Logan (vice
p~esiden!), Harry McCoy (secretary), Joseph
C1ccarelh (president).
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Screening a pap smear for the diagnosis
of cancer, Margene Smith, educational coordinator for cytotecnology (at right) helps
Francine Greco, a student.
The study of microbiology involves ,,.,tting
up cultures, and Frank Wellman prepares
his culture.

Members of the cytotechnology class are
Deborah W illia m s, Rosario Salzar, Ma rgene Smith (educational coordinator), and
Francine Smith.
An extraction procedure for a drug screen
is a part of the lea rning process for Maud ie
Adkins.
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Educational co-ordinator for Medical Technology Sharon Leslie, right, looks at blood
types with Joel Taylor.
Members of the Med Tech class are Elaine
Harford, Lois Ross, Maudie Adkins, Joel
Taylor, Maurice Hoskey, Dana Brillhart,
Frank Wellman, Len Eskew, Julie Effingham,
Debbie Hilton and Teresa Steele.
Dana Brillhart works with an autoanalyzer
to take a B.U.N. analysis with blood.

Experience is
gained with
hospital classes
Each September, 12 students are
chosen for the Medical Technology
class which is taught at Cabell
Huntington Hospital. Students receive 27 hours credit and take classes
for 12 calendar months. The educational co-ordinator for Med Tech
is Sharon Leslie.
The capacity for the cytotechnology class is four students. In this
class students receive 32 hours credit.
Margene Smith is the educational
co-ordinator for this class. •
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8overnmen t
Elections for student body president and vice president, the impeachment of Student Senate's president,
and sponsorship of an outdoor concert highlighted this year' s Student
Government activities.
Rick Ramell and Ginger Farmer
were overwhelmingly elected in April
as president and vice president.
Opposed by two other slates, they
won by a three to one margin. Their
term ends in April, 1978.
During the campaign, Ramell
said he planned to establish a consumer protection agency. One function of the agency would be to
handle students's complaints about
off-campus housing. Money was appropriated for a housing program,
but a housing director had not been
found by school's end.
Besides electing Ramell and
Farmer, students narrowly approved
an amendment to the Student
Government constitution which increases the number of students a
Student Senator may represent. The
amendment will reduce the number
of senators from 30 to 15 by May,
1978, according to the amendment's
sponsors.
Earlier in the year, Student Senate
impeached and removed D. Randall
Cole as senate president. Cole was
convicted by senate of illegally conducting a special senate session.
Before his impeachment, Cole had
been found guilty by Student Court
of conducting the special session.
The Student Government constitution reserves to the student body
president the power to call a special
senate session.
Besides the impeachment, senate
labored throughout the year with
personnel problems. Five persons
served as senate president during
the year. The first resigned in September, the subsequent election of
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another was ruled invalid, Cole was
impeached and his place taken by
the president pro tempore who served
until the April election. Next year's
president, Ward Harshbarger, was
elected late in April.
Senate also had problems maintaining its strength. Throughout the
year, it did not have its full complement of senators.
On the positive side, Student
Government help fund activities and
organizations throughout the year.
It appropriated money for Homecoming and Black Awareness Week
as well as to organizations such
as the John Marshall Pre-Law
Association.
Student Government also funded
an outdoor concert at Ritter Park
in April. Three bands, headed by
Yellow Rose, played throughout the
afternoon. It also sponsored Yellow
Rose's appearance that weekend in
the Coffee House.
Next year, tentative plans call for
an outdoor concert during Homecoming Week in late September.
Also next year, students will receive discounts at certain area
me.r chants. This is a result of a
discount program implemented by
Student Government.
Next fall, students will be asked
to ratify a new Student Government
constitution. Ramell has said he
would have the new constitution
ready for ratification during the fall
semester. He said it would provide
for the creation of a Student Court
which would handle all cases involving a student and the university.
Presently, judicial review boards
handle cases involving alleged violations of university regulations. The
present Student Court hears cases
specifically
concerning
Student
Government. •

students

Tom Searls characterized two years as student
body president as "two years of fun." He said,
"There was some heartbreak, but it was a
pretty good time on the whole."

The judicial power of the Student Government is vested in Student Court. Mcmben are: Alex Lu,
Senior Justice; Tom Neal, Junior Jusitce; Katy .~elChecc:o lo, Chief Just ice, Jacque Wade, Sophomore
Justice; Bryan Reynolds . Junior Justici:..Members not pictured ~re: Pia Cummings and Rick Thu1man. Sophomore Justices; Rick Zirkle, Ju'nior Justice; Becky Nicely, Senior Justice.

Student Senate, Front Row: Sandy Suppa, Curtis Rutherford, Randy Cole, Reco Hill, Ward Harshbarger. Row Two: Dinah Arnette, Anita Moore, lee Booten, Louise Crum, Greg Nagler, Margaret
Wilson, Carol McMullen, Pam Braden. Back Row: Kathy Jaimeson, Tony Mason, Randy Titus,
Dan Sowder, James Walters, Lionel Bailey.
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Government by
students
conl.

Debbie Howell and Richard Goe, Jr. were
among the students who attended the co ncert
in the park sponsored by Student Government.
On a typical day, students gather near the
offices.
On April 6, Rick Ramell and Ginger Farmer
defeated their nearest challenger for president
and vice president by more than 700 votes.
More than 1,300 votes were cast. Ri ta White,
Rick Ras ka and Tom Searles were among the
students that waited with the winners for
the results (opposite page bottom).
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I
Vice president Rick Hamell says Marshall is
a university of action and a progressive uni ~ers ity. "It makes me feel good to be a part
of Marshall," he says.
Executive Branch
Seated: Rick Roska, s pecial as sistant; R ick
Ramell , student body vice president; Patty
Adkins, secretary. Standing: Steve Ambrose,
Dave White , Steve Colopietra, Don Wilson.

Prepared against the chills, Dawn Carney
(right) plays with the band during the
Toledo game.
At the last band practice, Charlene Nugent
and Susan Bunsey change the scene with
costumes.
Jane McFadden keeps warm wi th her h at while
playing the current sounds of the band.

The band played "sounds of today" at each
half time except du ring the second game when
they played " Marching down Broadway."

Sounds of today
played by band
The best part of being band director is working with the students and
being around them, according to
Richard W . Lemke, assistant professor of music and director of bands.
"Although they worked hard, they
enjoyed working hard," he said of
the 140 members who practiced three
times a week for an hour and a half.
The band practiced on the field behind Gullickson. •
Taking time to take pictures of the majorettes
is feature twirler, Tam i Bartee.
Giving directions during band practice is
band director Richard Lemke and drum major

R. J. Keller.
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Steppin,9

When not marching, the majorette< watch the
game. The Toledo game brought varied
expressions.
Stepping high with the music, the majorettes
performed at half time of a home game.

The majorettes are Kathy Raike, Becky Naskey
(head majorette), Deana Cooper, Teresa Cooper,
Patricia Groves, Betsy Cook, Susan Miller
(line captain), Berna Burcham, Lynda Jihoti;m,
Betty Jo Miller, Debbie Burdette, Sandy
Brodell.
·

Varsity Cheerleaders
Ludi Chatterton, Rita Wehrle, Kim Peters,
Larry Lynd (Top), Brian Ward (Standing),
Deanna Billups, Vickie Thomas (co-captain),
Anne Cutlip (captain). Split: Rhonda Trull,
alternate.

Junior Varsity Cheerleader•
Jill Thacker, Nancy Billups (co-captain),
Becky Ballard, Tonya Ayers (top), Sherri
Proffitt (captain standing), Carla Curtis,
Christy Barnhart, Beth Lynch. Seated: Pota
M cDonald (al ternate). Not Pictured: Le~ Ann
Boehm (alternate),
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ROTC offers
student training

Junior and senior ROTC students load clips
to M-16s.

"I did it," red buttons proclaimed after ROTC
workers spent the day on campus teaching

students various techniques.

ROTC Strikers
Standing: Dwaine Mills, Morris Ross, Marsha
Casdorff, Kim Guy, Darrel Pickenpaugh.
Darrel Quisenberry, Dave Lynch, Keith Maynard , Dawn Ray, Martin Meador. Kneeling:
Rose Engel, Dewey, Debbie Cain, Debbie
Jaswinski, Bill Bott.

The purpose of the Marshall University Karate
Club is to learn Karate self-defense techniques, to instill physical conditioning, character, self-confidence and discipli ne in the
practitioner, and to further individual nnd
team competition . The members met twice a
week in Gullickson Hall. Members include:

Dan Barnett, Tate Compton (vice president),
Rick Davey, Ed Hagley, Shadrouz Kianouri ,
Randy McGill, Torn Moreland, Kenny Pemberton, Jerry Powell, Rex Powers (president),
Terry Ranson, Buddy Robinson, Gary Staten,
Steve Waugh . Faculty sponsor is James
Prelaz.
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Majors provide
club membership
Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity
Front Row: Larry Ford, John Carrico, Mark
Beecher, Debbie Leslie, Irene Montgomery,
Andy Ray, Debbie Fox, Brenda Pettit, Dennis
Moore, Becky Naskey. Second Row: Alan
Kerns, Richard Wills, Phil Geyer, Jon Dinkins, Kathy Foster, Bob Smith, Barbara Frye.
Third Row: Bud Blevins, David lingenfelt,
Diana Hooker, Greg Christopher, Richard
Jones, Ward Harshbarger. Top Row: Clif
Duncan, Greg Porter, Debbie Hall, Lane
Ellis, Dennis Sizemore, Chuck Trinone,
Gary Hollandsworth, Greg Gibbs.
Gamma Theta Upsilon Geography Honorary
Beta Nu Chapter
The purpose of the Geography Honorary is to
further professional interest, to strengthen
student and professional training and encourage student research, to create and administer funds for furthering graduate study and
to advance the status of geography as a cultural and practical discipline. Members include: &b Plymale (vice president}, Carter
Johnson, Doug Bunch (president), Jimmy D.
Rogers (faculty sponsor), Gilbert Rickmar,
David Mtetwa. Not pictured: Elizabeth Abraham , Timothy Bocook (treasurer), Floyd
Mays (secretary), Mike Merritt, Jim Prunty,
Randy Robertson. Activities of Beta Nu
Chapter include a camping/field ttip in
April and a land-use study and on street
parking count for the proposed sports arena.
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Criminal Justice

Chemistry Honorary

Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Honorary
Eva McComas (vice pn••ident),
Elizabeth
Hughes (president), Bob Irons (secretary).
Jabir Abbas is faculty sponsor.
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Learning ways
to teach children
Student council for Exceptional Childrm
(CEC) is part of a national professional organization whose purpose is to further the needs
and interests of exceptional children and
youth in education and the community. This
year CEC worked with special Olympics
and had planning meetings for play equipment for Highlawn Elementary. Speakers
included Mary O 'Conner who di scussed
child abuse. Members are: Susan Smith
{president), Kathy Wells (vice president),
Kim McFadden (treasurer), Tina Henck (secretary), Becky Turner (publicity), Cathi Maxwell (membership), Debra Zimarowski (state
governor), Cheryl Arace, Mary Bush, Lisa
Butts, Pat Childers, Louise Crum, Barb Combs,
Carla Davis, Linda Dean, Anne Dill, Deborah
Estep, Carol Ellison, Constance Foling, Dianne
Ford, Stella Gillison , Constance Foling, Dianne
Ford, Stella Gilison, Sara Crnham, Linda
Hayes, Carol Holcomb, Marsha Hrabak, Judy
]Pffries, Debbi Joyce, Kathi Kania, Dennise
Lachapelle, Mary Messick. Cindy Mills.
Anita Maschino, Patty Mychesky, Janice
Nelson, Joyce O 'Brien, Vickie Propst, Christy
Porter, Reginald Rhodes, Major Sim:ns, Mary
Ellen Stewart, Barbara Sutton, Jerry Taylor,
Trish Thomas, Becky Thorpe, Kay Tyborsky,
Cora Van Middlesworth, Brenda Vickers ,
Susan West. Faculty sponsor is Robert Angel.
Association of Childhood Education International Members are: Dinah Moore (president), Rebecca Robinette (secretary), Nancy
Ross (treasurer), Debbie Burdette, Pam Miller,
Nancy Turner, Preston Urbahns, Marie Elswick, lee Ann Insco, Debbie Hammond, Barbara Rogers, Prudence Olmstead, Joan Moxley, Peggy Adkins, Molly Marchi, Lois Hoffman, Mary Kirk, Alina Fleites, Debbie Spangler, Donna Wiley, Kelly Rett.
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Bowling teams
~ • ~ -~ division and
honors
11 1

•

Win

Playing for the first year under.
the Southern Intercollegiate Bowling
Conference, the student-center sponsored bowling team gained team and
individual honors. In Division six,
which includes Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State
University and Marshall, the women's team was undefeated with a
12-0 record. The men's team placed
second with a 6-6 record.
As the only team in the 28-team
conference to go undefeated, the
women were invited to Erie, Pa. to
the National Bowling Council's Sectional Tournament. Here the women
placed third out of seven teams.
At the same time, the men bowled
in Atlanta. Mike Holland finished
with the second highest average in
the conference. Randy Erwin and
Dale Brum placed second in doubles
competition. Erwin bowled a 233,
164, and 202 for a 599 series. Brum
bowled a 202, 201, and a 213 for a
616 series.
Jody Whitten had the high series
for the entire conference with a 635.
She also was All-Events Champion
in the Mountaineer Classic where
the Men's team placed third.
Both teams placed second in the
WVU Intercollegiate Tournament. •
Women's Bowling Team
Members are: Terry Adkin s, Peg O 'Brien,
Pam Ford (staff adviso: ), Linda Ray, Linda
Wentzel, Jody Whitten (~aptain).
Men's Bowling Team
Standing: Stan Pember ton, Bernie Hensley,
Dale Brum, Randy E: win. Sitting: D oug
Earenson, Mike Holland, John David Short
(bowling team co-ordinator), Jerry Smalley.
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Graduating
as a nurse

Taking tests is a part of any major. The students who graduate from this class will be
the first to graduate with a Bachelor of Science
degree in nursing from Marshall.
Nursing Graduating Class
Front Row: Linda Peake, Patricia Will iamson,
Sharon Hall, Patricia Johnson, Sheila Kyle,
Nancy Hughes, Sherry Vickers. Second Row:
Rnsr Brafford, Teresa Towhig, Janet Cyders,
Ellen Wells, Colleen Holiday, Mary Nemeth,
Paul Hall, Pamela Leslie, Lynn Andrews,
Judith Sortet. Not Pictured: ]_('xi<:' Bailey,
Mary Ellen Bergouist, Jane Fotos, Penny
Howell.
The nursing center learning lab gives students an opportunity to work with models.
In the lab: Catherine Asher, L.D. long, M.
Ferguson, M.B. Smith, D. Davis.

Sounding out
special notes

Black Mass Choir

Delta Omicron Music Honorary

Members include: Lisa Trumbore, Betty Jo
Miller, Susan Carder, Michelle Atkins (treas

urer), Cathy Rutheford , Jenette Oldaker (vice
president), Nancy Asbury, Jennifer Oldaker,
Anna Van derZa lm , Malyna Hender<on, Cyn-

thia Arbogast (president), Sarah Keffer (secretary), Terry McNeer, Sharon Metz.

University Singers
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Jim Cantrell uses an audiometer to test Penny
Bell's hearing.

Communication
skills studied
professionally
The National Student Speech and
Hearing Association (NSSHA) tries
to encourage professional interest
among students in the study of communication behavior. It assists university departments in speech,
hearing and language behavior and
disorders and provides the 49
members with professional information and student representation. A
major in Speech Pathology and
Audiology is not required for
membership.
NSSHA participated in the Region
Workshop at the Uptowner Inn on
April 22 and 23 and in the Easter
Seals Telethon at WSAZ-TV.
Faculty sponsor is Barbara F.
Harrod. •

diagnostic sessions are somet imes
taped such as Barbara Carson is doing with
the camera. Sherri Mart in and Robert Weiford

Speech

participate in a session.
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Members of the National Student Speech and
Hearing Association include Lisa Dandy, Sue
Jordan, Debbi Smith, Jan Harrison, Jo Ann
Shureck, Grolyn Gore, Carolyn Stone, Annette Kuzdenyi , Barbara Johnson, Rhea
Bowl by, Michelle Blackford, Joyce Chaffin,
Karen Van Fausen, Sandra Kauffer, Penny
Bell , Carolyn Fogus, Ellen Kid d. Martha Neale,
Karen Neal, Beth Strehle, Robin Weiford ,
Betsy Rollins, Sue Berry, Debbie Landes,

Debbie Humphrey~ . Mor ris Mu rphy, Greg
Wassum , Charlie Tomlin, Ricky Campbell,
Janet Abrams, Fran D uncan, Carol Yokl ic,
Judy Gruber, Libby Mayo, Diane Craycraft,
Becky Nicely, Cindy Fricke, Linda White,
Rhonda Allen, Stepha n ie Anderson, Penny
Keith, Jackie Hoppe, Sha ron Phelps, Me redi th
Ray, Jim Can trell, Denise liuzzo, Sherri
Martin , Pat Wilcox, Jenny Sexton.
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Campus station
provides viewing

Learning to work with the equipment is
only part of the staff's responsibilities.
WMUL-FM 88 Staff
Sitting: Walt Baas, Vicki Nowlin. Chuck
Young , Tony Grieco, Ron Maynard, John
Saddler, Tom Underwood. Kneeling: Paul
Manuel, Peggy Gripshover, Steve Messin~er,
Rick Parks, Bob 'Turk' Tranquil. Standing:
Ivery Wood, Debbie Phillips, John Jenkin s,
Cathy Midkiff, Jerry Henderson, Celia Kitch en, Jay Quesenberry, Lee Bradshaw, Mike
Colburn, Jon Townsend, Tom Zalaski, Clint
McElroy, Karen Downey, Al Albarran, Rick
Mayne, Ron Hill, Denny Tincher, Randy
Erwin. Not Pictured: Jeff Hunt, Dan Shreve,
Mark Mott, Riley Lowe, Randy Cullum, Ron
McMillian, Sam James, Cathy Jones, Gary
Hamilton, Ted Fuller, Jayna Frazier, Jerry
Foster, Kim Dillon, Pia Cummings, Tom Condor, Steve Chapman, Jim Carter.
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Students learn
studying abroad

Beside< <ludying, the students had time to
tour or to spend time talking. Lisa Fredeking
listens lo one student's .observations.
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The group, including professors, spent first
semester in London. Cla«e• were held.

The group liaJ the opportunity to see that
some thmgs are different m other areas. They
spent much time togetrer.
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yearbook were printed by American
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Palatino, with captions and cutlines printed in eight point Palatino.
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Gothic bold condensed.
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